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changes in temperature. But even the
best of them just seem to reduce drift
instead of eliminate it.
The Pioneer PL-400, on the other
hand, has a Quartz PLL servo system
that keeps rotational speed at a constant. And keeps the PL-400 unaffected
by temperature changes, voltage fluctuations and other powerline anomalies.
These features work to keep the
PL -400 sounding like a much more expensive turntable. But without our specially designed Coaxial Suspension system, they wouldn't be nearly as effective.
This free floating suspension system isolates the platter and tonearm
from the rest of the turntable. So even if
the base vibrates, the platter and tone arm don't.
This means you can shake, rattle
and roll a lot more with a lot less worry
that your turntable is doing the same
thing.
Even the tonearm of the PL -400 is
designed to give you better sound. Its

QhIONEERR
bring
alive.
We

it back

CIo79 S.P:onee Elect roar, s Corp. 85 Oxford Drive Won. hie, N I. 07074
Manufa¢urer's suggested retail prices. Actual prices will be set M individual dealer,.

new "Mass Concenrratea'' design improves crossmodulation distortion and
tracking accuracy. So you get more
sound clarity and better channel
separation.
All these features on a turntable the
price of the PL -400 is unheard of. But
Pioneer didn't stop there. The PL-400
also has full automatic controls. Including automatic lead-in, viscous damped
cueing, automatic return, and automatic
repeat. An easy to read one -stripe strobe
that confirms platter speed accuracy. A
quick start mechanism that starts the
platter revolving as soon as the tonearrn
begins to move. And more.
So if you want to buy a $200 turntable and are just interested in great
specs, there are any number you can
buy. But if you're interested in a $200
turntable that will give you great sound,
there's only one.
The Pioneer PL -400.

j

INTRODUCING THE
NEW PIONEER PL-400.
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BY

the same
price range look practically the same on
paper. But they don't sound at all alike in
your home.
Because equal specs don't necessarily mean equal sound. In fact, specs
are just a measure of the distortion
caused by your turntable itself. They tell
nothing about how your machine preToday,

THE PIONEER QUARTZ PHASE LOZIK LOOP SYSTEM.
AUTOMATIC MONITORING, ROTATION/A._ SPEED IS KEPT
CONSTANT TO REDUCE WO'V\ AND FLUTTER.

environment.
Pioneer's new PL -400 turntable was
designed to also keep external interference from coming between you and
great sound.
Much of the success of our new
PL-400 turntable revolves around our
all new "Stable Flanging Rotor" The
world's thinnest direct drive motor.
Unlike more massive conventional
motors, the motor in the PL-400 is so
thin, it allows the center of gravity to be
at the pivot point of the rotating mechanism. So instead of the platter wobbling
like a top, the platter on the PL-400 acts
like a gyroscope to stabilize itself.
Although this technology is very difficult to understand, the result of it is
very easily appreciated. You no longer
are bothered by distortion caused by stylus mistracking or speed deviations.
So you get just what's on your record.
Nothing added to it. And nothing taken
away.
But this super thin motor does more
than eliminate distortion. It also elimi-

THE PIONEER COMPUTER -DESIGNED IiOWL-PROOF ENCASEMENT.
BY SLIMMINC DOWN THE SIZE, WE SLIMMED DOWN
ACOUSTIC RESONANCE.

PIONEER'S BEST-SOUNDING REASON C F ALL: THE PRICE.
UNDER Sx'0.

nates any space wasting elements used
in conventional motors. And because it's
so much thinner than any other motor,
the cabinet around the PL -400 is also a
lot thinner. This 20% reduction in cabinet
size means the PL -400 is 20% less likely
to suffer from acoustic distortion.
Many turntables in this price range
are direct drive. Some of them offer DC
motors. Some of them have servo motors aimed at eliminating drift caused by

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

IF ALL $200 TURNTABLES HAVE
THE SAME SPECS, HOW COME THE PL-400

SOUNDS BETTER?
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Actual,
unretouched
photo of an
oscillograph
test.
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The oscillograph you
see is an actual photo
of a high -quality audio
system "playing" a

fingerprint.
You're hearing fingerprints now through
your speaker system.
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your vinyl discs.
Discwasher,M. The only safe,
effective way to silence the
printed finger. At Audio
specialists world wide.
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About the Cover: Phono cartridges are the vital link between record and sense, as is clearly
reflected both in the colored disc on this month's cover and in Doug Sax's comments to our
interviewer (see

p. 30).

Photo: Photographic Illustrations, Philadelphia.

Audio Publishing, Editorial, and Advertising Production Offices,
1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
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Get The Professional Disco Sound!
Three great reasons why a recent survey published
by Billboard Magazine reveals that for the third year in a
row Stanton has increased its share of the Disco
phonograph cartridge market. The Stanton share has
grown to an impressive 55.8%... a full 24 percentage
points more than its nearest competitor.
The 500AL, known as the workhorse of the broadcast
industry, meets the extremely rugged requirements of
live application without sacrificing performance quality.

The 680EL is designed to deliver sound excellence and
at the same time stand up to back cueing, vibrations
and mishandling.
For home Disco, the 680SL is the perfect choice. It
features the patented StereohedronTM stylus tip assuring longer life for record collections.
From Disc cutting to Disco... to home entertainment
...your choice should be the Choice of the Professionals ... Stanton cartridges.
MAGNETICS
©1979 STANTON

STNTOfl#1 in DISCO
THE:

CHOICE OF

THE

PROFESSIONALS'

For further information contact: Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, New York 11803
Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card
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Editor
Eugene Pitts Ill

THIS TIME

MAIE

THE

RIGHT
CONNECTION
MMC
20CL

Only the new MMC 20CL
can give your turntable the
performance levels of our
unique single crystal sapphire cantilever and a micro polished Contact Line
diamond stylus. And our new
universal connector makes
proper installation an effortless task while it eliminates
the weight and
mass of the
common head shell. If you have a high
quality turntable, it probably
deserves the MMC 20CL.
See your Bang & Olufsen
dealer to make the connection.
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The world's
most powerful
35 watt receiver.
Wave Form Comparison off Conventional Bipolar Power Transistor
vs. Power Doubling Class G Amplification.

Maximum linearity
and no clipping
distortion above
rated output
power

Clipped and
distorted sine
wave form at
rated output
power

Bipolar transistor
Hitachi's Class G
Graphic Illustration: Simulated oscilloscope data from Hitachi Toyokawa Laboratory

Doubling
PowerClass
G
SR -604

The beauty of the SR -604
stereo receiver:
In normal operation,
it delivers 35 watts per
channel, both channels
driven at 8 ohms, from 2020,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.05% total harmonic
distortion. But when it's confronted
with a demanding musical peak, it switches over to
power doubling Class G amplification, becoming a super power
auxiliary amplifier delivering a massive 70 watts per channel.
The result? Clean. unclipped musical peaks and outstanding dynamic range.
You'll also like what it does to the tuner section, in critical areas like sensitivity, selectivity
and signal-to-noise ratio performance.
The amazing SR-604-super-power, low distortion, all the
good things you're looking for in stereo.

HITACHI

Trie New Leader in Audio Technology

Hitachi Sales. Corp. cf America

401 West Artesia Blvd.

Compton. Calif.90220
Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card
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The KARMA X Speaker
Serial No. X000n
Source: Manufacturer's loan.
Price: Depends on review quotient.

As I sit here on my imported Lotus
Flower in a state of enlightenment
concocting, or might I say, creating a
gently pretentious, verbose but astringent review for the next issue of
Objective Audio, a veritable spectrum
of celestial sounds float into my
heightened consciousness.
I am reviewing appropriately, the ultimate, the definitive sound experience of the new KARMA X mirror -image speakers. I know our readers, or
should I say the cognoscenti, will be
awaiting this issue with bated breath,
and this time they will not be disap-

pointed.
Some lesser mortals may be reduced
to a state of catatonia by the soul shaking eruptions of the KARMA X.
This reviewer was merely assailed by
the cries of a thousand cherubim (par-

don Mephistopheles). must mention
at this point, knowing that you all are
intimately aware of the dimensions of
my listening room, that recently had
the prison -like 2.5 meter ceiling trepanned and now the music can expand upward, unchecked, to the outer
I

I

galaxies.

The Drivers
are divine!
The absolute

piquancy of the
tweeters made all other tweeters
sound drivelling, untitillating
dank
even. They uplift exultantly, stratospherically to 50,000 kHz with the agility of an astral body homeward bound,
sans flesh, sans hum, sans everything.
heard these tweeters at their heights
with elation. No wonder during a recent sojourn at home in Spain they
christened me "Orejitas de Oro" (Little Golden Ears).
The insanely sweet midrange drivers
combine the silky smoothness of
Quattrocento bellies with the mahogany purr of wine-aged Stradavari.
might add that these mighty speakers accept up to 2000 watts with nonchalance.

-

I

I

The Bass speakers. Ah, the bass
speakers! They growl like the gutsy,
golden crucifixion of a crumpet, and

when they plummet to their unique
8.5 cycles, they sound like the amplified uuummm of a multitude at prayer, or with the level up, like a private
Gotterdammerung.
If one is not careful, one is lured
away from serious comment by the
sheer impact of these KARMAS. In fact
one might be tempted to slip into cartoonese and utter such succinct but eloquent phrases as WOW! or even,
upon hearing the iron driver in the velvet glove that punches out the sound,
an incredibly vulgar POW!
Finally must say that the linearity,
the dimensionality, the specificity, the
precocity, to say nothing of the preciosity of these speakers is of such
magnitude that the mundane considerations of listening pleasure become
totally irrelevant, not to say irreverent.
I

Drawbacks
It is difficult to describe these speakers in their physical manifestation. It's

rather like The Emperor's New Clothes.
They say something different to each
enthusiast. They speak their appearance in a myriad of tongues. One
small sadness cringes on the fringes of
my euphoria. The KARMA X speakers,
due to the inbuilt characteristics of
their mystical ICs, can only be heard

by virgins, Virgos, Leos, Libras, bus
drivers and Ph.Ds.
I was a little disturbed to find on the
back cover of the accompanying incomprehensible booklet of specifications, an illustration of a heavenly
body. It was of a vacant -eyed hi-fi
groupie in a swelling tee shirt holding
a booklet that pictured another distant-eyed lady etched forever on the
front of another tee shirt, and so on,
all spewing softly backwards into a retrograde infinity. I failed to see the
symbolism of all that. Maybe it hints of
an alternative path to enlightenment.

Revaluation
would further like to add that
I

I

now reject, in fact abjurate and annihilate, my review last month of the PELLUCID P speakers. In the light of the
KARMA X revelation, now know the
PELLUCID Ps to be unspeakable.
Please don't doubt my credibility.
Who was it said that the sign of true
'intellect is the revaluation of each new
speaker in the light of each new experience? do humbly believe it was this
very reviewer.
Note: feel that it is most unlikely
that we shall receive any comment
from the manufacturer of the KARMA
X speakers. It is understood that this
equipment was made in H -V -N. Designed by you know who.
Nadine Amadio
I

I

I
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If you want a frequency resp.ar,se with more dynamic range and
more high -end extension, you'll want nothing less than metal
tape. And for about $380 theie are many metal tape decks to
choose from. But if you want more than just metal, you'll want
what most other comparably priced decks don't give you.The
3 heads and double Dolbyt ii Technics RS -M63.
The RS-M63's 3 -head configuration lets you do what most
other comparably priced de_I6 don't: Monitor your recordings
while you're recording. And, since our separate HPF record

Technics

and playback heads are precisely gapped and enclosed in a
single housing, you won't get azimuth error.What you will get
is an extremely wide freque icy response with G-02tape and
an incredibly high response w th metal tape.
Wow and

Fluter

0.05% WRMï

Freq_leacy Response

20H= ?r)kHz(metal)
20Hz-13kIz(FeCr/CrOz)

S/N
67 dB Dolby in

20Hrl.A iz(normal)

As good as that sounds, double Dolby w'll make it sound
even better,aecause there ape separate Dolby circuits for
recording and playback. So you can monitor your tapes with
the full effects of Dolby Noise Reduction. That means a lot
when it conies to accurate -ecordings.
So do the RS-M63's fluOPEscent (FL) bar graph meters.
Especially when it comes to dynamic range. Because with their
device attack time of just 5-millionths of a second, they can
respond to the most sudden musical transients.
To help you make the ni st of all this performance, the
RS -M63 has a fine bias adjnszment, so you can get the most
out of all kinds of tape. And you'll spend more time listening
to music anc less time sea)ching for it, because we include the
memory features you meet. _ike auto -rewind, auto play and
rewind auto play.
Technics RS -M63. The orly deck to consider when you
consider what you get for ihe. price.
+

Recommended pr ce for Tecf nits RS-ME3, 3u: actual Dace will be set by dealers.
is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

t Dolby

Before you spend $380*on a
metal tape deck, make sure it has
3 heads and double Dolby.

nter No. 34 on Reader Service Card
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Edward Tatnall Canby

Recently went to one of the most
magnificent press events have ever
pardon me, should say
eaten at
listened to a Presentation of Information on New Audio Products at. Matter
of fact, they got us

-

I

I

I

the

oysters,

bumpy,

enormous,

opened with a blunt knife before your
very eyes. And the smoked salmon
and tender roast beef and Bardolino
NOW remember; it was tape.

-

I

all seated at the

banquet
after

a

tables

more to ponder. One looks for hints,
as to current thinking, in the
very style of the Presentation
they
are always, of course, very upbeat and
full of confidence but, even so, one
can find all sorts of
meanings that do
not come from the

-

for clues

printed

session of

bibulosity

and

lease

then served nary a
crumb until the
entire Presentation
was

all

over,

which point

I

important,
think,
is
that it takes
many press conferI

at
was

ences,

raving hungry, just
watching those silent, white -coated

catering

press repage. More

-

people

standing over their
tables of smoking
chafing dishes and
heaping piles of
ice, waiting ..
just waiting for the
talk to end. Me
too! Then
such a
royal splurge. Unforgettable.
Do you think I'm not talking about
audio? This is the happy way (for journalists) in which audio is born, folks,
the way it first hits the big time
sequence, long before you ever hear of
it, maybe before the trade shows, the
CES winter and summer, before the
AES shows, the local dealer seminars,
the hi-fi shows for the general public,
and at last the actual sales rooms. It's
the American way even if the sponsoring outfit is German or Scandinavian
or Japanese or others various. The
route to a man's heart goes via his ingesting apparatus and the same with
Ms., don't you believe. Not being on
any sort of reducing diet yet, approve
decidedly.
This is also, oddly enough, the way
to a man's and a woman's thinking apparatus. Not many journalistic scoops
have been composed on an empty
stomach.
Now let me see, just what were the
audio products on display that time?
find my memory momentarily a bit
hazy. There were the shrimp, great,
whopping shrimp with long tails. And
.

-

I

I

and

Of course! How could
forget.
Thanks, tapemaker, for an extraordinary occasion. And great, whopping
success to the updated lines of cassettes, also the ongoing reel-to-reel
products, of an equivalent sophistication. In all truth, I was more impressed
by the extraordinary expansion of this
firm's tape business during recent
years than by my second helping of
oyster. And if
say nothing much
about their TV cassettes, in both formats at various levels of excellence, it
is because this doesn't wholly fit into
audio, which is our business here.
I

I

Model of the Minute
Quite seriously, for a roving journalist the press conference can be immensely helpful. Most of us, of course,
are busy taking notes on all the technical details being put forth and/or the
sales plans in hand, and do this even
though we are invariably furnished
with a press kit containing the whole
thing to take home with us. Plus gen-

erous samples when not too heavy to
carry. But, food aside, there is much

espe-

cially among rival
concerns, to make
a true picture of
the larger state of
things.
No
do not
for an instant mean
to imply any "lack"
in the usual Presentation we attend. This is a kind
of ritual, obeying
very strict and sophisticated forms
of communication,
almost an art form. There are accepted
norms, useful and understood by all of
us. If they sometimes border on exaggeration, in favor of the product of the
moment, they very seldom involve deliberate untruths. Indeed, again and
again
have been astonished at the
depth and extent of technical detail
offered to the untutored journalistic
have had to summon up every
ear
bit of brain had, time after time, to
follow the arguments in favor of the
brand X of the moment.
The rules are keenly drawn. One can
expect to hear praise to the skies of the
current development and it is always
permissible to imply
no more
that indeed there really is no important competition. One does not often
say so in explicit terms. That is, naming
names. Or even by merely implying
names. True, current advertising practice elsewhere is undergoing a wave of
explicitness, particularly among the
auto makers; but in audio we are perhaps more conscientious. do not remember hearing A mention the inferiority of B or C or D or E, or whomever.
I

I

-

I

I

-

-

I
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We fit the same.
But we perform so
much better.
When it comes to fitting any audio or
video recorder, there's no apparent difference
between Fuji and any other brand of cassettes:
we all fit the same.
But there, the resemblance ends. Because tapes are manufactured to very different
quality standards with different materials and
technologies, Fuji's performance is unique.
Take video. Our VHS and Beta cassettes improve performance on any recorder.
Providing sharper pictures. More lifelike

color. And freedom from noise and distortion.
In audio, our premium FX-I, FX-II and
low -noise FL set new standards for accurate
sound reproduction. And extended response.
Our revolutionary new Fuji Metal Tape
goes even further. With ultra -wide response.
Dramatically -improved dynamic range and
sound quality comparable to studio open reel

recordings.
So, whatever you're recording-on
whatever brand of recorder-discover how
good your machine really is. With Fuji-the
tape that helps it perform so much better.

.Uu31

17

One brand fits all. Better.
Magnetic Tape Division

Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc.

350 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York 10001
(212) 736-3335
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It just is not done. It should not be
done. The function of a press conference, you see, is NOT to make comparisons a la Consumers Union. That is
the art form of it and on the very few
occasions where I have heard somewhat more direct downgrading of a rival product, even without actual
names, I have sensed a definite negative reaction among the listeners.
Rightly. You are expected to tout
YOUR product, as skillfully as you are
able. But you simply do not touch
what is not yours.
The really successful press conference is that which persuades the waiting journalists wholeheartedly of the
merits of the product on its own, without the slightest suggestion of the cast
aspersion, "casting asparagus," as we
used to call it, not even by implication.
It is wholly a one-way discussion that
we want and expect. If these formal
structures are rightly followed, as they
are remarkably often, then we journalists get what we want and need.
Comparisons, indeed, are very bad
press. We are instantly suspicious.
Maybe the product itself can be
"rigged" to enhance its own value,
and to an extent it often is-which is
no more than a kind of acceptable drama that is easily seen through by those
who are savvy when it is overdone.
We take this with amused indulgence-it's OK, if they, the promoters,
really feel it's something they must do.
But any sort of direct comparison with
a non -house product is something
else. The whole fragile edifice of communication is destroyed-how can it
be fair? Now we are outside the law,
the accepted format; anything goes,
but everything is suspect. No good!
Even if true, it doesn't pay off. In fact,
we are likely to smell an untruth when
in plain fact there isn't any. Cynics that
we are. So it is better to accept the etiquette that the situation demands and
thereby retain the confidence of those
all-important listeners.

The ffrr Was Flying
remember, for instance, a time in
the early years of hi-fi when the record
wars were breaking out, the LP coming
in and before that the "wide range"
78, notably London's ffrr (full frequency range recording) which
appeared at first in the 78 format.
Things got pretty hectic, along about
that time, and some press conferences
became, shall say, rather strident. The
ineffable rules began to slip, under
stress. Invidious comparisons did get
made. It was just then that was entering our biz, and these were some of
was
my first press "dos." Frankly,
shocked. remember one famous occasion when it was audibly proved
I

I

I

I

I

a certain domestic label's records
were superior in sound to those of
London in ffrr. I heard it. I didn't believe it. Sorry. This was simply NOT the
way I wanted to hear a comparison of
a kind which was very serious and important in that day.
got so cynical, there, for awhile,

that

I

went around making jokesthat
wasn't it funny that RCA records invariably sounded awful at Columbia
demos, and, of course, precisely vice
versa? This was largely rhetoric on my
part, because it didn't really happen
that way every time. But there were
enough. It left a bad taste.
Perhaps you can get what am driving at, which is that the formal (or informal) press conference is not a big
lie and a publicity puff, in spite of its
totally one-sided approach to reality.
Accentuate the positive!-what stage
character sang that? There is the art of
it and the whole of it.
At an artfully managed conference,
then, you can really size up the offerings, if you have a mind to and
enough technical background and experience to make your own comparisons. Hence the real necessity is attending lots of press conferences, and
particularly those offering similar
products. I was thus especially glad to
go to this recent big affair because
have attended a number of excellent
presentations, on the positive side and
remarkably well informed in a technical way, by other makers of cassettes.
In each of these was artfully persuaded in the best sense. went away very
much impressed with the positive values of what was being done. Now to
these added the present firm (and so
did some hundreds of other perceptive journalists).
The "truth," then, is more than ever
up to us. It is our business to assess
each of these and to figure out for ourselves any unmentioned negatives that
just might be around in one case or
another. Whether we do this via direct
instrument testing or by intelligent
general evaluation is really beside the
point. The ball is in our court; we have
a large quantity of (positive) material
in detail, and we must make what we
may of it. A good system.
I

I

I

I

I

I

Knowledgeable Neophytes
Of course, one of the beauties of the
press conference is that one may always simply quote. With ascription.
"The company says that-" and down
goes the press release, word for word.
You don't even have to say "claims"indeed, that might be unintentionally
negative, not meaning to be. You are
absolutely safe if you merely quote the
printed or Xeroxed or Kodaked word.
Thus, if you are an innocent new -
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ULTIMATE HIGH FIDELITY
STEREO COMPONENTS

STEP UP TO
LUX'S LEST SELLING
LABORATORY STANDARD SERIES
FOR A SOUND INVESTMENT
IN SOUND OUALITY.
Why settle for anything less than superb sound? Check the features and benefits on these
super components in this series:
Quartz -lock for precise tuning plus Accu TouchTM for locking the station at the point of
lowest distortion.
Direct coupled and pure DC amplification to eliminate DC drift, phase shift and TIM distortion.
Exclusive Lux linear equalizer for frequency balance and adjustment in the preamplifier
and integrated amplifier.
A ten -octave graphic equalizer with active filter components for minimum distortion
and noise -free operation.

Visit your Lux dealer now for an opportunity to audition today's ultimate in high quality
reproduction and purchase the components in the Laboratory Standard Series at
considerably less than the ultimate in cost.
ten -octave graphic equalizer: ±6 or ±l2dB
booster or cut at each octave no more than

G-11

0.005°%o

THD

Tuner: 10.7dBf (1.8µV) usable sensitivity.
14.1dBf (2.814V) quieting sensitivity (IHF)

T-12 FM
L-11

DC

Integrated Amplifier:

100 watts per

channel, minimum RMS, both channels
driven at 8 ohms from 20-20,000Hz with rig
more than 0.02% THD.

Preamplifier: no more than 0.005% THD
and 0.002% IM distortion, S/N better than
96dB, 10mV input (IHF-A weighted), 300mV
phono overload.

C-12

Amplifier: 80 watts per
channel, minimum RMS, both channels driven at
8 ohms from 20-20,000Hz with no more than
0.006% THD
(Also available but not shown B-12 Monaural
DC Power Amplifier)

M-12 Stereo Power

LUX AUDIO OF AMERICA, LTD.
Reflecting Tomorrow's Technology in Today's System
160 Dupont Street, Plainview, NY 11803 / (516) 349-7070
West Coast Office: 11200 Chandler Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91603 / (213) 985-4500
Canada: Lux Audio of Canada, Ontario M IS 3R3
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= It sounds
á like music.
.o

N

Interface:C Series

II

is the fulfillment of

our six-year association with optimally
vented speakers based
on the theories of
A.N. Thiele -speaker
designs first introduced
by Electro -Voice in 1973:
The Interface:C offers
you a unique combination
of high efficiency and
high power capacity- the
only way to accurately
reproduce the 120+ dB
peak sound pressure
levels found in some
types of live music.

The SuperpomeTM
tweeter, an E -V exclusive,
and the VMRTM vented
Wmmidrange driver, the first
to apply optimally vented
design to mid frequenkmcies, ensure your music
is reproduced without
the coloration normally
found in other high efficiency drivers. An
honest 30 Hz low end
totally eliminates the
need for expensive sub edwoofer assemblies.

When you spend $1,000
for a speaker system,
get your money'sworth.
Audition the Interface:C
Series II at your nearest
Interface dealer. If you
want a speaker that
sounds like music, the
Interface:C Series II is
the one you'll buy.

Ey Elecfrol/oice
o QrUItCIA company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49

in'

comer to hi-fi wiles, you can be "authoritative" in an unassailable fashion

without knowing

d-thing. After

a

all,

we have to start somewhere. This, too,
we all can tolerate; it is one of the
graces of the system.
Back to the question of nutriments,
etc. It always amuses me to watch the
various producers of press events juggling the physical parameters for best
effect-when shall we have drinks,
when food, when the actual Presenta-

tion (obligatory for the journalist who
is not a freeloader). They differ; they
try various ways. It's hard to know.
And success in this respect is vital,
needless to say. have walked out of a
number of press events in my life in
sheer disgust-overly loud and much
too long. Our fault in a sense, the
journalists'. But in a more serious way,
this is also a miscalculation on the part
of the producers. Maybe we writers
stood around waiting for so long that
the drinks just piled up? At one affair a
couple of years ago
arrived at 12
noon and we sat down to luncheonfollowed by press material-at two.
Frankly, several of us were less than
attentive. (I wrote an article for this
magazine on the widget, but I'm not
telling you which.)
Then there are the dry Presentations.
Nice, sober dinners with really excellent and informed material for us, lowkey, quietly precise. But not a drop,
unless coffee, tea or water. hate to be
worldly but it doesn't really work.
Ours is a depraved society, no doubt,
but we all have to get along and to the
next event. Coffee helps but likker is
quikker. won't argue further- as always, it is the happy mean which
works best and is so very hard to
achieve.
can only say that in general the
easiest way to digest facts is on a reasonably full tummy, when the drink is
wearing away and one is, above all, relaxed and comfortable and in a good
but attentive mood! am aware that,
this being a national mag, some of you
readers may yourselves be shocked at
all this talk. But am only being objective; these are the facts of our useful
life as writers and can only suggest
that if you find a better way to Sell, go
right ahead. As say, most publicity
firms ardently seek for the most workable, the optimum effectiveness, in
terms of the two essentials, persuasion
and factual communication. And this
depends on many other tricky factors,
you may be sure, including the nature
of the product itself and the best way
to present its values.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Data Banks
might say that
I

as

I
really appreciate,
do we all, any reasonable and genu-

-

ine alteration of the usual arrangements
providing it works. One such
happy approach is the continuous
press conference, with a Presentation
and/or feed at intervals, and high -rank
attendants on hand to give individual
briefings whenever desired. One team,
father and son, does this thing particularly well and with much gentility. Another approach, maybe the opposite,
is the enormous and running cocktail
party in some flossy top -of -the -world
I remember some lovelies of
eatery
this sort. And please do not think that
such a big event is merely a noisy party. It is much more, and that by intention. These things cost money; they are
designed for a cold -turkey purpose.
The promoters know it, we journalists
know it, and we do, in spite of all our
noise on occasion, we do, indeed, play
the rules very carefully.
forgot one important
Oh, yeah
item. Just as the elite and wealthy used
to take the waters at Saratoga each
summer mainly to find out what the
other elite were up to (Edna Ferber,
Saratoga Trunk), so we in the hi-fi
writing trade go to gossip, to retail the
"in" info we have ourselves and to absorb the tidbits that others can offer.
It's fair game! A good journalist picks
up much factual background in this
way
after all, we can't all know everything
and the better one is at his
trade, the more easily can he integrate
this new material (sometimes, to be
sure, on the negative side!) with the
large useful background of his general
understanding. AND with the material
of the press conference itself.
Ah yes. The question period. And
the individual questions put to attending officials. Doesn't get us very far.
You can go as far as you want in extra
detail, within the set scope of the Presentation itself did I say, for you outsiders, that the official talk and/or
demonstration is always called the
Presentation?
but if you pull any
journalistic tricks on those guys, like
the loaded questions they fire at the
U.S. President, for instance, you will
get nowhere at all. That, you see, is
NOT what a hi-fi press conference is
for. It is indeed an art form! The thing
is set up with the utmost precision and
delicacy and nothing, but nothing, is
added on the spur of the moment. Unless by ghastly mistake. (And the guy
can be fired quick -like for his indiscretion.)
So please remember that the shrimp
and the oysters and the tender roast
beef are important and dead -serious
elements of our basic information system in this, our hi-fi world, part of the
orchestration of the presentation of
the production. Very, very useful and
again, thanks.
ul

-

-

--

-
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If you don't have at least $1,000 to spend
on an Audiovox Hi -Comp autosound system,
read no further.
By Robert Harris, Technical Director

There are few things in this world

that can take a driver out of the
traffic jam or away from a gas
line, better than great music, well
reproduced.

3" mid -range with

3/4" precision
molded gasket

high flux density
ferrite magnet

4

1/2" high efficiency
horn loaded tweeter
with strontium magnet

Audiovox understands this. That's
why they engineered the Hi -Comp
range of high fidelity stereo
components designed to produce
exemplary sound in automobiles.
A total range of exotic

amplifiers/receivers.
Each model builds on the one before it
until you reach the HCM-0010 - the

20 oz. strontium magnet
with thick 8 mm plates

high temp.
aluminum
SV wire voice coil
11/2"

HCS-362 HiComp 6" x

HCE-750 HiComp Semi -parametric graphic equalizer

It's an electronically -tuned AM/FM
multiplex receiver with a built-in autoreverse cassette deck. The HCM-0010
has 12 -station memory, LED display,

9" 3-way

speaker system.

built-in quartz clock and an automatic
station seek. It also features a Cr02
switch, Dolby®, FM muting, 4 -way
stereo balance controls, separate bass
and treble controls and a Hard
Permalloy tape head. Its looks are
straight out of a stereo buff's music
room.

Microprocessor controlled
Motor Driven
Fader control

electronic synthesizer

Noise
Dolby
Reduction circuits

Electronically governed
tape speed control

Low distortion audio
pre -amp circuits

The ultimate is the Hi -Comp 362
system: 6" x 9" three way speakers with
11/2"" Strontium horn tweeters, 3" midranges, 20 -ounce Strontium magnet
woofers, 11/2"" heat proof aluminum
voice coils, and a 70 to 18,000 Hz
response range with crossovers at 2,900
and 9,000 Hz, and a power capacity of
70 watts. Hook these up to the
HCM-0010 with the Hi -Comp power
amplifier, HCB-830, 120 watts RMS at
less than 0.3% distortion, and you've
got enough sound to pop a moon roof.

6" x 9" woofer,
butyl rubber
suspension

"master system."

power -matched speaker systems.

LED display of
frequency or time

Phase -Lock Loop

HCB-830 HiComp 120 watt4-channel power amplifier

Now for the equalizer.
from
a heavy-duty fader control
Apart
or a dual slide -bar pre-amp, the only
other Audiovox Hi -Comp component
you might buy is the HCE-750
semi -parametric graphic equalizer
with 5 slide -bar response controls and
bi -amp capability.
You spend $1,000
and what do you get?
Probably the finest sound you've
heard, anywhere. It takes money to get
it. But it also takes a lot of specialized
dedication. Audiovox only knows how
to do just one thing: How to engineer
the finest automobile sound systems
you've ever heard.

FM quadrature

detector

Switchable 120/70 u sec.
tape equalization
Dual -gate MOS/FET
FM Front end

Auto -reverse
Hard Perma.loy

Patented design panel
controls 39 functions

For further information, write to: Robert
Harris, Technical Director, Dept. AU ,
Audiovox, 150 Marcus Blvd. Hauppauge,
New York 11787.

Computer -grade tuner
function switches

cassette mechanism

Tape Head

the Audiovox HC. M-0010, developed by the audio research laboratories
of the Shinto,,, Company, Ltd., Yokohama, japan.
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Dolby" is a registered trademark of Dolby
Laboratories, Inc.
1979 Audiovox Corporation

Empire's EDR.9
The Phono Cartridge
Designed for Today's
Audiophile Recordings
Herman Burstein

Pink Noise Revisited
Editor's Note: In the October, 1979
issue's "Tape Guide" column, there
appeared an inaccurate answer to two
questions on pink noise. The answer
which appeared was not from the column's author, Herman Burstein, and
this month's more accurate and complete answer is from Contributing Editor Howard Roberson, who first noticed the problem.
Q. What is pink noise? How is 1/3 octave pink noise used in testing
equipment?
A. Let's first say that white noise,
sometimes called flat noise, is characterized by having constant energy per
Hz -bandwidth. In other words, white
noise has the same energy in a one -Hz
band at 100 Hz as it has in a one -Hz
band at 1,000 Hz. Pink noise cannot be
called "flat" noise: The energy in a
one -Hz bandwidth falls off at the rate
of 3 dB every time the frequency is
doubled (up one octave). White noise
has very much of an s -s -s sound, but
with the high -frequency
pink noise
energy reduced compared to the low
is much more sh-sh-sh in nature.
Pink noise is usually generated by
filtering the output of a white -noise
generator. The output from the filter is
broadband, however, usually covering
20 Hz to 20 kHz or more.
For most tests, the pink noise is not
restricted to a '/3 -octave bandwidth.
(Reverberation decay measurements
are an exception.) For audio evaluation, the pink noise has two major advantages over white noise. First of all,
its decreasing energy with higher frequencies is much more like music and
better for testing some equipment
such as loudspeaker systems, where
the extra high -frequency energy in
white noise could burn out tweeters.
The second advantage of pink noise
.

Direct -to -Disc and digital recording have added a fantastic new
dimension to the listening experience. Greater dynamic range, detail,
stereo imaging, lower distortion and
increased signal-to-noise ratio are
just a few of the phrases used to describe the advantages of these new
technologies.
16

In order to capture all the benefits of these recordings, you should
have a phono cartridge specifically
designed to reproduce every bit of
information with utmost precision
and clarity and the least amount of
record wear.

The Empire EDR.9 is that cartridge. Although just recently introduced, it is already being hailed as
a breakthrough by audiophiles, not
only in the U.S., but in such foreign
markets as Japan, Germany, Eng-

land, France, Switzerland and
Sweden.
At $200, the EDR.9 is expensive,
but then again, so are your records.

For more detailed information
and test reports, write to:
Empire Scientific Corporation
1055 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, New York 11530
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that it can be used with what are
known as constant -percentage-bandwidth filters. The most popular of
these are the octave and '/3 -octave
filters and analyzers of various types.
So, the pink noise is actually broadband: It's the analyzer filters which
split it up into a series of '/3 -octave
bands. If the equipment frequency response is flat, the output in each Y3 octave band will be the same, and a
scope display of all filter outputs
is

'
would be a straight line. The basis for
the results is this: The actual Hz
bandwidth of the filters is increasing at
the same rate as the noise power in
each Hz bandwidth is decreasing. For
example, the filter at 500 Hz will have
twice the bandwidth as the filter at 250
Hz, but the pink noise power at 500 Hz
will be half as much per Hz; and the
result is the same noise power in the
two bands.

Dubbing Dolbyized Cassettes
Q.

I

am planning to dub some

of my

Dolbyized cassettes onto
open -reel tapes. Will the recordings
that I make from his cassettes be recorded in Dolbyized form or will they
Scott
be just plain recordings?
friend's

-

MacGregor, Atlanta, Ga.
A. If your friend's Dolbyized recordings are played back on his cassette
deck with the Dolby switch "on," the
playback signal will be flat (not Dolbyized). Therefore, your dubbings will
also be flat.

Variable Speed Ahead
Q. I would like to be able to adjust
the speed of my tape recorder. I have
done some experimenting with masking tape on the capstan, but this is a
lot of trouble and requires quite a bit
of trial and error to find the right variation in speed. How would you suggest
that go about achieving the control I
1

-

Terry Black, Springfield, Ill.
a difficult one
for the user to achieve, although it
seems not a difficult one for the manufacturer; after all, many turntables
have adjustable speed, and so do a
few tape decks. The most feasible
course for you would appear to be to
acquire a power supply with variable
frequency and use this to power the
motor. I doubt that such power supplies are available at your audio dealers, although you might inquire. Variable -frequency power supplies have
been described in the popular electronic literature, and you can research
111
this at your library.

desire?

A. Your objective is

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO,
1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters
are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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AFTER 500 PLAYS OUR HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE STILL DELIVERS HIGH FIDELITY.

If your old favorites don't sound as good as they used to, the problem
could be your recording tape.
Some tapes show their age more than others. And when a tape ages
prematurely, the music on it does too.
What can happen is, the oxide particles that are bound onto tape
loosen and fall off, taking some of your music with them.
At Maxell, we've developed a binding process that helps to prevent
this. When oxide particles are bound onto our tape, they stay put. And
so does your music.
So even after a Maxell recording is 500 plays old, you'll swear it's not
a play over five.

maxell

Maxell Corporation of Americo, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074.
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IT'S WORTH IT

thes scenes

Bert Whyte

Last month I reported on what was
new in digital recording technology at
the 64th AES Convention in New York.
While digital recording standards are
still a most controversial and as yet unresolved problem, it was quite apparent at the Convention that this has not
deterred a number of manufacturers,
and I think it is now safe to say that
digital recording hardware is generally
available. Engineers who are aware of
this, and who have embraced the digital doctrines, are now becoming concerned about the effects of the analog
equipment in the rest of the recording
chain. There is no question that having
to leave the digital domain, enter the
analog mode for a specific function,
and then returning to digital causes a
definite degradation of the original
signal. Ideally, of course, the entire recording chain should be digital
from microphone preamplifier to
monitor output. As reported last
month, Sony has taken the first few
small steps toward this goal with their
digital "mini" mixer and digital reverberation unit. Strong rumors were circulating at the Convention that a major console manufacturer would offer

Company, are always of interest. They
have introduced the U89i condenser
microphone, featuring a newly developed dual -membrane capsule which is
said to be impervious to close-up high
humidity effects (as from a vocalist's
breath). The new unit resembles the
familiar U87 but is actually about 20

With its small size and light weight
and the fact that multiple units can be
electronically linked, the Cybersonic
lathe would appear to be well suited
for remote direct -to -disc recording.
The cost of the DM2002 lathe with mi-

completely digital multi -input/output mixing console by the spring of
1981. If one's recording activities are of
the "purist" minimum microphone variety, the Sony unit might be suitable
at present, and it would be reasonable
to expect small digital input consoles,
either commercial or custom-built
units, to appear in the near future.
Since my personal recording philosophy is of the "purist persuasion," am
going to follow these developments
very diligently.
As anyone who has attended the
last half -dozen or so Conventions of
the Audio Engineering Society can attest, while the exhibits emphasize the
nuts and bolts equipment of professional recording, there are ever-growing displays and demonstrations of
equipment that would be of interest
to the high -end audiophile market as
well. This cross -utilization of audio
equipment can have a very salutory effect on both markets, and hope this
trend continues. Herewith, some interesting items from both camps that
caught my eye (and ear) at the 64th

percent smaller. It has a rotary switch
which permits selection of omni, cardioid, figure of eight, hypercardioid,
and wide-angle cardioid. A new amplifier allows up to 140 dB SPL, equivalent to the SPL right in front of a trum-

for the Ortofon cutter head and amplifiers and you are ready for business.
Cybersonics even has a fitted transport
case for their lathe, so the enterprising
direct -disc specialist can advertise,
"Have lathe ... will travel."
The Eumig company, an old-line
Austrian firm with a solid reputation in
the movie and slide -projection business, entered the cassette deck market
about a year ago, and at the Convention they showed their latest offering,
the very sophisticated FL -1000 cassette
deck. This unit has all the usual "goodies" found on high -quality decks,
plus some highly unusual facilities. In
the Eumig demonstration room there
was the somewhat startling sight of 10
of these decks all linked together
through a computer, performing the
function of an automated broadcasting station (with all associated
transmitters, of course). The FL -1000
deck has a computer interface system
that can be directly linked to almost
any eight -bit computer system such as
the Commodore Pet, Apple Two, and
Radio Shack TRS-80. With a multi -machine control program, up to 15 FL 1000 decks can be individually controlled simultaneously or sequentially,

croscope

and

vacuum

system

is

$47,700.00. Add another $40,000 or so

-
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Convention...
New microphones, especially from
the redoubtable Georg Neumann

pet bell!

Sooner or Later
After five years of development, the
new Cybersonics DM2002 disc-cutting
lathe has reached the marketing stage,
complete with prices. This compact
(351/2

in.

Wx27'

in. D x 16 in. H) 250 -

pound lathe is in startling contrast to
the massive Scully and Neumann
lathes. The Cybersonic lathe features
direct servo motor drive to the turntable, cutting lead screw, microscope
lead screw, and head mount. The
turntable motor is of the phase lock
servo, quartz reference type. Their
"Compu-Drive" automated cutting
system is a composite analog and digital system. All signals are formatted in
eight-bit words. The Cybersonic lathe
can be fitted with most cutter heads,
but it features the Ortofon DSS731 and
DSS732 systems. An interesting note is
that Ortofon will act as the distributor
for the Cybersonic lathes in Europe.
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QUARTZ LOCKED MICROPROCESSOR

CONTROLLED

Breakthough

is a word that Realistic
uses very very very rarely.
But nothing else describes our
new STA -2200 all -digital receiver.
Could Radio Shack have scooped its peers (like Pioneer, Technics and Kenwood) in technology
as well as features? Before you buy a conventional receiver that may be old-fashioned
before 1980 is over, you can see what's really new at any of our stores. And decide for yourself!
The Computerized Tuner. Quartz -locked, microprocessor -controlled digital synthesis circuitry ends
mechanical tuning errors and problems. No dial, no
knob, no tuning meters. Instead, bright fluorescent
digits display each station's frequency with absolute
accuracy. Computer -type "feather -touch" tuning automatically scans up or down the FM and AM bands. Or
you can select manual tuning. Store any six FM and
any six AM stations in the microprocessor memory for
instant recall. Even command the receiver to sample
the stations in the memory, then touch -select the program of your choice. There's also battery back-up
memory protection, Dolby* FM noise reduction, LED

signal level indicators, and dual -sensitivity muting.
And the display "off" is a quartz clock.

The High -Technology Amplifier. The Realistic
STA -2200 uses a new generation of power transistors

called MOSFETs. Their ultrahigh -speed operation
brings you stunningly accurate sound reproduction
through superior linearity, superior slew rate and inaudible TIM. They are more reliable than ordinary transistors and generate less heat. The amplifier features
go on and on. 11 -step bass and treble controls with
turnovers for controlling ranges below 150 Hz and
above 6 kHz. Tone control defeat. Hi-MPX filter. Monitoring and dubbing controls. And more. Power is 60
watts per channel into 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, with no
more than 0.02% THD. And one more thing: it's made
by the same company that makes the breakthrough
TRS-80"" microcomputer.

STA -2200 is 599.95, at participating stores and dealers, price may vary. *TM Dolby Laboratories.
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for any mode and any section of any
tape! The computer interface of this
unit employs an eight -bit parallel bus.
The CPU integrated circuit in each
deck is a Mostek MK3870. Each deck

crocomputer. In addition to the RTA
(real-time third -octave analysis) and
RT/60 (reverberation time) functions
have mentioned in previous columns,
Clay now has as accessories an Input
Multiplexer which provides 32 channels of level display, simultaneous
peak and average, and most fascinating of all, a Stereo Analyzer. This unit
provides two simultaneous third -ocI

has an index program that, when tied

in with the aforementioned computers
and a CRT, permits up to 15 selections
per cassette side to be programmed
and played in any sequence under
computer control. There are many
other programs that can be developed

tave displays, with peak and average
readings for both. The color of each
display on the CRT is different. The
unit may be set to show Left and
Right, L+ R (lateral), and L -R (vertical).
It has a Peak Accumulate feature
which, in evaluating master tapes before cutting or during the recording of

for this deck, and it.certainly is a fascinating taste of the future.
Speaking of computers, friend Clay
Barclay was showing the latest additions to, and the ever-increasing versatility of, his unique Badap audio mi-
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$499

GUARANTEED to improve -and enhance any fine stereo component system!
The Patent -Pending DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR cir- equalizer and analyzer creates a functional component
cuitry of the "SCAN-ALYZER"/EQUALIZER IS THE KEY that should be an integral part of every high quality home
TO HIGH PRECISION ACCURATE EQ analysis. The basic stereo system. The "SCAN-ALYZER"/EQUALIZER with

simplicity of the DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR circuitry makes it possible for even

a novice to accurately
EQ his room and his system, yet that same circuitry is so

highly accurate it can actually be used for 0.1 dB laboratory measurements in EQ analysis. This combination of

5 EQUALIZERS

from $249 to $550

5E450-SILVER

OR

BLACK

its accompanying COMPUTONE CHARTS, can be used
in a home stereo system for so many important functions
we can't begin to list them here. See your nearest Soundcraftsmen dealer, or circle Reader Card, for complete

information.

STATE-OF-THE-ART
PREAMPS. S399 to S699
3

524001 5549

$049

514000 5399

3

CLASS

H

250w AMPS

from S649 to S949

14004wni
EAS003 $949.

RP2201E 5299.

'

/III: 5699

WHYS andtHOVE
of equalization

eil

FREE! 16-page Full -Color Brochure
Includes TEST REPORTS, complete specifications. Class
H" amplifier ENGINEERING REPORT, ELI COMPARISON

BERE
TG30449 5550.

MA5002-5299.
PA5001-5649. INRI Shown)

WHYS and HOWS OF EQUALIZATION

RP2215-R 5310

CHART, and the "WHY'S & HOW'S" of equalization-an
easy -to -understand explanation of the relationship of
acoustics to your environment. Also contains many unique IDEAS on "How the Soundcraftsmen
Equalizer can measurably enhance your listening pleasures:' How typical room problems can be
eliminated by Equalization;' and a 10 -POINT "DO-IT-YOURSELF" CO evaluation checklist so
you can FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF WHAT ER CAN DO FOR YOU!

SEND $6.00 FOR EQUALIZER -EVALUATION KIT, 1-12" LP TEST RECORD,

Made In U.S.A. by SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC.

1

SET OF CHARTS,

2200 South Ritchey

screen.

Arms and the Mass
Technics has decided to set up a Recording and Broadcast Division, headed by that versatile old pro, Jim Parks.
The division will eventually cover the
full gamut of equipment used in these
industries. One of the first fruits of this
new set-up is the introduction of two
very high -quality phono playback
arms. One, the EPA -100, has been
available in this country only as part of
the SL-1000 turntable system (the SP 10 MK2 turntable, with black lava rock
base, and the arm). have been using
this for some time, and it is really a
superlative system. The EPA -100 arm is
an S-shaped design with an arm pipe
made of exotic titanium nitride. The
gimbal suspension uses some 20 ruby
ball bearings. Unique is a viscous/
magnetic variable dynamic damping
system which, when adjusted for the
specific dynamic compliance of a given phono cartridge, reduces low -frequency arm resonances quite effectively, something on the order of 6 dB.
The newest arm from Technics' R&B
Division is the EPA -500. This arm has a
base with a smooth helicoid mechanism for adjusting the height (and
hence the VTA) on a dynamic basis.
The arms are straight pipes of titanium
nitride. Yes, the plural appellation is
correct: The EPA -500 has five interchangeable arms which are meant to
match with phono cartridges of a specific mass and dynamic compliance.
Specifically, the arms are of the appropriate mass for very high compliance,
high compliance, medium compliance, low compliance, and low compliance/high mass cartridges (as in
some moving -coil designs). They fit
into the gimbal suspension via a locking system, and electrical connections
are gold "fingers." Each arm has its individual dynamic damping system,
somewhat like that used on the EPA 100 and affording about the same reduction in low -frequency resonances.
One of the benefits of this system of
separate arms is that headshells are an
integral part (non -interchangeable in
the usual fashion) and thus headshell
connector resonances are avoided. A
good start for this new Technics division, and there are some very interesting new items waiting in the wings.
Well, it's on to the CES at Las Vegas,
and from all reports it will be a very
Q
big show indeed!
I

CHANNEL B

ä6

the master, shows in -phase information in one color and out -of-phase' information in a contrasting color. Valuable information, to say the least! Also
newly available is an inexpensive
printer which will furnish an immediate hard copy read-out of the octave
band data being displayed on the CRT

1

CONNECTOR,

1

INSTRUCTION FOLDER

Santa Ana, CA 92705 U.S.A.
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The Eumig FL-1000: The world's only
computer -compatible cassette deck;
your best interface with the world of music.
Capturing the full richness of music on a cassette requires an
extraordinary cassette deck. It takes extraordinarily wide
frequency response. Incredibly smooth tape motion. And an
undistorted dynamic range at least as great as that of your
musical source. It takes the Eumig FL -1000.

to use the latest metal -particle tapes, of
course. And separate record and playback head elements
that permit each to be designed specifically for its function
and that let you monitor the actual recording as it is being
made. You need the kind of innovative engineering that
produced the exclusive Eumig Opto -Electronic capstan
drive, which automatically corrects motor speed 15,000
times every second. And the fast, easy -to -use Computest®
system to optimize record bias and Dolby* calibration for
individual brands within each tape type. And you need extraordinary technical performance: a full -range 20-20,000Hz
(±3dB) frequency response; a 0.035% (WRMS) wow/flutter
rating; and a 70dB signal-to-noise ratio.
You need the ability

Thanks to its built-in microprocessor you can "punch in" the
number of any location on the tape, at any time, and the
FL-1000 will immediately advance or rewind to that exact
spot, indicated on a 4-digit electronic readout so precise it
can be used for automated broadcast stations. (Yes, the
Eumig FL -1000 is a genuinely professional deck.)

A peak -reading fluorescent display shows the exact, instantaneous signal level being fed to the tape, and is equipped
with switchable peak-hold, 6 -dB attenuator, and 2 -position

dimmer functions. Mie/line and line/line mixing facilities, with
master attenuator and cross -fader provisions are included,
as are switchable reverb, mic. sensitivity, limiter, MPX filter,
and timer-activation controls.
these attractive features, however,
world's first-and only-cassette
the
the Eumig FL -1000
deck capable of directly interfacing with any of the popular
8 -bit home microcomputers. Thanks to its digital read-write
capabilities, the FL -1000 can index all the selections on a
cassette for instant readout on your monitor screen and for
automatic selection sequence. With another program you
can sort all the recordings in your collection by artist, by title,
or however you choose, to instantly identify the cassette
you want and direct the FL -1000 to play any selection on it.
And with such a computer you can completely programas the professionals are already doing-the operations of
up to 16 FL -1000's! The possibilities are endless.

Above and beyond

all

is

See your Eumig dealer today for an introduction to the
FL -1000. It will be the beginning of a very beautiful musical

relationship.

*(Dclby)

aa

trademark of Dolby Labs,

:R:

eumig
Eumig (USA) Inc, Lake Success Business Park, 225 Community Drive,
Great Neck New York P020, (516)466-6533

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card
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Receiving Distant FM Signals
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Edge -Wound Voice -Coils
Q. Several loudspeaker manufacturers make a point of stating that their
speakers employ edge -wound ribbon
voice -coils. What is the advantage of
ribbon voice -coils over the ordinary
round -wire voice -coil? --Name withheld.
A. One advantage of the edge wound voice -coil is that it is light and
thus does not add mass to the speaker
system. Also, such a coil can radiate
heat more efficiently.
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Q. Is there a device for FM/FM stereo which is analogous to devices for
AM that make it possible for AM radios to receive signals up to 1,000
miles away?
Merritt E. Tilley, III,
Syracuse, N.Y.
A. There is no such device for FM,
and the reason is found in the differences between FM and AM propagation. AM signals, because of their rela-

-

tively low transmitting frequencies
(not because they are AM), can reflect
back to earth and be heard at great
distances. The ionosphere acts almost
like a mirror. Note, however, that this
action does not occur in daylight
hours when the signals are absorbed
rather than reflected back to earth.
Such signals can be reflected to a given location at surprising strengths.
This makes it possible for even relatively poorly designed AM radio sets
to "hear" these signals, provided they
are not located on channels adjacent
to or shared by strong local stations.
The mechanism by which FM signals
can at times be transmitted over greater than normal distances is different.
Signals can be reflected from meteor
showers, for instance, or from atmospheric dust. The latter is known as
"tropospheric scatter" or "forward
scatter." Meteor showers are not reliable; signals tend to fade in and out so
rapidly that the program is really not
usable. Tropospheric scatter can be
quite effective, but to take full advantage of it calls for a really directional
antenna, and a means of getting the
exact antenna elevation as well as azi-

muth.
The most common reflections are
those associated with the approach of
a weather front. It often happens that
warm air is trapped below a layer of
colder air, making it impossible for the
warm air to rise as it normally would.

a region in which there is
change of "optical density." Under
these conditions, reflections must occur to the degree that this change of
optical density occurs. Because
Syracuse, where you live, is located on
relatively flat terrain, you should, during spring and fall, sometimes hear signals from as far away as Michigan,
Canada, etc. These signals will in some
cases be so strong that you will wonder why you do not hear them all the
time.
In general, FM signals are not reflected back to earth and if the receiving antenna is not in the line of sight
of the transmitter, the signal will not
be heard. These signals do not tend to
follow the curvature of the earth; they
travel out into space.
The most reliable method to use if
you wish to hear a somewhat distant
FM station is to raise your antenna.
This means that your line of sight is
now greater than it was with the antenna in its original position. Hence,
you are now capable of receiving more
distant signals.
It is also a good idea to have an antenna with directivity. One of the
properties of such antennas is that
they have gain (like an amplifier) over
the conventional dipole antenna. Because the antenna favors one direction
rather than "hearing" signals in a full
circle, it tends to exclude signals which
arrive at the antenna from other directions than that of the desired signals.
Given a good outdoor antenna
which has good directivity, you should
hear signals from as far as 150 miles
away at any time, provided there are
no major óbstructions between you
and the desired stations. You need to
use a relatively "selective" tuner or receiver so that local signals will not
wipe out "alternate channel," weaker

This creates
a

signals.
Of course, any good antenna will
strengthen local signals as well as the
weaker, desired ones. Making the antenna directional, however, will tend
to attenuate local signals unless their
transmitters are located in the same direction as that of the desired, distant
signal.
41

If you have a

problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. toseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
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They're the Jensen Separates. An individual system of
special high performance woofers,
tweeters, and midrange drivers.
And by separating them in your
car, you'll come up with a very
together sound.

Why separate them?

also mount in the upper front
doors. And what a difference they
make.
In this position their subtle
1,000-4,000 Hz middle tones fill
in the gaps between treble and
bass. While Flexair foam
cone suspen-

Separating the

trols for each channel.
So not only do the Jensen
Separates deliver all of your music,
they also give you the final control over it.

Ideal for bi-amplification.

Because a car interior is acoustically
very different from
your living room.
And in many cases a
lot of the music may
not even get to your
ears.

drivers also opens
up the chance to

The control unit.
It contains two independent
midrange and tweeter level con-

The Separates are perfectly
suited for a bi -amplified car
stereo system. The
woofers would then
receive only the
bass signals from
one amp. While the
tweeters and midranges receive the high
frequency signals from
another amp.
It gives the sys-

Two 2" phenolic
ring tweeters

use bi -amplification. Which means
better sound with better power
level matching.

Divide and conquer.
We developed the Jensen
Separates to deliver every last
high, low and midrange signal
your music contains. And to overcome any possible acoustic problem you may encounter.
Two individual 2" phenolic
ring tweeter units are designed
to be mounted high in the front
doors. That way, every bit of their
4,000-20,000 Hz high frequency
signals travel straight to your ears.
With no stops in between.
Two 31/2" midrange drivers

Two

31/2" midrange

drivers

Under -dash
tweeter/midrange

control unit

sion provides the extreme sensitivity needed for smoother sounding music.
For full, well-defined bass,
a pair of 6"x9" woofers mount in
your car's rear deck. There they
can take advantage of the trunk's
air space to create their magic.
New 20 oz. magnet structures
give these woofers extra power

handling capabilities and high
efficiency. While the Flexair foam
suspension affords low distortion
from 35 to 1,000 Hz.
Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card
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tem much better
power distribution
for higher power
levels, clearer music and less

Two 6"x9" 20 oz.
woofers

distortion.

Their time has come.
Experience the Jensen Sepa-

rates. And discover how very
together music in your car can be.

JENSEN

SOUND LABORATORIES
AN ESMARK COMPANY

Dear.eltor

McIntosh
"A Technological

Masterpiece ... "

McIntosh

"More Than

24

a

C

32

Preamplifier"

McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product
testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition! You
can learn why the "more than a
preamplifier" C 32 has been
selected for these unique honors.

Tape Clubbing
Dear Editor:
For many years I have enjoyed your
very fine Audio magazine and am sure
that a number of your readérs would
like to know that there is such a thing
as a tape club still around, and has
been ever since 1955.
We are not as big in size of membership as we have been in years past, but
we have grown recently. Currently we
have a membership of approximately
600 people, both blind and sighted.
Membership dues are $5.00 annually, and each member receives four
quarterly magazines a year, plus a
directory of members. If the member is
blind, the dues are only $2.00 a year;
instead of receiving the print edition
of our publication, they receive the
contents read on a cassette tape.
If anyone has questions about our
club, please do not hesitate to write
me and I will be glad to supply the
answers.
Howard W. McClelland
Assistant Secretary
The Voicespondence Club

product reviews and data on all
McIntosh products, copies of the
international awards and a North
American FM directory. You will
understand why McIntosh product
research and development always
has the appearance and technological look to the future.

Keep up to date.

Send now

- - -

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904

City

Dear Editor:
Your July issue contains a letter from
Lewis Smith, who speaks of making recordings using the O.R.T.F. mike configuration. However, he mentions use
of three mikes. While I do not doubt
the excellence of his results, the
O.R.T.F. method specifies only two
mikes.
On the subject of coincident microphone techniques, Charles Repka's article (November, 1978) examines the
M -S system and includes diagrams for
the necessary matrix. Thoughtful readers will realize such matrixing can be
carried out using any high -quality audio mixer and one out-of -phase patch
cord. Very briefly, the M signal (cen-

the January, 1980 Equipment
Directory Addenda, the price of Dynaco's Model A-350 loudspeakers was
listed incorrectly. The cost of these
speakers is $780.00 per pair.
In

Zip

hurry for your catalog please
McIntosh. For non -rush
send the coupon
service send the Reader Service Card to the
magazine.
If you are in a

Facing the Music
Dear Editor:
I was thoroughly amused by Edward
Tatnall Canby's fanciful and imaginative version of Mr. David Hagan's and
my recording session of the Max Bruch
Concerto for Two Pianos. In the November, 1979, issue he describes us as

...

physically mild looking, with
round amiable faces and close, long
hair, near -double chins," vs. the Berlin
Symphony whose members "cringe
every time
demoralized, they
hang back, they play sloppily."

...

My mother would be so proud;

I

have terrified 80 Germans playing in

precision!

Errata
State

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Too Many Mikes
Spoil the O.R.T.F.

Name

Address

is

equally. The

173 Highland Estates R2
Kutztown, Penna. 19530

Send us your name and address

and we'll send you the complete

assigned to both left and right
S signal (sides) is also split
and assigned equally to left and right,
but with the phase reversed in one
side. When combined with the M signal in a stereo mix, the S signal thus
provides a sum to one side and a difference to the other. The amount of S
added determines the width of the
stereo image.
Doug Pomeroy

ter)

This is also the first time I have ever
had my physical appearance reviewed
in a music magazine. It is only fair that
I get a second chance (see photo).
Martin Berkofsky
Paris, France
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DOLBY HEADROOM EXTENSION:
A Significant Advance in Cassette Recording
At higher frequencies, with even the
best tape formulations, there are two
major problems in cassette recording.
The most familiar is hiss, background
noise which is particularly annoying at
higher frequencies. The other is tape
saturation, the inability of tape to capture
high frequencies at high levels. You
may have noticed tape saturation as the
dulling of highs on percussion, brass
instruments, or other program material
rich in high frequencies, as well as
the distortion of closely -mitred
sibilant voices.

TAPE

DOLBY
HX

DOL BY
NR

ON

ON

both bias and equalization pre -emphasis
are momentarily lowered to increase
the tape's high -frequency headroom far
beyond the normal limit. Information
about the high -frequency content of the
music is derived from the recorder's
Dolby noise reduction circuits, which
are already programmed to scan the
music in precisely the way required by
Dolby HX*

What Dolby HX
means to cassette recording
Dolby HX makes it possible to make
more accurate recordings of difficult
program material, and to make accurate recordings more
easily. The improvement is realized on any tape type for which
the recorder is set up, so that less -costly iron oxide tapes
perform like the more exotic formulations, and the more exotic
formulations are further improved.
Just as important, the improvement Dolby HX provides
is inherent in the recording process, so no special playback
processor beyond normal Dolby noise reduction is required.
o

I-

1

4

SOURCE:
WITH
DOLBY
HX

10

1--1

FIGURE 1. Pink noise recorded with and without Dolby HX on a low-cost iron
oxide cassette tape, at an average level of -10 dB (referred to Dolby level).

For years Dolby B -type noise reduction has been an
effective treatment for tape hiss as a serious problem in cassette
recording. Now a new development from Dolby Laboratories
significantly reduces high -frequency tape saturation as well.

I

HX

20

30

...:

Dolby HX
Dolby headroom extension, or Dolby HX for short, is new
circuitry which works in conjunction with Dolby noise reduction in a recorder to improve significantly the usable dynamic
range of any tape, particularly at high frequencies. As you
can see from Figure 1, Dolby HX permits recording information
at 10 kHz and above at a level on the order of 10 dB higher
than is currently possible. In addition, as shown in Figure 2,
there is a substantial reduction of the severe IM distortion
that results when tape saturates. And finally, Dolby HX also
optimizes performance at low and middle frequencies for
minimum distortion. modulation noise, and drop -out effects.

I
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2. As well as increasing high frequency output, Dolby HX reduces
IM distortion. (The curves were obtained by first recording pink noise
through a 1 -octave filter centered at 12.5 kHz to simulate a musical signal
such as a cymbal crash. The results were then played back and charted

FIGURE

by a sweeping spectrum analyzer)

How Dolby HX works
Dolby HX works by automatically varying a recorder's bias
level in response to the changing high -frequency content of
the music being recorded. At the same time, the recording
equalization is automatically modified to prevent any change
in frequency response. Therefore at each moment, Dolby
HX provides just the right bias and equalization to optimize
tape performance for the music, unlike the fixed bias and
equalization of conventional decks which must compromise
tape performance at least part of the time.
Much of the time on most music, the bias with Dolby
HX is relatively high for best performance at low and mid
frequencies. But when unusually high-level high frequencies
of the type which would cause tape saturation come along,

The difference will be heard when playing the tape on any
deck. All decks equipped with Dolby noise reduction, and all
Dolby encoded cassette recordings, will continue to be fully
compatible with each other.
New cassette deck models incorporating both Dolby HX
and Dolby noise reduction are on the way; watch for them over
the next few months at your hi-fi dealer's. In the meantime,
if you would like a complete technical description of how this
new development works, please write us at the address below.
DOLBY LABORATORIES LICENSING CORP, 731 Sansome Street,
San Francisco CA 94111, Telephone (415) 392-0300. Telex 34409.
Dolby and the double -D symbols
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
519/223]

"Dolby HX is sufficiently complex to require engineering
for it; it is not practical to add it to an existing model.

a

deck from the outset

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Leigh Instruments
Loudspeaker
The Leigh ECD

Kenwood Tuner
is

Model KT -917 FM -stereo tuner incorporates a digital pulse -count detector for demodulation of the FM signal
that is both theoretically and practically linear. The improvements are noted
in distortion figures, specified at 0.05
percent in mono from 50 Hz to 10 kHz
at wideband, and in the 90-dB(mono)
and 84 -dB (stereo) signal-to-noise ratios. Stereo separation, claimed to be
50 dB at wideband from 50 Hz to 10
kHz and 60 dB at 1 kHz, is achieved
through a sample -and -hold MPX process in which pulse waveform peaks
are sampled, held in a capacitor unit
until the next peak from the PLL circuit
occurs, and then averaged and adjusted up or down. Tuning accuracy is afforded by a "Distortion Detection
Loop" circuit that automatically locks
in on a station and lights up at its

an egg -shaped

acoustic suspension speaker that may
be either hung from a wall bracket,
suspended on the ceiling, or attached
to a floor stand. Curved cabinet walls
were used to eliminate diffraction
problems and to reduce coloration
caused by panel resonance. Two low frequency equalization contours permit placement of the ECD close to or
away from walls. The drivers are a 61/2 in. woofer and 1 -in. soft dome tweeter,
both with separate automatic protection. Frequency response is 45 Hz to 22
kHz, ±3 dB, with a crossover frequency at 2 kHz. The oak -finished speaker
is 15' in. tall with an 11'/2 -in. diameter,
and it weighs approximately 10 lbs.
Price: $425.00 per pair with 3 mounting
systems.

26

point of minimum distortion. Price:

Enter No. 100 on Reader Service Card

$1,000.00.

Electro -Voice

Enter No. 102 on Reader Service Card

Microphone

Model D056 is a shock -mounted
omnidirectional mike intended for
hand-held broadcast and sound reinforcement applications. Its main
acoustic cavity and the diaphragm/
voice coil assembly are isolated, as an
integral unit, from the case. This prevents capsule/case collisions and
achieves isolation from handling and
mike cable vibration noises. Frequency

Spies Laboratories

Spectrum Analyzer
Model SA -91 spectrum analyzer may
be used with any equalizer and features

a single voltage -controlled filter
that sweeps over the audio spectrum
to obtain 1/9 -octave resolution in 91
bands over a 20 Hz to 20 kHz range.
The unit provides a composite video
output for the display and will drive a
television (with an r.f. modulator) or a
video monitor. Microphone and line
inputs are also offered. Price:

response extends to 18 kHz, and a
slight emphasis in the 2 to 12 kHz
range can enhance vocal qualities.
Low frequency noise interference is reduced by the slow roll -off that occurs
below 200 Hz, and "P -popping" protection is provided by a blast filter. The
mike's case is of steel and aluminum,
and its grille screen resists denting. Price: $100.00.

$1,195.00.
Enter No. 103 on Reader Service Card

Enter No. 101 on
Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

David Haller Co.
Pre -Preamplifier
Model DH -102 pre-preamp for moving -coil cartridges can be built into the
Hafler DH -101, its primary application,
in less than an hour. It may also be
adapted to other preamplifiers which
provide 30 mA of well -filtered ±18 V
of d.c. An external switch permits selection of either 20 or 34 dB of gain to
accommodate various moving -coil cartridges. The DH -102 can handle peak
signals with a 500 percent margin in
high frequencies, and 10 times that in
the mid -band range. Ultrasonic IM distortion is reduced to unmeasurable

Audio Control Equalizer
Model C-22 is a 10-band equalizer
with an 18 -dB per octave Tchebychev type subsonic filter and bass summing
circuits. The filter is designed to eliminate the boost of subsonic noise that
occurs when low frequencies are in-

creased, while the summing circuit
"monos" bass for improved clarity and
rumble reduction at frequencies not
used psychoacoustically for stereo imaging. THD is less than 0.04 percent at
20 Hz to 20 kHz. Price: $229.00.
Enter No. 105 on Reader Service Card
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levels. Price: $74.95.
Enter No. 104 on Reader Service Card

ReVox
Multi -Speed Deck
Model B77 open -reel tape deck is
now available in four different speed
configurations: 15/16 & 17/a, 17/a & 33/4,
33/4 & 71/2, or 71/2 & 15 ips. Offered in
both half-track and quarter -track formats, the B77 may also be ordered
with an A -V head option which can
record slide sync pulses. The versatile
input -switching system allows selection of low- or high -impedance mikes
and preamplified AUX or Radio sources; mono inputs can be recorded from
either or both sources onto one or two
tracks. Claimed wow and flutter is less
than 0.08 percent at 71/2 ips, while response is from 30 Hz to 20 kHz, +2,-3
dB, with S/N of -67 dB in half-track
mode. Price: $1,499.00.
Enter No. 106 on Reader Service Card
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Introducing
The I Busy
Mitsubishi.
Mitsubishi has put big
audio performance into a series of precise little packages.
Microcomponents.
Stereo components that
are compact. But can hardly
be called compacts.
They have the same highperformance characteristics
as our regular size components. They have to. They're
Mitsubishi.
The Micro FM tuner, for
one. It's the teeniest tuner in
the world. A mere 105/8"x
23/4"x 93/4 "big. However, few

tuners can measure up to its
standards. It has, among other

things, a quartz-PLL synthesizer tuning system so sophisticated that it has absolutely
no drift. Zilch.
We were no less frugal
with features on our Micro
Cassette Deck. It has an Automatic Spacing Pause System,
Dual Capstan Drive, Separate 3 -way Bias and Equalization FeatherTouch Controls
and of course, Dolby Yet measures only 105/8"x 51/2"x 95/8."
For power, the Micro
Amp is unbeatable at this size.
The little"direct coupled"
powerhouse puts out 70 watts
per channel.Total harmonic
distortion is only 0.01%. For
30 watts per channel, it's an
infinitesimal 0.004%.
Our Micro Preamp is
made to complement the

amp. And faithfully conduct
any signal source that goes
through it. It has a built-in
moving -coil head amplifier.
With a signal-to-noise ratio of
77dB even for 100µV input
and 0.005% THD, it obviously does the job better than

components twice its size.
Small wonder the final
touch was to finish them with
Champagne Gold face plates.
The new Mitsubishi
microcomponents.
Now bigger isn't better.
Only bigger.

AK MITSUBISHI"
AUDIO SYSTEMS

Mitsubishi's Microcomponents. Micro FM Tuner, M -FOI. Micro Cassette Deck, M-TOI. Micro Amp, M -A01. Micro Preamp, M -POI For the name of your nearest dealer,
please call (800) 621-5199 (in Illinois, (800) 972-5855). For more information write Melco Sales, Inc., Dept. 40, 3010 East Victoria Street, Compton,
California 90221. In Canada, contact: Melco Sales Canada, Markham, Ontario. *Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
.
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DOUG

SAX

On Current Record
Technology and
Music Systems
Of the Future

The second in
30

a

series

of interviews with the
audio industry's
innovators and
thinkers.

Gary Stock
If you've listened to a Linda
Ronstadt, Barbra Streisand, or Neil
Diamond album lately, you have been
hearing the work of Doug Sax without
knowing it. As the mastering engineer
on all of the recent albums of these
performers, he is responsible for
transforming the studio master tape
into the metal molds that will be used
to press every copy of the record. His
custom mastering company, The
Mastering Lab, is one of the most
respected in the nation.
Sax is much better known, however,
for having revived, in conjunction with
his friend Lincoln Mayorga, the
concept of the direct -to -disc record.
Sax and Mayorga made the first
experimental direct -disc recording in
1961 (at 78 rpm, by the way), and
brought the concept to the
marketplace in 1968 with their
Sheffield Labs disc "Lincoln Mayorga
and Distinguished Colleagues," the
first commercially released direct -disc

album and a milestone in recording
technology. Mint copies are currently
valued at $500 to $1,500. Sheffield has
now released more than a dozen
direct -to -disc recordings
encompassing a broad range of
musical tastes and ensemble sizes, and
the company remains active in
research into microphone design and
disc-cutting technology. In our
conversations with him, Sax held out
two intriguing possibilities: Dbx
encoded direct -to -disc recordings
from Sheffield and an innovative
cutting method, using copper rather
than acetate master discs, with the
potential to provide a 90 -dB dynamic
range and more from conventional
analog LP records.
Late last year, Contributing Editor
Gary Stock talked with Sax whose
colorful, folksy, and certain -to -be controversial comments on presentday record technology and audio's
future follow.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Audio: One of the questions which
comes to mind immediately when
discussing the technology of making
phonograph records is the question of
the ultimate capabilities of the LP
record. You are very much in a
position to know what the limits of
that technology are. How much in the
way of dynamic range, for instance,
can be put on a conventional
phonograph record?
Sax: To begin with, there are two
different statements on this point that
are often confused. One is signal-tonoise ratio, and the other is dynamic
range. A record made from a well -cut
lacquer, well processed on excellent
vinyl, would probably, in a static
measurement of noise below a
standard 5-centimeter cutting level,
give you a signal-to-noise ratio
something in the range of 65 dB, or
maybe even a bit better. But that is
only the noise compared to the
standard cutting level. On several of

the Sheffield Lab records and on other
recordings, one can find peak values
above that cutting level of more than
16 dB. They are on the record and
retrievable by many of the better
phono cartridges available. That gives
us a total of 65 phis 16, for a total
dynamic range of 81 dB or so. That is
the true dynamic capability of at least
a few of the LPs being produced
today.
With indifferent plastic or
indifferent processing, however, that
65 -dB signal-to-noise ratio can very
quickly go to 55 dB, thus reducing the
dynamic range by 10 dB as well.
Audio: Where does most of the noise
creep in, during the metal processing
stages?

difficult to ascertain, since the
metal mother never plays as quietly
during tests as a vinyl pressing will.
One big factor in recent years, though,
is that the master lacquers on which a
disc is cut are not nearly as good as
they were five years ago. I've done
tests on old lacquers where the signalto-noise ratio versus a reference
cutting level was 75 dB, and RCA did
some experiments in the old days that
indicated a 90 -dB ultimate signal-tonoise ratio for the master lacquer itself.
Now I find that it is possible to get
much poorer lacquers, lacquers that
are in fact audibly noisy, which was
unheard of a few years ago.
One of the problems in record
production is that when you generate
noise in the lacquer, or indeed in any
stage, it never goes away. If you pick
some up in the lacquer, some in metal
mothers and stampers of indifferent
quality, some in the form of tape hiss
from the master tape, and another
type of noise from the vinyl itself, the
public gets to listen to all four of those
noises. None of them masks one
another, although I'd like to say they
do. All of them come through.
Audio: Setting aside for a moment
questions about the various proposed
revisions to the RIAA equalization
curve for records, how high and how
low can a record go, in terms of
Sax: It's

"Any cutting
system can easily
exceed the tracking
abilities of any

cartridge made."

ultimate frequency range?
cutting lathe is capable of
putting a signal on the master disc that
is flat from 8 Hz, in the case of the

Sax: The

Neumann lathe, up to 25 kHz;
incidentally, the low -frequency
response from a disc is one area in
which the disc can far exceed an
analog tape recorder, in terms of
linearity. When measuring tape
machines, as you go down in
frequency there are always a couple of
head bumps, they're
irregularities
below which the response
called
drops off to nothing. But all of the

disc-cutting systems I know enjoy flat
response down to extremely low
frequencies. Remember that we are
talking about a magnet structure and a
stylus in the cutting system, and they
can move very slowly as well as very
fast.
Audio: What are the maximum lateral
velocities that one will encounter on a
record? How much level can be put on
the disc? This, of course, relates not
only to the cartridge's responsibility in
tracking the groove, but also to how
high the phono overload capability of
the phono preamplifier must be.
Sax: I'm afraid I can't give you as
simple an answer for that question. I
will state this: Any cutting system I
know of can easily exceed, both in the
midrange and in the bass, the tracking
abilities of any cartridge ever made.
We can lay down much higher levels
than we can pick up, as it were. There
is an excellent analogy. If you talk
about driving a car at a fixed speed
down a road, and that road has
increasingly tighter curves, there will
come a point at which the car cannot
traverse that road, assuming it
maintains a constant speed. It will
finally go out of control. The answer to
your question, then, is simple. You can
easily exceed your purpose in cutting a
record at much higher levels than can
possibly be tracked. Remember that
the intent is that the majority of
people with good systems should be
able to play the record and get music
from it. Exceed the limits, and you may
be making a worse product, rather
than a better one.
Audio: How about stereo separation?
How much can the contemporary LP
record achieve in that regard?
Sax: Well, again we have a situation
where the abilities of the cutting lathe
exceed anything that you could
retrieve with the finest phono
cartridge available. Stereo separation
of more than 35 dB at 15 kHz has been
measured using optical techniques,
although you can't measure it directly
with any cartridge. At least I've never
heard of a cartridge with 35 dB of
separation at that frequency.
Audio: So again we are talking about
limits imposed by the playback
equipment rather than the record. Are
any of these limits significantly
altérable, though, by any special

recording or mastering technique,
such as half-speed mastering or
45 -rpm playing speed?
Sax: Half -speed mastering has much in
theory going for it. The cutter's ability
to get better separation, for instance,
would be even further increased,
although as we've discussed, the
cutter's ability exceeds that of the

- -
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cartridge at either full or half speed.
But my feeling on the question of
significantly expanding those limits by
some special technique is no, cannot
see it making that much difference.
Audio: Well, if we flip the question
over, do you see anything that could
be done on the playback side of
things-in the cartridges, the
tonearms, or the turntables, that
would significantly expand the LP's
sonic capabilities? New tip shapes, or
radial -tracking arms, or other new
hardware?
Sax: Actually, am constantly amazed,
because the one area in high fidelity
that seems to have had a linear
progression of advancements, without
backtracking, is the phono cartridge.
There are many cartridges today that
retrieve, as far as I'm concerned, even
the difficult musical information on
the record incredibly well. I've never
heard anyone say "That sounds good
but if take out my 15 -year-old
cartridge it will really sound better,"
although people do say "If take out
my old tube amplifier, it will sound
better" all the time.
Audio: But if someone handed you an
immense sum of money and asked
you to do something to improve
record playback technology, is there
anything new that you would
undertake? Any principle that has
been overlooked or that you see as
having great promise?
Sax: Perhaps a system with no record
contact, optically read; but other than
that, no. don't sit and think in my
heart of hearts "If could only do this
or that the sound would really get
good." From the standpoint of
playback systems, I'm at the other pole
in my thinking. I'm amazed at what
they do.
Audio: How about some electronic
technique, like the dbx encoded disc
approach, which uses a linear
compression/expansion arrangement?
Sax: find the dbx system a very
provocative one. It promises an ideal
that has not existed up to now-under
good conditions, a virtually noiseless
record. Properly used, it permits you to
retrieve more clean information, with
good dynamic range, and less noise.
Audio: Is Sheffield interested as a
corporate entity in the dbx system?
Sax: As a matter of fact, yes. Right now
our involvement with it is in the
experimental stage. But, from my
viewpoint as a manufacturer, feel
very tempted to take one of the four
cutting lathes we have at Sheffield,
sacrifice the 100,000 or so conventional
discs that could be made from a
direct -to -disc recording on it, and use
it to make a direct disc with the dbx
I

system. I would still, of course, have
the masters from the other three lathes
in conventional form.
Audio: You've gone on record in the
past as having reservations about

current digital recordings and
recorders. What do you find wrong
with digital, and what can be done to
correct the problems?

I

I

I

The Snell Type A
3?

Flat power response
and flat early arrival response
Freedom from room
boundary interference
effects
Near total elimination of
diffraction delayed
signals
Correct reconstruction
of spatial information
through frequency-constant ratio of early
arrival and reverberant
sounds
Optional bi-amplifcation
with Snell Acoustics
Electronic Crossover
Extremely wide dynamic
range
The Snell Acoustics Type
A Loudspeaker is designed
for convenient placement
near a rear or side wall so as
to control room boundary
reflections and augment
bass performance. Individual tuning of crossovers to
drivers in each speaker, together with exhaustive testing including listening comparisons with our reference
Type A result in closer
quality/performance tolerances than are obtainable
through large scale assembly line production.
The theoretical benefits
of the 5 year development of
the Type A can be examined
in more detail by requesting
our brochure, or experienced directly by an audition at one of our dealers.

Snell Acoustics

10 Prince

Place, Newburyport, MA

01950

617-462-3194

Distributed

in Canada by

I

I

I

I

Digital's virtues are instantly
obvious, but its faults are much more
subtle. Looking down the road,
believe that it is only a matter of time
and effort before its problems are
going to be fixed, but consider them,
at least in all of the extant digital
recorders, fairly severe problems in
terms of their effect on the musical
energy. Many very fine minds, people
who are not wrapped up in the
manufacture of an existing digital
recorder, say that the sampling rate is
one crucial issue, and that it must be
at least doubled. (Editor's Note: The
sampling rate of a digital recorder
defines the number of times per
second the recorder measures and
stores the level of the musical signal.
In most contemporary recorders, the
sampling rate, which is controlled by
an internal "clock," is set at 44 to 50
kHz.)
Audio: Why will doubling the
sampling rate be necessary?
Sax: Because of the severe phase shift
caused by the recorder's steep high cut filters, for one, which are related to
the choice of sampling rate, and
because the recorder only looks at a
Sax:

I

I
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Esoteric Audio Systems. Milliken, Ontario
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N'*V THAT YOU'VE GOR THE
COMPONENTS YOU WANT...
GET THE ONE YOU NEED.
A SCORCH

CASSETTE IS THE ONE
COMPONENT THAT LETS YOU GET IT

ALL OUT OF YOUR SYSTEM.
There isn't another
cassette made that can
give you better
sound than Scotch.
Rich, true,

Master III® (FeCr) will give you outstanding
clarity for any recording, plus a high-end brilliance
that delivers truly remarkable
sound on your car stereo.
Every tape in the Scotch
line is made with the

same kind of care and
precision that
went into your
other components, to give
you all the
performance
your system can

pure

sound. The
best your
stereo can
deliver.
Take
Scotch Master®
Series for
example. Three
premium cassettes with three

deliver.
SCOTCH

METAFINE.
THE ULTIMATE

COMPONENT:
When Metafine
metal particle tape
was introduced, it
was so advanced most
decks couldn't record
on it. Now, metalcompatible decks are
available and Metafine is
stretching cassette recording almost
to the limits of the audible range.

different
oxide formulations designed to
bring out the
best in the type of
music you record.
If you record music
at high sound levels,
like rock, choose Master I®
for normal bias. It gives you
the volume level you want without
the distortion some low noise
tapes can induce.
Master II® for chrome bias is
ideal for classical or mood music.
Sensitive and quiet, it can record
the softest passages without
interfering tape hiss.

NO TAPE COMES
CLOSER TOTHE TRUTH
THAN SCOTCH.

More than 30 years of research,
technology and innovation go into
each of our cassettes. What comes
out is the truth. No more. No less.

SCOTCH®RECORDING TAPE. THE TRUTH COMES OUT.

Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card
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111, fact:
five new Shure Cartridges
feature the technological

breakthroughs of the V15
Type IV

the
M97

piece of the high -frequency tone, not
all of it. It's interesting to note that
Ampex, which is now making a digital
preview system for disc cutters, is
offering it in two forms-with a 50 kHz sampling rate and a 100 -kHz
sampling rate. The 100 kHz sounds
better.
Audio: So the sampling rate of the
recorders should go up, and the antialiasing filters must be changed. What
audible effects do the drawbacks of
the present recorders have?
Sax: I can't give you a detailed answer.
If hear something that sounds bad, I
know that it sounds bad. Overall, I
perceive on everything I've heard
I

Era IV
Series
phono

digital, things that are unnatural,
things that are not there in real sound.

cartridges

to become available to the public.
One, which already exists, is a
combined video recorder/digital
processor that allows you to record
digitally, play prerecorded tapes, or
use it for recording television
programs. It is very central in that
regard.
Most of the electronics companies
that have large production volume
have some sort of video -disc system,
and any of these can rather easily be
converted to digital audio use. Among
those discs I find the Philips Compact
Disc a very viable animal, in terms of
size, in terms of Philips' commercial
clout and coverage. They have the
muscle to put the idea out, and I think
it's going to be a really potent product.

"Many of the speakers see
today wouldn't be helped by even
a 2,000 -watt amplifier because most
cannot handle any substantial amount
of power on top of their inefficiency."
I

Shure has written a new chapter in
the history of affordable hi-fi by
making the space-age technological breakthroughs of the incomparable V15 Type IV available in a
complete line of high-perform-

ance, moderately -priced cartridges: the M97 Era IV Series
Phono Cartridges, available with

34

five different interchangeable stylus configurations to fit every system and every budget.

Dynamic

Stabilizer_

"

wh.ch simultaneously
overcomes record -warp
caused problems, provides
electrostatic neutralization of the
record surface, and effectively
removes dust and lint from the record.
SIDE-GUARD, which
responds to side thrusts
on the stylus by
withdrawing the
entire stylus shank
and tip safely into
the stylus housing

before it
can bend.
And, the unique
telescoped stylus
assembly which
results in lower effective
stylus mass and dramatically
improved trackability.
There is even an M97 cartridge that offers the
low distortion Hyperelliptical stylus!

NEW! M97 Series Era IV Phono Cartrid9es... Five new invitations to the new
era In hi-fi.

PA

SHUR

Shure Brothers Inc., International Sales,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
Manufacturers of high fidelity components,
microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
In Germany: Ing. Karl A. Marzik,
GmbH, Frankfurter Allee 19-21
6236 Eschborn/Ts., West Germany
Tel. 06196/43051-52. Telex 410305.

I've found that when people talk
about the faults of digital they say
"Maybe it's factor X or maybe it's
factor Y that I'm hearing," trying to
come up with some explanation for
their dissatisfaction, but their
discontent with the sound precedes
any technical understanding or

opinion on it.
Digital recording right now is in
exactly the same position as solid state
was in 1958, when it first came out.
There were immediate virtues, there
was more power than ever before in a
package a fraction of the size, but in
the 20 years we have come from those
first solid-state amplifiers, we have
made enormous improvements. In the
beginning, there were problems with
solid state that brought new terms into
the nomenclature, terms like crossover
distortion and then later slew -rate
limiting. The same is true of digital
now, as we look for new terms and
concepts to describe its sonic
limitations. I am very enamored of
digital recording's virtues, and know
the problems will be corrected. There
is too much promise for them not to
be corrected.
I

Audio: Turning more toward your view
of audio's future, what would you like
to see in a musical storage medium for
the home? In other words, what
should the gizmo that we put our
music on look like?
Sax: see several formats that expect
I

I

Audio: So you prefer separate audio
and video players, and the smallsize

of the Philips approach?
don't. What like is the
notion of something in a price range,
of a size, that has broad appeal. The
Sax: No. That

I

I

Philips player will be very price

competitive, with digital's total
absence of noise, and very space
conserving in terms of both player and
record collection. Philips, from the
commercial standpoint, also has the
labels
Deutsche Grammophon,
Philips, Polydor, and American RSOto make the catalog enticing. And
they're all right in Philips' pocket, so to
speak, with no need for licensing
agreements. One other thing see in
the future, though, is a noise -encoded
vinyl analog disc, like the dbx system

-

I

we have discussed.
Audio: In the long term? Or just as an
interim device?
Sax: Well, for the next 10 years at least,
the main way you're going to buy your
music is on a phonograph record,
period. There are 500 million reasons
why
and that is the estimated
number of good -quality phonographs
in the Western world and in Japan. It's
fun to talk about the blue-sky distant
future, but the fact of the matter is
that digital discs will not be the
dominant musical medium for at least

-

10 years.

Audio: Returning to our blue-sky
discussion for a moment, though,
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fact:
a Shure stylus
is a sound
investment
A new stylus (needle) can actually save you
money. Even a precision crafted diamond

stylus eventually wears out, and a worn or
broken stylus tip can damage your records
in a single play! Protect your records by
checking your stylus at least once a year.
Your Shure dealer can inspect it, and if
necessary, replace your stylus with a
Genuine Shure replacement stylus that will
bring your cartridge right back to its

original specifications.
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Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartreg Ave., Evanston, IL 60204

In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited Outside the U.S. or Canada, write to Shure Brothers Inc., Attn: Dept. J6 for information on your local Shure distributor.

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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would you care to comment on the
characteristics of the music system we
will be using in 25 years? Will it be a
combined audio and video sort of
thing?
Sax: Long range, do see audio and
video systems combined into a single
grouping. We are going to take the
broiler, and the grill, and the oven,
and the range top and put them
together, and call it a "stove." It's
going to take a number of
improvements in each of the elements.
One thing that comes to mind
immediately is the need for better
I

television sound, and stereo audio for
television. have read that RCA is
introducing a video disc next January,
by the way, and that it will be mono,
and not terribly healthy mono at that.
I

That's headed backwards, and
believe it is a horrendous mistake.
Audio: On that same general subject,
what do you think about the number
of channels future music systems will
have, and about the techniques that
will be used to recapture the
ambience and acoustic setting of the
original performance? Do you see a
return to four-channel, for instance?
I

word, no.
Audio: What direction, then?
Widespread use of the kind of
ambience synthesis systems that are
popular today?
Sax: Yes, whether it is something
recorded on the disc or something that
you add on to your system, it will be
some sort of addition to the sound of
the front speakers. In my opinion,
something synthesized from the two channel recorded signal rather than
anything that would need encoding
and decoding.
Audio: What else will the system of
the future have?
Sax: One area that feel needs
considerable improvement, where
modern equipment has in some senses
gone backwards, is in the ultimate
dynamic capability of the speaker/
amplifier combination. The advent of
dynamic digital and direct-to -disc
recordings has given the whole
concept a push. The people who
produce audiophile records have been
striving for greater dynamic range, but
frequently that range is well beyond
the loudness capabilities of the
extremely inefficient speakers in use
today. In effect, the records are being
limited by the playback equipment,
and the loudest third of the recording
is not being heard realistically.
Audio: So the systems of the future
will have to have either much more
powerful amplifiers or much more
efficient speakers, correct?
Sax: Yes, but many of the speakers
see today wouldn't be helped by even
a 2,000 -watt amplifier because most of
them cannot handle any substantial
amount of power on top of their
inefficiency!
Audio: They have a narrow dynamic
window, then.
Sax: They are the limiting factor in
Sax: In a

I
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Quality Music, Quality Pressings, Quality Sound
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many systems today. hear records I've
made played on these systems, and
the openness of the quiet passages is
there, but the dynamic portions are
total chaos. The phono cartridge is
performing well, the preamplifier is
having no trouble at all; it's the tail
the amplifier and
end of the system
that is in permanent
speakers
strangulation.
I've heard a number of large, hand built speaker systems made by serious
individuals, professionals, in their
homes, and they sound remarkable,
not so much because they play louder,
but rather because they can play at the
same average levels and still have the
ability to reproduce the peaks without
strain. When one of these becomes
available, home music systems may
then be able to realize for the first
Q
time what is truly on the disc.
I

Nautilus Recordings announces the second of its
Half -Speed Master Series. These high quality discs are
produced from the original master tapes, mastered at
half-speed to insure maximum fidelity and then pressed on
100% virgin vinyl to bring you all the music.
Available now: Dreamboat Annie (Heart). Coming soon:
Half -Speed Master Series-America, Pablo Cruise, Joan
Baez, Seals & Crofts, Loggins & Messina, Blood Sweat &
Tears, Joni Mitchel; Direct Disc LP-John Klemmer;
Digital LP Tim Weisberg.
Expect more from Nautilus Recordings.

-

Nautilus Recordings
761 Shell Beach Rd.
Pismo Beach, CA 93449
(805) 773-1848
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Dealer Inquiries invited
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Car Stereo Was Never
Like This!

ADS, the ccmpany that revolutionized mobile high fidelity v-ith the worlc's first s-udicqua ity mini-spea<ers, now brings you the
most sophis-icated audio components designed for automotive use. The ADS Power
Plate 100 ampl fier and the ADS 30Ci
speaker sys-em deliver a level of performance never before attainable in a permanewly installed car stereo system.

revertt-el s, handle -remendous amounts
of power and can accurately reproduce music at ear -shatter nc levels. Thanks to some
clever eng neerirg, the 3001's con- pact
chassis reluires a mounting area only 53/4 x
inches. The entire system mounts
8'72
through a sngle rote 41/2 -5 inches in ciaminch from the
eter and protrudes just over
mounting surface. * *

Incorporating stale-of -the -art audic and digi-

$299.53*** for the Power Plate 100
amplifier and $117 50** * each for the
300i spwcers, the ultimate automotive
high-fideli y system is not inexpensive. But
when you consider that no other combina-ion can match their musical accuracy,
power, compac-ness, ease of installation
and durabiity, you'll ag-ee that the ADS
Power P ate
00 amplifier and 300i
speaker o-fsr more dollar -for -dollar performarce than any ot-e- car stereo system available toda.

tal technology, the new ADS Power Plate

100 amplifier delivers 50 watts per charnel* of clean, undistorted power. And it
does so not only with "ideal" 'esis=ive loads
in the laboratory cut also with real speakers
under actual use conditions. Its protection
circuits are foolproof, yet they lever irterfere with the music. Measuring only
115/16 x 121:I x 61/4 inches, the Power Plate
can be mounted under seats, inside trunks
or just about aryplace without sacrificing
precious space.
The 300i is the fist flush-mountinc automotive speaker with high sound pressure level
capability and ADS' world-famous musical
accuracy. Designed specifically for door,
panel or rear deck mounting, the efficient
ADS 3001 produces satisfying sound levels
even with low -powered car radio amplifiers.
Its 5 V4" extra -long -excursion woofer and 1"
acoust c suspension soft-dome tweeter,

ADS

1

At

1

For mere infcrrna_ion, write ADS, Dept.
ÁU12, er calf 1-800-824-7888 (California
1-800-852-7777) toll free and ask for Operator 433. Or better ye-, visit your ADS
dealer socr, and et him show you what automotive hi-fi should be like.

'at

ohms, 20-20.000 Hz with less than 0.08",
`1
Bch clearance required below mounting
surface
° * *suggeted retai prices
4

-HD

*

Where technology serves music

Analog & Digital S?stems, Inc., One Pogress Way, Wilmington, MA 018.37 1617) 658-5100
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Simplified transistor model.
Note that g,,,, and thus C .,, are
proportional to collector current.

Fig. 9
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discharge the capacitor by about 60 mV (as dictated by the
exponential le Vs. Vbe transistor law). Although this voltage
seems small, we must realize that the capacitance is on the
order of microfarads when the transistor current is on the
order of amperes for typical power transistor fts in the range
of 1 to 4 MHz. It can be shown that if we try to turn off the
transistor by pulling a constant current out of the base, the
collector current of the transistor will decrease at a reasonably constant rate; i.e. it will slew off at so many amperes per
second. This is a direct result of the integrating action of the
charge -storage capacitance. Specifically, the current slew rate
is given by the simple expression ISR = 2n ftlb, where lb is the
base current.
Now let's see how this phenomenon affects the performance of an output stage when program signals change quickly. In most amplifier designs, a very large current can be supplied by the drivers (usually emitter -followers) to turn on the
output devices quickly in response to program demands. Unfortunately, the available turn-off current is limited to the
amount of quiescent current flowing in the power transistor
base -bleeder resistors (R5 and R6 in Fig. 4). There is thus a
well-defined turn-off current slew rate associated with each
of the output devices.
Suppose for the moment we are operating into a resistive
load; the top transistor is "on" and the output voltage is
positive but rapidly heading in a negative direction. The current into the load is decreasing rapidly; i.e., the rate -of change of the output current is highly negative. If this rate of -change exceeds the turn-off current slew rate for the top
device, that device will go into current slew-rate limiting.
Under these conditions the transistor's current is no longer a
function of the signal, and it thus represents a source of distortion. The bottom transistor will, of course, tend to conduct
more heavily to make up the difference, but the distortion
will not be completely removed. This extra current conduction on the part of both transistors is referred to as "common -mode conduction," and is also responsible for increased output stage power dissipation (sometimes dangerously so) at high frequencies.
Because the opposite transistor makes up for most of the
deficiency of the device being turned off, this current slewing phenomenon does not manifest itself as visual voltage
slew -rate limiting at the amplifier output.
To see how serious this problem can be, let's assume 1 MHz ft power transistors in Fig. 4. With about 8 mA of turnoff current available, the current slew rate for each device is
about 0.05 A/NS, corresponding to a voltage time derivative
of 0.4 V/NS into an 8-ohm load, or less than one watt at 20
kHz. Such an amplifier can thus be expected to generate
substantial amounts of high -frequency intermodulation distortion at moderate power levels.
This problem can also be effectively dealt with, however.
The most common solution is to use low -valued bleeder
resistors (i.e., run the drivers fairly "hot") and faster output
transistors. Assuming 4 -MHz ft devices for the design in Fig.
7, where about 30 mA is available for turn-off, we have a
turn-off current slew rate of 0.75 A/ p S, corresponding to a
voltage time derivative of 6.0 V/NS into 8 ohms or 144 watts
at 20 kHz.
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The Case for
A Large Feedback Factor
We've spent quite a bit of time so far examining many
issues and arguments and are led to conclude that a large
feedback factor and its attendant small open -loop
bandwidth does not do any harm, given a design with the
same gain crossover frequency as a low -feedback design. But
what good does it do? Specifically, why should more feedback be applied at mid -band frequencies when the problem
seems to be at high frequencies, and 20 to 30 dB at the high
frequencies is probably sufficient given a fairly linear open loop amplifier?
First, the weak but not unimportant argument: It costs
nothing. In fact, in most designs it saves one or two resistors
(R15 and R16 in Fig. 7).

The more convincing argument rests on the fact that negative feedback reduces the percentage of output stage distortion components at a given frequency by the same factor
that it reduces gain at that frequency. The Class AB output
stage is a major contributor to open -loop nonlinearity in
good designs, and local degeneration cannot significantly reduce its distortion. Only overall negative feedback does a
good job there.
Suppose an open -loop amplifier is handling a 1 -kHz sine
wave input and second harmonic distortion is being produced at 2 kHz in the output stage. When feedback is applied, the 2 -kHz distortion product percentage (for the same
output level) will be reduced by the same degree that feedback reduces the amplifier's gain at 2 kHz. Since feedback
factor is often a function of frequency, we must remember
that the feedback factor at the frequency of the distortion
component (not the fundamental) is what is important. This
rule is independent of the phase shift around the feedback
loop; in the extreme case of positive feedback, distortion percentages would be increased by the same factor that the gain
increases at a given frequency.
Because of this action, the additional loop gain at mid- and
low frequencies in the high -feedback designs contributes an
important distortion reduction
not so important for mid band harmonic distortion, which can be expected to be low
anyway, but rather for mid -band intermodulation products
which result from two or more high -frequency signal components involved in high -frequency intermodulation distortion.
Few people can be expected to hear the THD produced by
signals much above 10 kHz (although THD is a good indicator of performance). Rather, it is the low -frequency inter modulation products which can detract from, say, a cymbal
crash. These products, which may fall in the most sensitive
portion of the audio spectrum and which may not be well masked by other sounds, will be further reduced by the additional low -frequency feedback. The additional 10 to 40 dB of
feedback in these designs can thus improve the sound of the
high frequencies even though the additional feedback only
occurs at lower frequencies.
Distortion produced in earlier stages will be reduced by a
smaller factor by negative feedback action. However, because of the higher subsequent gain in high -feedback designs, these stages will typically be operating at a lower level
and will thus tend to produce less distortion in the first place.

-
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Shimek's Audio, Anchorage, AL
Audio Emporium, Tucson, AZ
The Listening Post, Tempe, AZ
Absolute Audio, Santa Ana, CA
The Audible Difference, Palo Alto, CA
Audio Cage, Sacramento, CA
Audio Concepts, Arcadia, CA
Audio Dimensions, San Diego. CA
Audio Excellence, San Francisco, CA
Audio Ecstasy. San Luis Abispo, CA
Audio Today, West Minster, CA
Audio Vision, Santa Barbara, CA
Bel Air Audio, Los Angeles, CA
California Audio Systems, Visalia, CA
D.B. Audio, Berkeley, CA
Garland Audio, San Jose, CA
Great American Aural Experience, LA, CA
Havens & Hardesty, Huntington Beach, CA
The High -End Shoppe, San Jose, CA
Jonas Miller Sound, Beverly Hills, CA
Middleton, White & Kemp, Anaheim, CA
Music & Sound, Woodlawn Hills, CA
Natural Sound, Solano Beach, CA
Northridge Audio, Northridge, CA
Reference Audio, Gardenia, CA
The Stereo Shoppe, Pasadena, CA
Stereo Unlimited, La Mesa, CA
Audio Alternative, Ft. Collins, CO
Listen UP!, Denver CO
Audiocom, Old Greenwich, CT
Harbor Sound, New London, CT
Take 5 Audio. New Haven. CT

Audio Excellence, Longwood, FL
Dajg Audio, Holiday, FL
Hi Fi Express, No. Miami Beach, FL
House of Stereo, Jacksonville, FL
HiFi Buys, Atlanta, GA
The Stereo Shop, Martinez, GA
Audio Reference Systems, Honolulu. HI
The Stereo Shop, Boise, ID
Audio Consultants, Evanston, IL
Audio Creations, Downers Grove, IL
Audio Ltd., Champaign, IL
Audio Musicale, Belleville, IL
Electronics Diversified, Peoria, IL

Good Vibes Sound, Champaign, IL

Paul Heath Audio, Rochester, NY
House of Hi-Fi, Glens Falls, NY

Hi Fi Hutch, Mt. Prospect, IL

Meyer TV & Audio, Edwardsville, IL
Quintessence Audio, Hinsdale, IL
Sights & Sounds, Chicago Heights,
Sounds Deluxe, Westmont, IL
Studio Systems, Schaumburg, IL
United Audio Ctrs., Chicago, IL
Victor's Stereo, Chicago, IL
Proaudio, Lafayette, IN
Audio Odyssey, Davenport, IA

Innovative Audio, Brooklyn Heights, NY
Liberty Music, New York. NY
Listening Room, Scarsdale, NY
Lyric Hi Fi, New York, NY

IL

Ecologic Ear, Des Moines, IA
Gramaphone Shop, Lawrence, KS
Paul Kadair's Inc., Baton Rouge, LA
3 Phase Audio, Layafette, LA
New England Music Co., Portland, ME
Sound Ideas, Portland, ME
Paragon of Sound, Bethesda, MD
Soundscape, Baltimore, MD
Audio Forum, Watertown, MA
Natural Sound, Framingham, MA
Absolute Sound, Birmingham, MA
Audio Connection, Muskegon, MI
Audio Dimensions, Birmingham, MI
Audio House, Swartz Creek, MI
Audio One, Birmingham, MI
The Gramaphone, Birmingham, MI
Mark One Audio, Midland, MI
Audio Perfection, Bloomington, MN
Creative Audio, Columbia, MO
Speaker Craft, St. Louis, MO
Tin Ear, Reno, NV
Cuomo's. Salem, NH
CSA Audio Design, Upper Montclair, NJ
Franklyn Lakes Stereo, Franklyn Lakes, NJ
Hi-Fi Haven, New Brunswick, NJ
Rand's Camera & Hi Fi, Tom's River, NJ
The Sounding Board, Ridgewood, NJ
American Audiophile, Valley Stream, NY
Audio Breakthroughs, Manhasset, NY
Discerning Ear, New York. NY
Eardrum, Nanuet, NY
Ears Nova, Great Neck, NY
Electronic Workshop, New York, NY
Harvey Sound, New York, NY

Park Avenue Audio, New York, NY
SK Audio. No Lindenhurst, NY
Sound by Singer, New York, NY
Stereo Emporium, Buffalo, NY
Stereo One, Rochester, NY
Stereo Sound, Winston-Salem, NC
Golden Gramaphone, Akron, OH
Hermit's Audio, Gahanna, OH
O/LC Audio Consultants, Dayton, OH
Youngblood Sound, Oklahoma City, OK
Bryn Mawr Stereo, Byrn Mawr, PA
Canlen Audio, Bethleham,PA
Chestnut Hill Audio, Philadelphia, PA
Opus One. Pittsburgh, PA
Ovation Audio. Pittsburgh, PA
Perfectionist Audio, Pleasant Gap, PA
Sound Plus, Jenkintown, PA

Ashley Hi Fi, Providence, RI
Hi Fi House, Knoxville, TN
Underground Sound. Memphis, TN
Audio Concepts, Houston, TX
Audio Vision, Dallas. TX
Electro Media, Salt Lake City. UT
Audio Art, Richmond. VA
Audiotronics, Roanoke, VA
Hal's Stereo, Spokane, WA
Sound Distinction, Seattle, WA
A & F Electronics, Wausau, WI
Audio Emporium, Milwaukee, WI
Audiophile Specialists, Oshkosh, WI
Bell Electronics, Janesville, WI
E M E. Audio, Menomonie, WI
For The Record, Inc., Racine, WI
Hi Fi Haven, Green Bay, WI
Leisure World, Baraboo, WI
M & A Electronics, Manitowoc. WI
Specialized Sound Systems. Madison, WI
Stereo Plus, Appleton, WI

What do these audio dealers know
that you don't?
...

They know the beauty of moving -coil cartridges
and they know about
Marcof. Let one of them show you why at $124.95 there is no finer moving coil
step-up device available than the PPA -1 Pre -preamplifier. They know about
Warp Knot too, the inexpensive passive low filter that helps eliminate record

warp problems. And they also know about the new preamplifier and cables
to be introduced shortly. See your Marcof dealer and listen.

Marcof
Electronics
Exclusive Canadian distributor:

7509 Big Bend Blvd.,

Webster Groves, MO 63119

Trans Audio Marketing
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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In this way, all stages in a properly designed amplifier benefit

from increased negative feedback.

TIM Measurement

Although it's important to understand the origin of TIM
and engineering techniques for avoiding it, it is equally important to be able to measure it objectively, preferably in a
way that correlates well with subjective perception of TIM.
Being able to measure an imperfection in this way is an important step toward eliminating it as an audible degradation.
Several techniques for measuring TIM have been proposed, but none has been standardized and general disagreement exists as to which is most satisfactory [5, 10, 11].
Incidentally, none of the tests makes any distinction between
TIM and any other form of high -frequency intermodulation
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distortion (DIM).
One such technique is illustrated in Fig. 10 [101. In order to
highlight the transient nature of the distortion mechanism,
this test combines a bandlimited square wave of 3.18 kHz
with a 15 -kHz sinusoid. The peak-to -peak amplitude of the
latter is one-fourth that of the square wave. The resulting
intermodulation products are then measured on a spectrum
analyzer and their rms sum is compared to the 15 -kHz rms
level to arrive at a distortion percentage. The bottom waveform in Fig. 10 illustrates that the high -frequency sinusoid is
completely blotted out during gross slewing. Such gross behavior is unusual in practice, and the more likely culprit is
low-level, sub-slewing TIM which cannot be visually discerned. Practical disadvantages of this test include expensive
instrumentation and a time-consuming procedure requiring
the measurement and root -mean -square addition of six or
more distortion products.
Although some feel that such a specialized signal is necessary to exercise amplifier TIM mechanisms [1, 3], others have
more recently shown that ordinary high -frequency harmonic
distortion measurements (THD) are just as good if not better
[5]. This seems reasonable, because any nonlinearity which

BAND -LIMITED
SQUARE WAVE

HIGH -FREQUENCY

SINE WAVE

r

TEST
SIGNAL

SLEWING
DISTORTION

-A

TIM test signal and what it looks like
when an amplifier is slew -rate limiting.
Fig. 10

_

'

produces TIM also must produce harmonic distortion. A
high -frequency sinusoid (like 20 kHz) also produces a significant rate -of -change for a large percentage of the time, so that
an amplifier's TIM mechanisms are clearly exercised. Because
the smaller peak time derivatives produced by a 20 -kHz sinusoid are somewhat more in line with those produced by real
music than those of the sine -square test, better subjective
correlation may result. However, much more work needs to
be done to determine which test, among these or others,
yields the best overall subjective correlation.
That high -frequency THD is a reasonably dependable indicator of TIM performance is good news, since the FTC requires that all amplifier specifications must quote a maximum THD figure for the full rated frequency range (usually
20 Hz to 20 kHz) at rated power. TIM should be completely
inaudible for units with 20 -kHz THD figures below about
0.02 percent. However, the reader is cautioned that THD figures as high as 0.1 percent may still yield inaudible TIM under some circumstances. Until more work is done, these
numbers can only be considered ballpark figures.

Conclusion

To summarize, TIM is simply a form of high -frequency intermodulation distortion which is induced by a signal's rate of -change rather than amplitude alone. It can be excited by
continuous signals, such as sine waves or square waves, or by
noncontinuous signals like music. Because it is induced by a
signal's time derivative, an amplifier's slew rate is the single
most important design parameter, while the small -signal
parameters of feedback factor and open -loop bandwidth are,
by themselves, irrelevent to the avoidance of TIM. These
small -signal parameters also have no direct influence on slew
rate. Since there is no need for open -loop bandwidth to exceed program bandwidth, deliberate program bandlimiting is

without saying, however,
that good open -loop linearity is very important, especially at
high frequencies.
Another important observation is that recorded music is
simply not as "fast" as some would have us believe. The
inevitable pre-emphasis/de-emphasis process places significant limitations on the power bandwidth, and thus the relative rate -of -change, of the reproduced signals. As a consequence, most reasonably designed amplifiers may not be
producing as much audible TIM as we might think, especially
at reasonable listening levels. Audible TIM certainly does exist, but its omnipotence has probably been exaggerated
somewhat. It is also important to realize that some amplifier
designers were routinely providing good slew rates and low
values of high -frequency distortion (hence low TIM) long
before the term TIM became popular.
Although our discussion has concentrated on power amplifiers, it should be kept in mind that, with the exception of
the power output stage, the mechanisms which generate
DIM and TIM in power amplifiers also exist in low-level circuits, such as in preamplifiers. This is particularly true in circuits employing operational amplifiers. Many of these devices have a rather limited maximum gain crossover frequency
(on the order of 1 MHz), and open -loop linearity is not always carefully controlled. In particular, slew rate is often inadequate, especially in unity -gain compensated circuits.
Externally compensated devices with carefully chosen compensation to match the selected closed -loop gain should be
used for best results. Some of the FET op amps, providing
unity -gain crossovers in excess of 3 MHz and slew rates
above 5 V/ N S, are capable of superb performance.
By far the most important conclusion is that we can "have
our cake and eat it too"; we can take full advantage of the
distortion -reducing properties of negative feedback without
A
increased risk of generating TIM.
in most cases unnecessary. It goes
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The tonearm that isn't.
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The traditic na t: DE arm has `seen r=_p a e
-wo1 utionary tracking system develLinatrack.
oped by Revox.
This sophisticated and highly refined'. electronic servo system ensures that your records are played just the
way they were cut, with perfect tangential tracking.
We've eliminated the causes of distortion inherent in
conventional l one arm design. There's no need for an
anti -skating cevice because there is no skating force.
Our unique LED/photo diode array monitors the stylus
angle and makes instant corrections to keep the tip absolutely perpendicular.
Pivot friction has also been dramatically reduced by our
unique single -point jewelled pivot/magnetic support
and suspension system.
With Linatrack, tracking error is reduced to a phenomenal 0.52 or less, virtually eliminating distortion and
protecting your records from excessive wear.
The high torque direct drive motor of the Revox B794
uses Hall -Effect magnetic sensors tied to a quartz crystal to constantly read and instantly correct rotational
speed. This eliminates the moment -to-moment deviations
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found on even the most expensive conventional direct
drive motors. You can verify speed accuracy with the
fast responding LED digital readouts. The readouts also
provide an accurate log of manual speed adjustments.

Even with its advanced features, the Revox B790 is a
pleasure to operate with safe and convenient automation. It works with virtually every cartridge and is ruggedly built to stand up to years of daily operation.
For more good reasons to play your records without a
tone arm, experience the B790 at your Revox dealer.

=CO D)

REVOX

Studer Revox America, Inc.
1819 Broadway, Nashville, TN. 37203 (615) 329-9576
Offices: Los Angeles (212) 780-4234 / New York (212) 255-4462
In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.
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RCAS sows
Se octoV so Video Disc
Gary Stock
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The work began in the early Sixties,
just after the completion of color television's technical development. RCA's
engineers asked "What next?" and an
answer came down from the corporate
heavens: "Make us a machine that
puts sight and sound on a record and
pulls it back out again. A machine that
holds comedy and tragedy and documentary and reruns of the Lucy Show.
Give us Patton at Bastogne, Ruth at
Yankee stadium, Louis at Versailles,
and Harlow in her boudoir. Make it
cheap enough to put in every living
room in America, easy enough for a
child to operate, and as simple to
manufacture as cookies. Give us wide
screen, full color, plug-in reality. Call it
a video disc player."
On December 7 of last year, RCA
announced that its engineers were
ready to deliver. The company will introduce their long-awaited SelectaVision video disc system, the result of
one of the most extended and expensive electronic development projects
in history, in January of 1981. And, according to RCA, it will arrive like gangbusters, with a 300 -title catalog chock
full of feature films and special programs produced by the likes of Don
Kirshner and Walt Disney Productions,
an immense advertising budget, and a
$500 for the
very attractive price
player and $10 to $17 for each of the
discs. Most importantly, SelectaVision
will be available in the mass quantities
necessary to have a major impact on
the thinking and buying habits of the
average American, some 200,000 players in the first year or so, with a corresponding supply of programming and
immediate, fully national distribution.
This is in sharp contrast to the city -by city introductions and limited production volume of Philips -backed Magnavox and its MagnaVision video disc
player, RCA's only current competitor
in the field.
Although RCA developed prototype
players using three different pick-up
methods in the course of SelectaVision's development, the player that
will be marketed next year is a
mechanically simple capacitance sys-

-

tern, designed with moderate cost and
straightforward operating features as
its primary goals. It employs a diamond -tipped stylus to read the pattern
of ripples in the extremely narrow
groove of a 12 -inch diameter disc that
rotates at 450 rpm (see accompanying
figure). The keel -shaped stylus tip,

which has a metallic strip attached to
its stern during manufacture, acts as
one plate of the capacitor; the disc,
which is made of an electrically conductive vinyl material, acts as the other
plate. The changes in capacitance
caused by the groove ripples modulate
a carrier frequency, thus generating

the combined audio and video signal
information fed to the television set.
In order to provide the incredible
information density necessary in a videodisc, both the stylus and the
groove are far smaller than in an analog phonograph record. Thirty-eight of
the SelectaVision disc's 2.6 -micrometer -wide grooves could nestle side -by side in a single LP groove, and 50 of its
stylus tips could march on the edge of
a dollar bill. The stylus assembly is user
replaced at intervals of about 300
hours, and is attached to a short, tangential -tracking arm inside the player.
Tracking force is a mere 70 milligrams.
The disc itself has a maximum playing time of one hour per side, thus two
hours per disc, and comes enclosed in
what is called a caddy. This is a square,
album -style cover that protects the
surface from dust and scratches and
prevents the disc's thin coating of lubricant from being scraped off (see figure). Inserting the entire caddy into
the player's front slot extracts the disc
and places it on the internal platter;
inserting it again returns the disc to
the caddy for storage. The user therefore never touches the disc surface.
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TEAC

TEAC TODAY
THE X-SEPIES.
The brain
behind the transport is our LSI

You're

looking at four
new machines
that have more in
common with
data recorders
than audio recorders. Together
they are called
the X -Series. And
they bring a totally new kind of
technology to the
open reel format.
Each
X -Series transport
is an instrumentation mechanism.
For 15 years, this
TEAC design has
stood the grueling test of time in
computer installations where

dependability

control chip. It
eliminates the
need for mechanical relays
so transport
control is faster,
more positive
and reliable. The
LSI also lets us provide full motion sensing in the
X-10

and X -10R.
Within

is

worth millions.
The basic
configuration is closed -loop dual
capstan. It's extraordinarily quiet, stable
and precise. Wow & flutter is very low.
Speed accuracy very high.
Three DC motors drive the tape. They're
used to keep changes in motor temperature to a
minimum under different loads so constant torque
is maintained.
Our Magnefloat flywheel assembly, a completely new concept, uses magnetics rather than
mechanics to eliminate problem -causing springs and
pressure plates. Axial variations between the tape
and capstans are prevented so proper tracking is
assured. The result is highly accurate audio reproduction even after years of hard use.
The X -Series transport maintains ideal tape -to head contact. Audible drop-outs, level and frequency
losses are absolutely minimized. Frequency response is
wide and flat. And signal articulation is unusually clear.

the X -Series,
machines have
been specifically
designed for bidirectional
record and playback. Perfectly
symmetrical head
stacks (6 heads
in all) assure top
performance in
both directions. There's
automatic reverse and repeat.
And two-way cue monitoring.
New audio electronics
accompany this new transport technology. Record and playback amplifiers
are quieter and completely free of audible distortion.
The sound is cleaner, more faithful to the source. The
fidelity is unsurpassed.
An option previously available only on our
professional recorders can now be added to any
X -Sertes machine. Called dbx I' this noise elimination system adds 30dB to the already high S/N
and over 10dB of headroom to give you master quality recordings.
If your audio perception is critical, your
listening standards high, audition an X -Series
recorder. The performance is flawless. The sound
peerless.

TEAC

TEAC

TEAC

EAC

77-10c

Feral"
<

'dbx

is

reerrefeel

r-9

a trademark

of dbx, Inc.
©1979 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello, CA 90640, In Canada, TEAC is distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation (1966) Ltd.
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METAL
ELECTRODE

have been working full -bore on video
disc projects for a decade or longer,
and we are now observing the last
stages of technical preparation before
several video disc systems burst upon
us simultaneously in the next few
years (see the accompanying timetable). This will then initiate, in the
opinion of many industry experts, a

SAPPHIRE OR
DIAMOND

ISOOA'LUBRICANT
ON SURFACE

DIELETRIC
LAYER

PEAK -TO -PEAK

PVC DISC

METAL
LAYER

DISC THICKNESS

marketing struggle of titanic proportions, with several well -financed companies spending megabucks to convince the American buyer of the superiority of their disc system.
In an effort to attract the largest possible audience, each company has in
the final stages of their player's design
made a set of compromises corresponding to what it perceives as the
American public's interests and priorities. Philips/Magnavox has assembled
an exceptionally versatile player using
wear -free optical technology and a
miniature laser element to read the
disc. It has the capacity to store thousands of frames of "still" information
on a single disc and its features in -

SIGNAL ELEMENT
HEIGHT a I000A'

z IMM

DISC MOTION
The implications of the video disc as
concept are vast. Indeed, it is likely
to have a greater impact on our society
than any single device since television.
At the very least, the music, film, and
network-television industries will be
dramatically changed by the new alternatives video discs will open up.
The most immediate effect, in the
view of many observers, will be to
change the production and distribution patterns for motion pictures. As is
done with phonograph records now,
buyers would take video discs home to
enjoy rather than seeing them in a theater. Producers of avant-garde or other
special -interest films could market
them directly to the public, rather than
having to convince promoters, theater
owners, and others of their films'
mass -market appeal. But there will be
many other changes, too. High -quality
serialized dramatic, sports, and documentary programs that cannot hope to
garner the huge audiences necessary
to keep a television series on the air
could be produced on disc and sold to
subscribers as video disc "magazines."
Audio -only music recordings of the
type we listen to today may eventually
be supplemented or replaced by video
discs containing as -yet -unimagined
couplings of music and visual image,
multimedia "experiences" of which
Disney's "Fantasia" was perhaps an elementary example. Instructional programs on everything from disco dance
steps to auto repair may also be put on
disc. RCA predicts that by 1990 as
many as half of all American homes
will have video disc players, and that
the total market will approach 7.5 billion dollars, bigger than the current
television and record industries combined. If any electronic product qualifies as The Next Big Thing, it is the vida
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eo disc.

-

Understandably, the world's electronics giants
Holland's Philips,
Germany's Telefunken, Japan's Mat -

sushita and Mitsubishi, America's RCA,
and many other smaller companies all
see the video disc as a product with
mind -boggling profit potential, particularly if a single company can, by force
of marketing skill, set the accepted
technical standard and derive royalties
from the others. Many of these firms

The Video Disc Box Score
Company

Player Format

Announced Intentions

General
Electric

Not yet chosen.

Decision on system by
spring '80, at last report.

JVC

Electrode -contact groove less capacitance system
with 12 -in. disc.

Projected introduction in
4th quarter '80.

Magnavox

Laser -read optical system

Regional introductions in
4th quarter '78; full national distribution in 4th quarter '80.

with

Matsushita
(Panasonic)

12 -in. disc.

Stylus -and -groove mechanical system with 12 -in.
disc.

Mitsubishi

Laser -read optical

with
Pioneer

system

Prototypes only shown.

system

Projected introduction in
2nd quarter '80.

12-in. disc.

Laser -read optical

with 12-in. disc (compatible with Magnavox).
RCA

Sony

Announcement pending;
reputed introduction by
1st quarter '81.

Projected introduction in

Stylus -and groove capacitance system with 12 -in.
disc.

1st quarter '81.

Laser-read optical system

Prototypes only shown.

with

12-in. disc (some

prototypes shown compatible
with Magnavox).
Sylvania
Teac

Not yet chosen.

Decision on system by '81,
at last report.

Laser -read optical system

Prototypes only shown.

with
Teldec

(Telefunken-

12-in. disc.

Stylus -and -groove
chanical system.

me-

Prototypes only shown.

Decca)
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When 4 reat speaker
manufacturers are this
enthusiastic about a receiver,
you can bet it's outstanding.
"Sanyo's Plus receiver is
extremely clean...and
with efficient speakers
like ours, the dynamic

"Because of their high
performance, Altec
speakers are usually
combined with
advanced professional
electronics. The sound
with Plus Series receivers
more than compares
to that standard."

headroom compares to
systems costing
thousands more."

Gene Czerwinski,
President

Cerwin-Vega!

Bill Fowler, President

Altec Corporation
"We're amazed, after
testing the Plus 75 with
our high power speakers, there was no overload distortion at levels
close to 100 watts per
channel."

"Tested with ESS speakers with their great reserves of performance,
Sanyo receivers proved

their excellence in
every respect."
Philip H. Coelho,

R.M.

President
ESS Inc.

We asked these four speaker
manufacturers to put our new
PLUS 75 receiver through their most
demanding tests. Judging by the
results, it's pretty obvious that the
PLUS 75 passed with flying colors.
In developing the PLUS 75, we
listened to prototypes connected
to every possible type of speaker.
And we didn't stop refining the
design until the receiver sounded
great with any good speaker you
might want to use.

ziSANYO

Then we added a whole set of
features that you won't find anywhere else. Like Digital PIusTM
frequency display. Sampling
Quartz Locked tuning. Built-in
moving coil cartridge pre preamplifiers. Unique Triple Turnover tone controls.
We ended up with a receiver
so advanced that we think it'll
outclass anything else you might
be considering. Some of the
world's best speaker manufac-

turers seem to agree.
We think you will, too.
PLUS 75 with integrated DC amp. 75
watts min. RMS into 8 ohms, 80 watts into
4 ohms, 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz, no more than
0.03% total harmonic distortion. Slew
rate 80 V/µsec; Phono Signal -to- Noise
Ratio 97d8 (Moving Magnet), 70dB
(Moving Coil); FM sensitivity 10.8dBf.
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OMNI
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"Scotty" Stell,

President
Ultralinear
Loudspeakers

».

.nano

1.010

elude slow motion, numbered -frame
search, and a full -range stereo audio
section. But it is also rather expensive
at $775 for the player and up to $25 for
the discs, and not compatible with a
digital audio -only adaptor (Philips has
developed the Compact Disc system
for digital audio use. See "Digital Recording: State of the Market," Audio,
December '79). Sony's, Teac's, Mitsubishi's, and Pioneer's disc systems are
all fairly similar, although some incorporate or can be connected to digital
audio adaptors. JVC may opt to separate their capacitive -system player into
basic player,
several discrete units
a digital audio adaptor, and a Trick
Play unit for slow-motion, search, and
thus reducfreeze-frame functions
ing the cost of the initial investment
while maintaining versatility. Matsushita (Panasonic) has adopted a relative-

-a

-

ly simple stylus -and -groove "mechanical" system in their Visc-o-pac player,
thus sacrificing random access and
still -frame capabilities, and limiting
disc and stylus lifespan somewhat, in

order to maintain a projected retail
price under $500. Their player will
have a stereo wide -band audio section, however, and an optional digital
audio adaptor.
RCA has made perhaps the most difficult of compromises in the design of
its player. Its capacitive pick-up system
will limit the life of both disc and
stylus, and rule out, at least as presently envisioned, any slow-motion, still frame, or numbered random-access
capability. Fhe player that will be introduced in 1981 also has a mono
sound section. Of even more significance to audiophiles, RCA plans no involvement for the next several years in
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possibility that some other firm
could offer it as an aftermarket accesa
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sory.

There is little doubt that RCA is assembling an extremely powerful marketing effort for SelectaVision; many
believe them to be on the inside track
in the video disc race, with a good
U.S.
chance of setting the initial
standard for video disc. But as the
level of consumer sophistication about
video disc systems and the diversity of
uses to which they are put both grow,
the demand for a disc player with
broader capabilities and fewer drawbacks may also grow. If that occurs,
the virtues of a wear -free optical system with the capacity for still -information storage will be even more appealing. In fact, many observers believe
that optical players will immediately
dominate the industrial and commercial information -storage field, and
then cross over into the consumer
market several years later as production economies reduce their cost. This
would leave limited -function stylus and -groove players like SelectaVision
as forerunners in the race of advancing
technology, like the 4 -track cartridge
and the V -cord video cassette. The
question now, at least for the informed consumer, is: Shall we change
horses in midstream or pay a slightly
higher price for an ultimately stronger
animal?
A

Flash Flash Flash
As we go to press, CBS and RCA
have announced that CBS has obtained worldwide license from RCA

vnofor,

raid -range and

emed tweever.

31/2"

to manufacture and distribute video discs using the SelectaVision system. The initial CBS contribution
will be in development of mastering technology at the Stamford
Center and in production processing at the Records facility in Milford.

fhard
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DON'T BELIEVE EVERY
DIGITAL READOUT YOU READ.
Power you'll respect.
We're talking about

When you tune to
102.7, you want to stay
tuned to 102.7.

FM

STEREO

Toshiba has solved
the problem of mistuning
by eliminating the need
for a center channel tuning meter. Instead, digital
frequency synthesis uses a
carefully selected quartz
crystal to produce a stable
reference frequency. In
plain English, this system
constantly corrects tuning
errors. The result is the
lowest possible distortion
and absolutely no drift.
Toshiba was the first to
utilize this system in a
receiver, and now we're
using it again in our SA850 receiver.
Digital frequency
synthesis not only makes
us accurate, it also makes
us more convenient.

1.

a

Behind this digital readout is a conventional tuning system. lt requires
center channel tuning meter and manual tuning.

SIGNAL
TUNE

UU1831FM

Pe

I

I

1

1

FM
AM

Along with provisions for attaching two
tape decks, we give you
full monitoring controls.
Plus duplication switching
between the decks.
Our special subsonic
filter switch helps eliminate low -frequency warp

MHz

IIII_
!

i l

kHz

this process can you store 6 FM and
6AM stations for instant recall tuning
at the touch of a memory button.
And in the automatic FM mode,
digital frequency synthesis allows the
tuner to scan until it stops at the
next listenable station. FM stereo S/N
ratio is 68 dB. FM selectivity is a high
80 dB. Frequency response is 20 to
15,000 Hz + 0.2

- 0.8 dB.

But there's more to this receiver
than just a superb tuning system.

./Pe//
n

A preamp
you'll appreciate.

e

distortion.
And our receiver
looks as good as it sounds.

3. Behind this digital readout is the Toshiba quartz PLL digital frequency synthesized tuning system. A totally electronic system that's never
subject to manual mistuning. Accurate to 0.0025%.

No unnecessary parts.

I

II

_I
1._

And couple that with an
ultra -low THD of 0.03%.

2.Behind this digital readout is a quartz -locked tuning system. More
accurate, but it still requires a center channel tuning meter. And it still
requires manual tuning.

We've eliminated the center
channel tuning meter, FM/AM dial
scale and tuning knob. So you can
tune automatically or manually
with the ease of pushbutton selection. You get LED digital readout
and 5 LED signal strength indicators.
You'll thank us
for the memory and scan.
Actually, you'll thank digital frequency synthesis. Because only with

r.

50 watts rms per channel
into 8 ohms from 2020,000 Hz.
This is provided by
full complementary direct coupled power amplifiers.

AM

i{

With a sleek slide -away
cover that conceals a full

range of controls, including
tone/defeat switch and a dual
speaker selector.
The Toshiba SA -850 digital
frequency-synthesized receiver.
The next time you're looking at receivers, don't believe
every digital readout you read.
Except ours.

TOSHIBA
Again, the
first.

Toshiba America Inc. 280 Park Ave., New York, NY 11710

%\`\\1\\\t.````\
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Selection of Capacitors for Optimum Performance-Part Il

PICKING CAPACITORS
Walter G. Jung and Richard Marsh*
uniformity of speed. These factors may be understood by

A somewhat lesser known performance parameter of capacitors called dielectric absorption (DA) is also a major contributor to sonic problems. Actually, in spite of the fact that
DA is not generally understood, it may well be more important than DF.
This phenomenon is really a reluctance on the part of the
capacitor dielectric to give up the electrons that it has stored
within itself whenever the capacitor is discharged. Then,
when the shorting mechanism is removed, these electrons
that remained in the dielectric will, in time, accumulate on
an electrode and cause a "recovery voltage" gradient to appear across the capacitor terminals. This has been referred to
as a capacitor's "memory" of what was just previously applied. The recovery voltage, divided by the initial charging
voltage, and expressed as a percent figure, is called the "percentage dielectric absorption" (% DA).
Conversely, there is also a reluctance on the part of the
dielectric to accept all of the energy presented to it with a

eCopyright by Walter G. Jung, Consulting Author, and Richard Marsh, Technical Specialist, Laurence Livermore Labs, Univ. of California, Berkeley, Calif.

regarding the capacitor model of Fig. B2. The effect of DA is
represented by the capacitor C2, with a series resistance, RDA.
The total capacitance seen externally is C = C1+C2. Variation
of the relative size of C2 and Cl, and RDA, represents the
equivalent of real capacitors, with varying degrees of DA.
(Note that this model suggests that the externally perceived
effects of DA might be controllable to some degree by manipulation of the relative impedances controlling charge and
discharge of the real capacitance. Experimental evidence discussed later tends to support this contention.)
In addition to the "bound" electron phenomenon, a secondary factor in the magnitude of recovery voltage values is
that of "free" electrons in random movement in the dielectric. These free electrons take finite time to move from the
dielectric to the electrode, and therefore contribute to this
recovery voltage.
Dielectric absorption becomes a critical factor in circuits
which are highly dependent upon speed of response. As the
a.c. signal goes to zero (as in a short circuit) the trapped or
bound electrons within the dielectric do not follow as fast.
These electrons take a finite time to move from the dielectric
to the electrode. As capacitors are typically used in audio
circuitry, we could translate these defects into loss of accuracy in reproducing the fine inner detail of music, as well as the
music's dynamic structure.
It is quite illuminating to consider what effect a phenomenon such as DA will have on an a.c. signal consisting largely
of transients (such as audio) might have. For example, when
an a.c. voltage is applied, there is a tendency for the dielectric absorption phenomenon to oppose this change in polarity.
When music is the a.c. signal, the sonic degradation is one
of compression or a restriction of the dynamic range. Also, a
loss of detail results, and the sharpness is noticeably dulled.
With dielectric types which have high DA, there is a definite
"grundge" or hashy distortion added to the signal.
It is quite important to describe the sonic thumbprint that
DA contributes to subjective audio. The effects of DF and DA
can be perceived differently. DF is primarily a contributor to
phase and amplitude modulation; DA reduces or compresses
dynamic range. This it does by not returning the energy applied all at once. With signal applied to a capacitor with DA
present, the amplitude is reduced by the percent DA. When
this energy does get returned (later), it is unrelated to the
music and sounds like noise or "garbage" being added; the
noise floor is also raised. High -frequency and/or transient
signals are audibly compressed the most. Signals that look
like tail pulses (a lot of transient music information is of this
nature) are blunted or blurred in their sound. "Dulling,"
"loss of dynamics," "added garbage or hash," and "an inability to hear further into the music" have been subjective terms
used to describe the DA effect in capacitors.
All polardielectrics have relatively high DA; the best examples of this pattern are tantalum and aluminum electrolytics,
which can have DAs as high as several percent. There is also a
general correlation between dielectric constant and DA, with
the high K dielectric types being worst in terms of DA (we
would like to thank T. Von Kampen of TRW Capacitors for
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making this point to us). For example, regarding Table BI,
ceramics and both the Al and Ta oxides have high values for
K, and also show correspondingly high values for DA.
Glass and mica dielectics have intermediate values for K,
and also intermediate levels of DA. They are nowhere nearly
as bad as ceramics or the Al and Ta oxides, but neither are
they as good as the films.
Interestingly, it should be noted that there is also a general
correlation between low values for DF and low DA, particularly among the film dielectrics. However, a low DF does not
always go hand in hand with a low DA, and the glass and
mica dielectrics are good examples of this fact. Both of these
dielectrics have excellent properties with regard to DF, and
also low capacitive variations with regard to frequency and
temperature. Unfortunately, however, these excellent properties (which make these types highly desirable for such applications as resonant circuits and equalizers) are not realized
concurrently with low DA. So, these types are therefore not
ultimately as desirable for high-performance audio.
The film dielectrics, which are non -polar, are a different
story with regard to DA and DF. All types listed in Table BI
have relatively low values (3 or less) for K, and good to excellent performance with regard to DF and DA. Among the film
dielectrics there can be found a direct correlation between K
and DA, and even the relatively worst film dielectric (polyester) has a DA of less than 1 percent. The best of them, Teflon,
has a DA on the order of 0.01 or 0.02 percent, while polypropylene and polystyrene are nearly as good.

open circuit. It also takes some special low -current voltmeter
techniques to read this voltage without introducing serious
errors.
To simulate a MIL -C -19978D type of test, we built the circuit of Fig. 11, which reads the recovered voltage (Vo) via a
bench DVM. The capacitor being tested (D.U.T.) is charged
to 0.6 V. This level might seem low, but was chosen because
it represented a typical peak signal level, particularly for lower level circuits. (A slightly higher charging voltage would
Fig. 11

-

Dielectric absorption test circuit.

Test Procedure
1) Charge D.U.T. to 0.6 V for 5 minutes (S1, pos. 1).
2) Discharge D.U.T. for 5 seconds (S1, pos. 2).
3) Open S1 (pos. 3); after 1 minute, read Vo.
4) Calculate DA in percent, as DA (%) = Vo (16.7),

where 16.7

is a

scalor or constant unique to this test

circuit.
Notes
1) Use clip -on heat sink for Al.
2) Trim offset for Vo = 0.0000 V prior to testing.
3) Use high -quality insulation to S1 and D.U.T.

socket.
4) Q1, Q2=2N5089.

Testing Capacitor DA
Measurement of the DA of a capacitor is a rather involved
procedure when it is done in accordance with MIL -C -19978D
[28]. This standard is widely used and referenced by the capacitor industry, and unless you test a particular type according to the MIL -C -19978D format, you are not likely to get
comparable results (even though the relative quality relationship may still hold between different dielectrics).
The procedure outlined in this specification calls for a fiveminute capacitor charging time, a five -second discharge,
then a one -minute open circuit, after which the recovery
voltage is read. The percentage of DA is defined as the ratio
of recovery to charging voltages, times 100.
It should be understood that this is quite a stringent test,
with regard to both the capacitor and the instrumentation. It
takes an excellent dielectric to show small recovery voltages
after a full charge, a five -second discharge, and a one -minute

Table II
19978 D ).

-

Dielectric absorption tests (after MIL -CTest

1

Device
1)4.7 pF/50VAI
2) 6.8 gi F/35 V Ta
3) 4.7 p F/250 V

Vo (V)

DA (%)

0.082
0.170
0.008

1.4
2.8
0.13

0.001
0.002

0.017
0.033

Metalized polyester
4) 5 p F/200 V

Metalized polypropylene
Polypropylene foil
Test 2

Device
1)100 iF/3VTa
2) 100 1.1F/20 V Ta
3) 50 p F/10 V NP AI
4) p F/3 V Ta

(V)

DA (%)

0.230
0.095
0.065
0.200

3.8
1.6
3.3

0.148
0.086

2.5
1.4

Vo

1

series, back to back

5)6pF/15VNPTa
6) 220 p F/35 V Al

51

make measurements easier and more applicable to higher
peak signal voltages, should this be desired.) A MOS FET
input amplifier is used, the CA316OBT. This is done because
only a few pA of bias current are allowable in the D.U.T.
circuit; if the current were higher the D.U.T. voltage would
vary, by being charged by this bias current, and not be distinguishable from the true DA -produced voltage. In the circuit
here, the 3160 bias current begins to limit the accuracy of
readings below about 0.1 percent DA.
The test procedure is largely self-explanatory. However,
the precautions listed in the notes should be followed, and
we recommend no deviations from the parts specified if you
want comparable results.
Two series of tests were run with this setup, as outlined in
Table II. The first test compares four similar value capacitors
with different dielectrics to see the differences in DA. As can
be noted, both aluminum and tantalum electrolytics are very
poor, with tantalum sample being slightly worse than the
aluminum. This might be expected from their relative Ks.
The metalized polyester unit is far better than either electrolytic, measuring less than 0.15 percent. This may be quite
good for polyester types, as typical specification data avail -
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easily lost or obscured without very careful construction and
calibration of the setup. Higher charging voltages (say 10 V)
would ease this burden considerably, but we do not as yet
know that such a test level can always be directly correlated
to lower levels.
Test 2 examined a number of higher value aluminum and
tantalum electrolytics. Comparison of units 1 and 2 shows
that a higher voltage rated unit of the same value will tend to
have a lower relative DA. This is an interesting point, as this

able do not always show comparably low figures. The metalized polypropylene unit is extremely good in terms of DA
with a measured figure which compares quite well with the
manufacturer's data. The polypropylene foil unit is not quite
as good, but is still excellent.
For both units 3 and 4 (or any other comparably low percentage DA type) the particular test conditions chosen are
very sensitive to millivolt or sub -millivolt errors. This is simply because 0.1 percent of 0.6 V is only 600 p
a voltage

V-

"Tuning" typically used audio circuits with quality capacitors
Since we would otherwise be endlessly asked "How can
improve my brand X preamp or power amp using the improved capacitor types recommended in this article?" it
seems appropriate to make some comments as to the methods which would be typically used. First, readers should understand that we are not equipped to answer individual requests for consultation in these areas. If you cannot translate
our general comments into the specific steps appropriate to
modify your particular gear, please ask a more technically
knowledgeable friend for some help. One should not attempt these changes without some prior experience in electronics and familiarity with the components used. Please be
advised that if you choose to do so, you make such changes
at your own risk, which is to say we cannot be responsible for
any accidental damage you may incur. You should also be
aware that the alteration of some equipment may result in
invalidating a warranty and may also influence its potential
I

resale value.
Since the minimum number of equipment blocks an audio
system can be assembled with is two, preamp and power
amp, we will discuss these two items as generally used. The
basic ideas can be translated to any audio equipment using

capacitors, which of course includes everything.
Figure B5 shows a block diagram of how a typical solidstate preamp is often -realized. In the phono section of B5A, it
can be noted that the signal path contains six capacitors, all
of which can potentially degrade the signal's quality. The
amplifier circuit is shown generally as a gain block A, which
can be an op amp or discrete circuitry, and the comments on
optimum capacitor usage apply to any active devices used
(even those not yet invented!).
Cl is typically used to block d.c. from the cartridge, and is
often a small electrolytic in the 1- to 10- pF range. It might
better be a film unit such as a 2.2 NF, with a 0.01- pF polystyrene shunt. An interesting point here is that low bias current op -amp inputs (such as FET units like the TL071 or
LF356) remove the requirement for Cl altogether, and the
amplifier can be directly coupled to the cartridge. This, of
course, will not be possible with the classic type of two transistor topology, due to the inherent bias restrictions.
C2 is typically a large electrolytic, in the range of 10 to 100
NF or more, the large value necessary for extended bass response. This function can be optimized by selecting a low
ESR type, using a back-to-back connection, and shunting
with a film. The complete composite of Fig. 17B is useful.
C3 and C4 are the RIAA equalization capacitances and are
very critical to fidelity as well as basic frequency response. If
the network values are those appropriate for accuracy of the
three RIAA time constants (see S. Lipshitz's article "On RIAA
Equalization Networks," /our. of the Audio Eng. Soc., Vol.
27, No. 6, p. 458, June 1979), C3 and C4 should be realized
with film types such as polystyrenes or polypropylenes (best)
or at the least, polyesters. It is probably ill-advised to use a
ceramic unit for equalization if quality results are to be ex -

-

Capacitor "tune up" in typically used
preamp circuits.
Fig. B5

CI

C5

EQUALIZED

MAG PHONO

R2

IN

C2

PHONO
OUT
TO SELECTOR

R3

C3

C4

A)
RI

B)

--

Phono section.
High-level section.

C3
PREAMP

R6

OUTPUT

o

pected. C5 is a simple output blocking capacitor and can be a
composite such as Fig. 17B for best wideband response (or a
large -value film type if the input impedance of the next stage
is high).
The above comments can also be adapted to address tube type phono sections, such as the Dynaco PAS series. In such
cases, cathode bypasses (when used) are analogous to C2
and can be low ESR electrolytics, with film shunts. Interstage
coupling caps should be the best -quality films, such as polypropylenes or polystyrenes, of appropriate voltage ratings.
The output cap C6 cannot normally be an electrolytic because of d.c. leakage caused by the high bias voltages, so a
composite film type such as several 5- to 10- p F units, shunted by a small polypropylene or polystyrene, is useful. This
will be similar to Fig. 17A, but less the electrolytic. Be sure to
use an adequate voltage rating and consider surges.
A point worth making is that it may be useful to minimize
the grid resistances in tube circuits, while increasing coupling capacitance. This will tend to minimize the DA effects,
by loading the capacitor as generally described with 17C. This
idea also applies to the output capacitors used with cathode
followers as well.
The high level preamp section of Fig B5B is typical of many
modern solid-state preamps. Cl and C2 block the d.c. levels
associated with the active devices used. If electrolytics are
used, they should be low ESR types, with film shunts.
Depending upon the actual circuitry employed, C1 or C2
(or both) may even possibly be eliminated. For example, an
LF357 op amp is often seen used for this amplification function, in which case its very low bias currents eliminate the
need for Cl and C2, that is they can be jumpered out. Any
residual offset of the IC used will still be blocked by C3, the
output coupling cap. C3 would be selected, as was true for
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same consideration for selection criteria is also true with regard to DF. It means that wherever possible, if you must use
an electrolytic, use the highest practical voltage rating. This

-

Fig. 12
Dissipation factor
dielectrics.

applies to either aluminum or tantalum units. Units like
number 1 should be avoided at all costs!
Unit three is a 50- p F non -polar aluminum electrolytic of a
type often seen in solid-state audio circuits. As can be noted
it has a somewhat lower DA. Apparently, a back-to-back
connection tends to reduce the DA of a single unit. For ex -

vs.

temperature, various

-

Metalized
polyester,
courtesy Seacor,
12A

1.2

Inc.
.9

.6

.3

o

-50

C6 in the phono section (a non -polar composite, such as Fig.
17B).
Not shown here are tone control functions which, if used,

+IOO

2

0_55

-35

-15

45

25

5

TEMP

function required.

Ú

o
CC

-

Metalized
polycarbonate,
courtesy Union
Carbide.
12B

3

at .5

amplifier circuit itself is direct coupled to the speaker to eliminate a huge blocking capacitor and to simplify biasing. C1
serves as an input coupling capacitor of 1 to 10p F in value,
while C2 may be 100 to 1000 p F. Both of these capacitors
should be optimized similar to the method described for the
preamp. C2 usually must be an electrolytic, but should be an
optimized composite type. In some cases, depending upon
the value of R2, Cl might possibly be a film (only) unit, but
with typical input impedances of 10-50K, it will usually need
to be 10p F or more for adequate LF response.

1-75

-C

4

In solid-state power amplifiers as are typically used today,
the capacitor numbers are reduced due to the more simple
A typical power amp signal path is as shown in Fig. B6. The

+50

1-25

TEMP

would couple into the feedback path of the amplifier. Comments similar to those on the RIAA equalization capacitors
apply to tone control capacitors as well. Since relatively high
values will often be employed, polypropylenes will likely be
effective here.
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C3 and R5 form an output compensation network for the
power devices, and C3 may in some cases be a ceramic disc.
An equivalent value film unit is likely to be profitable here as
a substitution.
In summarizing these comments, it is perhaps important to
underscore the point that capacitors as used in the audio
signal path can be optimized mostly independent of the circuit topology or devices used. This is simply to say that while
our generalized guidelines have addressed more popular examples of circuit types, good -quality capacitors go well in
other circuits also; crossover networks are an example of passive circuits, an equalizer could be a good example of active
ones. Both functions have performance basic to capacitors. In
making such changes as outlined above, a logical approach is
to upgrade all the poorer quality capacitors first, for example
the ceramic capacitors if used, and in particular those in the

signal path.

-15

02

Capacitor "tune up" in typically used
power amplifier circuits.
Fig. B6

-35

- °C

ample, unit 4, actually a series pair of two units like number
1, shows less DA than a single. This tends to say that non polar units or non -polar connected conventional electrolytics
will be better in DA relative to a conventional polar cap.
However, this difference is largely academic we feel, since if
you want really high -quality sound, you cannot tolerate more
than a small fraction of a percent DA. Obviously this rules
out all but the best of the film dielectrics. Unit 6 is an example of one of the better quality aluminum electrolytics (see
also Fig. 7).

While studying the DA problem in tantalum and aluminum electrolytics, we also bench -tested a large number of
various units in a much simpler, unbuffered test setup. The
basic procedure was to charge a cap to 5 V for 10 seconds,
discharge it (through a 1K) for 10 seconds, then open circuit
it, and read the recovery voltage after 30 seconds. With this
technique we could grade the various units into relative DA
categories. The best would read less than 5 mV (or 0.1 per -
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Table III -Capacitor dielectric comparison.
Dielectric

Glass

Mica

Polyester

Metalized
Polyester

Polycarbonate Metalized
Parylene
Polycarbonate

Polypropylene

Metalized
Polystyrene
Polypropylene

Teflon

Parameter/
Characteristics
%

0.1

0.1

0.3-1.0

0.3-1.0

0.1-0.3

0.1-0.3

0.1

0.01-0.03

0.03-0.1

0.01-0.03

0.01-0.03

DA, %

=5

ra5

0.3-1.0

0.3-1.0

0.1-0.3

0.1-0.3

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

IR,25C
GDF/freq.
GC/freq.
ADF/temp.
GC/temp.
Stability

High

Med./High

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Low

Med/High
Medium
Medium
Med/High

Med/High
Medium
Med/High
Med/High

Low

Low

Excellent
1-10

DF,

Tolerances

High

High

Very High

Very High

High

Very High

Very High

Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Medium
Med/Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

High, Non -Linear

Medium
Medium
Medium
Med/Low

Low, Linear

Med/Low

Med/Low

Low, Linear

Low,linear

Excellent

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

1-10

5-20

5-20

1-20

1-20

0.5-10

1-20

1-20

0.5-10

0.5-10

1-

0.001-

0.1-

0.001-

0.01-

0.001-

50 Ir

0.0150 p F

5NF

5NF

Large

Small

5PF
Medium

0.0015 NF

0.001-

10PF
Medium

50,F

10pF-

10,000 pF

Small

Large

Large

Large/Med

Large

Large

Medium

Lowest

Low

Medium

Med/High

High

High

High

High/Low

Highest

Excellent

Available, %
Range of

1

Values

-

10,000 pF

Relative Size
Large
Of Higher Values
Relative Cost

High

F

Notes: The outstanding performers among those listed are in the shaded areas. Highest performance

56

cent) for this test, the worst over 20 mV (0.4 percent). Obviously, this simple test does not compare directly with the
Fig. 11 test results, but it still can grade units relatively. And
we would invariably find that lower DA units would sound
better in an audio circuit. However, the clincher is that no
electrolytic known to us, aluminum or tantalum, sounds like
a wire in even so simple an application as a coupling cap.
Once you try some of these tests for yourself in a good audio
system, one free of masking, you may begin to abhor capacitors and seek means to eliminate them where at all possible.
And, indeed, where it is possible this is perhaps the most
effective method of eliminating these distortions. However, it
is not always practical to eliminate capacitors, therefore ways
to minimize their degrading of the signal are valuable and
will be discussed.
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obtained from polycarbonate and those listed to its right.

by shaded areas.
While Table Ill summarizes comparative data in discrete
form, Figs. 12 through 16 illustrate graphically a selection of
these different characteristics.
Dissipation factor of the various dielectrics is usually given
at 25° C, but there is always some temperature dependence.
Figure 12 shows that polyester is the worst of the films in this
regard, but the better ones show very flat DF change with

:

°c.,,

F

Table Ill is a summary of the various dielectrics most useful
for consideration, with typical specifications listed for each
major performance parameter (left column). These specs are
really ranges, as are typically available from average suppliers, and are not meant to represent a given type or series in
specific terms. They are, however, broadly representative of
what is generally available. For a given electrical parameter,
the dielectric type (or types) which are outstanding are noted

I°

temperature, various
dielectrics, courtesy
F -Dyne Electronics.

is

p

est -quality audio these dielectrics should not be used if at all
possible. Where an electrolytic type is a must because of a
time constant or filter criteria, some qualified recommendations can be made for aluminum types which make them
quite useful; this will be covered at the end.

Performance Comparison of Various Dielectrics
At this point we are ready to survey the various capacitor
dielectrics with regard to their parameters relevant to audio.
This we will do for all dielectrics mentioned thus far, with the
exception of ceramic and the electrolytics, since for the high Fig. 13

1

155

temperature.
Insulation resistance (Rp) has not been strongly addressed
in this discussion, because it is not often a critical parameter
in audio (at least from a distortion point of view). Figure 13
is an excellent summary of how the dielectrics compare for
Rp. As can be noted, all show decreases in Rp with increasing
temperature.`
While DF is an important parameter for capacitors, it is also
important that DF remain low for different frequencies.
However, in many dielectrics there is substantial frequency
dependence exhibited by DF, as shown in Fig. 14. The better
dielectrics in this regard are parylene, polystyrene, polypropylene, and Teflon (not shown). A related parameter is capacitance variation with frequency, shown in Fig. 15. Again,
parylene, polystyrene, polypropylene, and Teflon (not
shown) are best in this regard. These variations are due to the
variation in K versus frequency for the different materials.
Film capacitors are generally quite good with regard to capacitance variation with temperature, as is shown by Fig. 16.
The better a capacitor in this regard, the more stable a tuned
circuit based on it will be when undergoing changes in temperature. Of the films, polyester is the poorest, followed by
polycarbonate. The lowest TC is exhibited by polystyrene.
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One should view TC minimization with some caution with
regard to audio use, as in certain dielectrics optimization
techniques which minimize TC raise DA. A good example of
this factor is the characteristic "B & C" parylene dielectrics,
which have nominally 0 TCs, but a DA several times that of
characteristic A parylene, which has a 0.1 percent DA but a
TC of -200 ppM/°C. For audio use, the A characteristic would
be preferred, since you can't "compensate" for zero DA,
whereas for TC you can (where necessary). One should, incidentally, check for a possible compromise in DA for any "0
TC" capacitor; they often occur, and we do not mean to
imply the DA compromise is peculiar to parylene.
The remaining parameters of Table Ill are not illustrated by
graphical data, but also deserve comment. For example, the
available tolerances and range of values can strongly influence the selection of a capacitor, aside from the electrical
specs. Generally, very tight tolerances are available in most

-

Fig. 14

Dissipation factor vs. frequency, various dielectrics.

Metalized
polyester,
courtesy Seacor,

14 A

films, to below
ues is

percent on special order. The range of val-

1

difficulty, though, particularly when large sizes are

a

needed.
Most film capacitors are readily available, many off the
shelf, in sizes up to 1 p F. Above 1 N F they become very hard
to obtain, and almost non-existent for some dielectrics, such
as polystyrene.
In the larger values, any film capacitor will be quite large,
relatively speaking. So, to make use of the excellent electrical
properties and ultimate sound quality, we must be prepared
to accommodate a largish capacitor when 1 N F or more is
needed. A factor which can help minimize the final size is
the metalized dielectric. Most film capacitors (except polystyrene) are available in metalized types, as opposed to the
foil -wound variety. The metalized dielectric uses a very thin
metalized layer for the electrode and thus conserves space. A
danger area of metalized caps is the lead attachment, which
Fig.
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15-Capacitance vs. frequency, various dielectrics.
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The 731Q is the finest turntable Dual has ever made.
There is always a special attitude at Dual about the turntable that is to
represent the most advanced thinking and accomplishments of Dual's
designers and engineers.
The materials, the care in manufacturing, assembly and quality control
must exemplify all that has made Dual precision and reliability so highly
regarded throughout the world.
And in every measure of performance, this model must set the standard
by which other fine turntables are judged. Even more, it must make a
significant contribution to the art of record playback.
This year, the quartz PLL direct drive 731Q, with its ultra -low-mass
(ULM) tonearm and cartridge system, expresses our attitude perfectl}.
If your other components and your record collection warrant
consideration of such a turntable, we invite you to visit your franchised
Dual dealer. And if you have a record that is warped to marginal
playability, but too valuable to discard, bring it with you.
That's all you will need to share our attitude and sense of pride about the
Dual 731Q.
For the complete ULM story, please write directly to United Audio,
120 So. Columbus Ave., Dept. Q, Mt. Vernon, New York 10553.
Dual
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tricky. If it is not done adequately, a high (or worse, intermittent) Rs can occur. As a result, metalized caps will usually
show somewhat higher levels of DF than a foil unit. However, they can still be of excellent quality, and the best advice
here is simply to thoroughly check a given type before use.
The final "parameter" of Table Ill is the relative cost of the
various dielectrics. A statement that is unquestionably true
here is that you do get what you pay
the "super dielectric" films will cost you more money for a given value. For
example, a small -quantity of price for a 5- p F polypropylene
will be on the order of $8.00, whereas a 5- p F aluminum
electrolytic will cost about 20 cents.
is

for-

Summary

-

Capacitance vs. temperature, various
dielectrics, courtesy F -Dyne Electronics.
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More Specific Recommendations

FW

Beyond the above described substitutions (which are basically of a one-to-one variety), we'd also like to show how to
use aluminum electrolytics effectively, so as to minimize
their sound degradation.

U2

áa
ÚÚ

1.0

If we have done a good job on this article, a glance at
Table Ill and considerations of the distortion discussions
should allow the reader to easily select a good capacitor. For
reasons of practicality and other rationalizations, there are
the inevitable trade-offs. However, here is the way we see it.
Up to values of about 10,000 pF, polystyrene is the best allaround choice, as it has reasonable size and is readily available in many sizes, with tight tolerances available. Above
10,000 pF, and up to 0.1 p F, it still can be used but is much
harder to obtain.
Above, 0.1- p F polypropylene (or metalized polypropylene) is the dielectric of choice, as it has nearly the same
relative qualities of DF and DA as polystyrene. Tight tolerances are available (but will be special order), and you can
get capacitors up to 10 p F or more.
Teflon may well be the best dielectric of all for audio, but
is produced in limited volume and is generally not practical.
Parylene is an excellent dielectric also, but limited in electrical size ( 1 p F or less) and not widely available. Polycarbonate is perhaps the next best all-around choice behind
these and is generally available in a wide range of values.
Polyester types are the most widely available for all the
films and are already widely used in many audio circuits.
There is no doubt that this is due to the generally low cost of
these capacitors, but convenience and low cost should not
be primary selection criteria to a critical audiophile. Polyester
capacitors can be readily heard in good systems, with defects
similar to those described for tantalum but, of course, reduced in magnitude.
In our opinion, polyester capacitors should be very carefully applied in an audiophile's system, and any system using
them in the signal path may potentially benefit by the substitution of (equal value, voltage and tolerance) polypropylenes or polycarbonates. We have done this ourselves on different items of equipment, tube and transistor, with always
stunning upgrade in sound quality. Furthe same result
ther, we have observed others do similar things, either completely independently or at our direction, with the same type
of results.
It is not surprising to us that this type of reaction occurs,
since one single polyester or electrolytic (or other polar type)
can be heard, and a typical update to an old preamp or amp
might replace a dozen or more! If you did nothing more than
take an old (stock) Dynaco PAS preamp and change the capacitors to polypropylenes, you can be literally astounded at
the results. All of this is available at moderate cost to anyone
who can solder, and you need not send your amp off to the
specialty audio shop either! (Capacitor sources are listed in
the appendices.)

-a

+2.0

_

This kind of comparison is a sobering one, and the authors
would be foolish to think it will not scare many off. However,
we should not attempt to kid ourselves that "cheaper is better," as it simply is not if you want the best quality. As time
progresses and more become aware of the advantages of
these excellent capacitors, we hope volume usage will help
their price reduction. Where it is inevitable that a cap be
used, we should be prepared to pay more for the quality unit
necessary. If this seems like a harsh, unrelenting statement,
the final summation should give you better perspective for
why we feel the true audiophile must be prepared to bite the
bullet with regard to capacitors.
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Sansui is breaking up
a very successful relationship.
The TU -717 has a new mate: The AU -719.
Sansui has just introduced an exciting new
integrated amplifier, the AU -719. It represents the
very latest developments in audio and electronics
technology. It is so good, in fact, that it has replaced
its rave -reviewed, best-selling predecessor as the
partner of the TU -717 tuner.
The TU -717's performance has been extravagantly praised by professional critics and knowledgeable consumers alike. With advanced features
like switchable IF bandwidth and specs like 81dB
signal-to-noise ratio and 0.06% THD, it's only natural.
We expect the tuner's new mate to receive a
tremendous reception and set industry amplifier
standards for a long time to come. Here's why.
INTRODUCING DD/DC
What particularly distinguishes the new AU -719
amp is Sansui's patent-pending DD/DC (Diamond
Differential/DC) circuitry that provides the extremely
high drive current needed to reduce THD by adding
large amounts of negative feedback without compromising slew rate or adding TIM.
Slew rate refers to an amplifier's ability to
respond to rapidly changing musical signals. The
slew rate of the AU -719 is an astounding 170V/µ Sec.

MAGNIFICENT MUSIC
modern
amplifiers have extremely low
Many
total harmonic distortion specs. And that's important.
But THD is measured with steady test signals and is
not really representative of an amp's ability to deal

with music. Sansui alone, with it's DD/DC technology,
is able to provide both low THD and lowest TIM
simultaneously. Instead of the harsh metallic sound
you sometimes get on a conventional amp when the
musical signals are complex, with the AU -719 you
hear only magnificent music.
THD is less than 0.015% at full rated power of
90w/channel, min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms
from 10 - 20,000 Hz. Overall frequency response
is awesome: DC - 400,000 Hz, +0, -3dB. Hum and
noise are a super-silent -100dB on aux and -88dB on
phono. The phono equalizer, which adheres to the
standard RIAA curve within ±0.2dB from 20 - 20,000
Hz, also uses our unique DD/DC circuit for record
reproduction that's second -to-none.
CONTROL YOURSELF
The unit is equipped with a full complement
of versatile controls and connections to create the
system and sound that's right for you, including two
phono and two tape inputs, defeatable tone controls
with switchable center frequencies, deck -to -deck tape
dubbing and a very convenient 20 dB muting switch.
Audition the new AU -719 and matching TU -717
at your authorized Sansui dealer. We think it will be the
start of a very successful relationship.
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.

Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071 Gardena, Ca. 90247
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
In Canada: Electronic Distributors
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Fig. 17

Using aluminum electrolytics with film shunts.
Cc

Cc

F
CA

CAZ

+I

CB

A)

-

Defined polarity.

B)

-

Arbitrary polarity.

pF/50 V or 220 pF/35 V aluminum electrosee text.
C8.5 pF/200 V 20 percent polypropylene (TRW
X363UW, Seacor 125 or Electro -Cube W950)
or 4.7 p F/250 V 10 percent metalized polyester
(Transcap).
Cc.. 0.47 pF polypropylene (Transcap).
CA=330

lytic (Panasonic),

C. COMPOSITE

CAPACITOR
OF 17o OR 17b

>
Rg

C)

-

CIRCUIT
BEING
FED

Optimizing loading.

Notes
1)
2)

RL

R8

is net input resistance of next stage load.
is local bleeder or shunt resistance, adjusted

to

minimize leakage and load impedance.
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In Fig. 17 are shown two types of connections which might
need to employ higher capacity value, 100 p F or more. The
trick is to select a low Rs electrolytic, such as one of the two
specifically mentioned for CA (see Fig. 7 again). Either of
them may be considered overkill from a time constant standpoint, as 50 p F may be all that is necessary. But, the high
value and voltage listed will minimize Rs, and the relatively
high voltage also minimizes DA. At the higher frequencies
where the electrolytic becomes inductive, the film shunt carries the signal and minimizes the audible degradation.
Figure 17A is used where the capacitor will always see a
defined polarity and can thus be correctly polarized. Figure
17B uses two of the specified types to form a low Rs, low DA
non -polar electrolytic. For the film cap C8, use a polypropylene if at all possible; if not, use a polyester. In either case, a
smaller polypropylene shunt C, helps even further. Optionally, an even smaller polypropylene or polystyrene (in addition) in the range 0.01 to 0.1 p F may be useful in some
circumstances.
Figure 17C illustrates how the composite capacitors of 17A
or 17B would be best applied as a coupling capacitor (d.c.
blocking) within an actual circuit typical of such use. The
load resistance which the capacitor must feed into is
comprised of Rt. (which may be the input resistance of, say, a
power amp) plus the local bleeder resistance, R8 The net
load resistance will be R8 and R1, added in parallel fashion.
For two reasons, this impedance should be minimized.
First, and most obvious, a low impedance is necessary to
bleed off any d.c. leakage of the large electrolytics (which
can for certain conditions be on the order of 1 p A or more).
Selecting a load resistance of 10K or less will, for example,
reduce the leakage -induced d.c. offset at the output to 10
mV or less for a leakage of 1 p A.
The second reason is to minimize the audible effects of
whatever DA may exist in the capacitors actually used for CA
and C8. A low load (and source) resistance presented to a
coupling capacitor tends to minimize sonic deterioration.

In a single blind listening test using such various capacitor
dielectric types as mica, polyester, tantalum, and polypropylene, it was found that a simple coupling capacitor can degrade sound quality quite strongly if the load impedance is
high. In this test Rt. was 50K and R8 was varied from infinity
down to 1K, and the source impedance for C was 1K.
A tantalum capacitor (Table II, Test 2, sample 1) feeding the 50K load distorted the sound very strongly, with severe
hashy sound and loss of detail. However, the same capacitor
under 1K load conditions improved in sound quality appreciably (it did not become transparent, but it did improve). The
other dielectrics mentioned followed similar patterns: Poor
performance into the higher impedance, improvement in
clarity with the lower impedance. However, even the best
dielectric on hand in a usable size (5- N F polypropylenes)
sounded much better into a lower impedance load.
Of course, one cannot lower load resistance arbitrarily
from this general viewpoint, as low -frequency response will
suffer sooner or later. But the evidence of these tests and also
the general pattern of bench tests for DA (which show reduced recovery voltage for low R1) indicate that it is
worthwhile to lower load resistance (within allowable
bounds) to minimize DA effects. This factor can very logically explain points of disagreement on whether or not capacitors really do sound bad, as it tends to say they sound bad
(within a given dielectric type) to the degree that the DA is
allowed to manifest itself. Minimizing load resistance tends
to optimize the circuit in terms of suppressing the DA. General procedural guidelines for "tuning" typical audio circuits
with capacitor improvements are described in the sidebar.
Interestingly enough, there is very strong indication to us
that in many situations the power supply electrolytics also
need the same careful attention as do signal path units. The
general rule of selection is the same: Use a low Rs unit and
bypass it with a film (such as in Fig. 17A). While the degree to
which this problem may be apparent is surely related to the
circuit topology, it is certainly worth consideration in all instances of amplifier circuits, tubes or transistors.
For those readers unfamiliar with the "sound" of capacitors
or this general subject area, much of the above might sound
like mad ravings to some degree or another. We'd like to
leave some implication of what we feel the magnitude of this
problem really is.
After we had gone through all of the above exercises and
exorcised our complete system of unnecessary or poor -quality capacitors, the total degree of improvement was greater
than any other improvement measure ever employed. With
no capacitors (or clean capacitors), you begin to hear the
music in a new light, one which is much more like the sound
of the real thing. In fact, you will be able to differentiate
subtleties you never before even realized existed. Your system simply becomes a new system, in terms of resolution and
definition. The "solid-state sound" we've all heard discussed
may be largely due to lousy electrolytics
which by and
large never got used in the signal path in the tube days.

-
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Appendix

I

-

Capacitor manufacturer index.

Code for types, A= aluminum electrolytic; F= film, and T= tantalum electrolytic.

Morristown,

Oneonta, N.Y. 13820

A,F

N.J. 07960

201/539-2000

607/432-3880
Elpac Capacitors

F

3131 S. Standard Ave.

Santa Ana, Calif. 92705

714/979-4440
Electro -Cube, Inc.
1710 So. Del Mar Ave.
San Gabriel, Calif. 91776
213/283-0511
F

Types

Company
Mepco/Electra
Columbia Rd.

Types

Company
Custom Electronics, Inc.
Browne St.

Mial
165 Franklin Ave.
Nutley, N.J. 07110
201/667-1600

F

Midwec

F

Nichicon (America) Corp.

-Dyne Electronics

A,F

6435 No. Proesel Ave.
Chicago, III. 60645

Bridgeport, Conn. 06605

Sangamo Capacitors
Box 128
Pickens, S.C. 29671

Types

Electronic Components Div.
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, N.J. 07094
201/348-7000

317/856-3731

Appendix II

-

A,F,T

Panasonic

Types

Cajon, Calif. 92021
714/449-6650
El

A

TRW Capacitors

West "O" St.
Ogallala, Neb. 69153
308/284-3611

301

Seacor, Inc.
123 Woodland Ave.
Westwood, N.I. 07675
201/666-5600

F

Union Carbide/Kemet

F,T

Box 5928

Greenville, S.C. 29606
803/963-6300

Siemens Corp.
186 Wood Ave.
Iselin, N.). 08830

A,F,T

Sprague Electric Co.
449 Marshall St.
North Adams, Mass. 01247

A,F,T

312/679-6530
A,F,T

Mallory Capacitor Co.
4760 Kentucky Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46241

Company
Transcap Capacitors
Box 2536

803/878-6311

Box 417
Scotts Bluff, Neb. 69361
308/632-4127

449 Howard Ave.

Company
Precision Film Capacitors
100 Community Drive
Great Neck, N.Y. 11022
516/487-9320

West -Cap Capacitors
2201 E. Elvira Rd.
Tucson, Ariz. 85706
602/294-2646

413/664-4411

Distributors with shelf stock of audio grade capacitors.

Digi-Key

Hanifin Electronics

P.O. Box 677
Thief River Falls, Minn. 56701

P.O. Box 188
Bridgeport, Penna. 19405

800/346-5144

800/523-0334

Mouser Electronics
11511 Woodside Ave.

National Capacitor Supply
11731 Markon Drive

Old Colony Sound

Lakeside, Calif. 92040
714/449-2222

Garden Grove, Calif. 92641
800/854-2451

Peterborough, N.H. 03458

SHE
$450 TUNER
THAT CAN'T
MISS.
n

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.

1-1
1

Some tuners use a
"digital readout" that looks
precise, but the station can
still be mistuned. But in
the Phase 5100 Digital
Synthesized Tuner, the
digital frequency you
select is referenced to a
quartz crystal oscillator,
and locked in by a Phase
Lock Loop circuit. You
tune with absolute accuracy, so you can't miss. You
enjoy every broadcast with

minimum distortion, and
maximum signal/noise
ratio. And the 5100 will
never "drift" off-station.

Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card
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The Phase 5100 has a
memory that can store up
to 6 FM stations and 6 AM
stations, a total of 12 stations. Just touch a memory
button, and a favorite
station is immediately in
perfect tune. Automatic
scan up and down the
band. Outrageous specs.
And a price that'll make
life tough for other tuners.
Hear it at your Phase
Linear audio dealer.

48th Avenue West,
Lynnwood, WA 98036

20121

Sony

Model PCM-1 Audio Unit

Manufacturer's Specifications
Number of Channels: Two.

Modulation System: PCM using standard NTSC TV signals.

Sampling Frequency: 44.056 kHz.
Recording Density: 1.726 Mbit/S.
Code: 94 bits/horizontal; 16 bits for
CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) circuit.
Data: 13 bits x 2 channels.

Quantization:
ization,
bits).
Dynamic

13

3 polygonal line quantbits (equivalent to 14

Range:
more than 85 dB.

Record/playback,

Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.03
percent.
Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 20 kHz,
±1

dB.

Input Sensitivities: Mike,

To paraphrase a well-known philosopher, I have seen
(heard) the future of audio and it is digital! After a great deal
of anticipation, I was finally loaned a sample of the world's
first and, as of this writing, only consumer-type digital audio
recording adapter; I then spent a couple of weeks putting it
through its paces and, at the same time, learning a bit about
digital audio tape recording. Calling the PCM-1 an adapter
is, perhaps, a bit misleading if not demeaning. One doesn't
normally think of adapters as products that sell for more than
most high -end audio components, but there is really no
other word to properly describe the function of the PCM-1.
As most readers of Audio surely realize by now, the PCM-1
is really an elaborate form of signal processor, one which
must be used in conjunction with a suitable video cassette
deck. In that connection, a somewhat amusing story must be
told. Naturally, Sony advises users to employ the Sony Betamax video tape deck to obtain "best results" with the PCM1. They were kind enough to supply a portable version of
Betamax, the Model SL -3000, to use with the PCM-1. I quickly discovered that this portable model had no separate provisions for connecting the required "video in" and "video out"

0.3 mV

mini-

mum; line, 0.095 V minimum; video,
1 V p -p normal.
Output Levels: Line, 0.435 V normal;
video, 1 V p -p normal.
Power Requirements: 120 V, 60 Hz, 60
W.
Dimensions: 17 in. (43.18 cm) W x 634
in. (17.15 cm) H x 17 in. (43.18 cm) D.
Weight: 41 lbs., 13 oz. (19 kg).
Price: $4,400.00.

cables supplied with the PCM-1. Access to these terminals on
the SL -3000 was only via an elaborate multiple -pin connector intended for Sony's video cameras, and the appropriate
cable was not supplied.
For reasons which will become obvious in a moment,
remained undaunted and simply hauled out my )VC video
portable which employs the competing VHS video taping
format. Of course, it worked perfectly with the PCM-1, as
would any video cassette recorder that can handle a standard NTSC video signal, for that is what one is actually dealing
with when using this PCM-1 unit.
As for the PCM-1 unit itself, externally at least, it is a deceptively simple -looking box. On the 'front panel are a Power
On/Off button at the upper left, a headphone jack and associated level control at the lower left, two large record level
controls to the right of center, a pair of mike jacks at the
lower right, an input selector switch for mike/mike attenuator/line inputs above the mike jacks, and a pair of switches
above the level controls. One of these switches selects peak
or peak -hold functions for the vertically oriented LED meter
displays, while the other introduces or cancels a 50-micro-
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second pre-emphasis/de-emphasis circuit. The purpose of
this pre-emphasis/de-emphasis will be described later, when
we discuss the circuit features of the PCM-1.
The LED metering system, consisting of two rows of verti:
cally arranged LEDs, covers a wide range from -60 dB to 0 dB.
Unlike conventional analog recorders, the 0 -dB mark is the
absolute maximum level which can be recorded, and any
attempt to record at higher levels results in severe distortion.
For this reason, "clipping" indicator lights are provided at the
top of the meter scale. Normally, these LEDs should never be
permitted to light. While the 0 -dB maximum restriction takes
a bit of getting used to for those of us who have traditionally
allowed meters on analog recorders to exceed that limit, it in
no way restricts the tremendous amount of dynamic range
which can be accommodated by this digital recording system.
The rear panel of the PCM-1 is equipped with line -in and
line-out terminals in the form of phono tip jacks as well as
XLR-3 Cannon -type connectors, so that professional mike
mixers and professional line amplifiers can be connected.
Video output and video input jacks enable the user to interface with the required VCR, while a convenience a.c. outlet
supplies up to 300 watts of a.c. power for any auxiliary equipment.
The system employed in the PCM-1 is probably familiar to
most readers, but a brief review may be helpful to those who
are not acquainted with digital recording principles. The diagram of Fig. 1, supplied in Sony's excellent technical information manual, breaks down the process into 13 steps, beginning with the desired audio waveform to be recorded, its
sampling and quantization, conversion to binary code data
and to a standard video signal format, storage on video tape,

playback of the video signal via a memory circuit (to smooth
out any and all wow and flutter), reconversion to a signal in
pulse -quantified form, and low-pass filtering to recreate the
original continuous audio waveshape.

Circuit Description

The block diagram of Fig. 2 illustrates the basic circuit elements employed during audio recording using the PCM-1,
while Fig. 3 shows the circuit elements employed during
playback. Referring to Fig. 2, line or microphone input audio
signals are first amplified either by a differential mike amplifier or by a line input buffer amplifier. After suitable attenuation by means of the record level controls, a line amplifier
amplifies the audio signals, applies pre -emphasis if desired,
and applies "dither" oscillations or noise. In order to quantize analog signals with the least significant bit in a PCM
system, the playback signals will take on a stepped configuration and harmonic distortion would be generated when
signal levels are low. However, if a certain kind of noise is
superimposed on the signals, the THD is converted into random noise which bears no relationship to harmonics of the
audio signal. The noise thus applied is called "dither," and
the PCM noise level is almost always determined by it. In the
PCM-1's dither generator, zener diode noise is passed
through a low-cut filter and amplified, while its level is made
uniform by an a.g.c. circuit.
The pre -emphasis is designed to reduce the amount of
dither noise and enhance S/N ratio still further by boosting
high -frequency response during recording and lowering it
during playback. Time constants used are 50 pS and 15 pS,
and S/N is improved when using the emphasis circuits by
about 7 additional dB. Incidentally, while emphasis must be
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selected (if desired) during recording, the front panel switch
can be left in either position during playback, since de -emphasis is applied automatically by sensing circuits within the
unit, when required.
Because of the relatively low sampling rate employed in
the PCM-1, it is necessary to attenuate any audio signals
above 20 kHz and that is the purpose of the low-pass filters
shown in both the record block diagram (Fig. 2) and the
playback diagram (Fig. 3). In order to sample a continuous
stream of analog signals, it is necessary to sample them in an
extremely short time. The circuit that performs this function
is known as a "sample and hold" circuit. A CMOS analog
switch is used to apply the left -channel and right -channel
signals alternately to the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.
By employing a 4:1 compressor in the record chain and a 1:4
expander in the playback signal chain, the PCM-1 provides
the equivalent dynamic range of a 14-bit system while in
reality employing only a 12 -bit code. The task of converting
the signals into digital signals is performed by the A/D converter, while the reverse task during playback is performed by
the D/A converter shown in Fig. 3. In the PCM-1 left- and
right -channel signals are combined (in the analog switch)
into a series of pulses on a time-sharing basis. A single complex IC is used for the A/D and D/A conversion.

The PCM-1 is designed so that dropout errors in the data
recorded on the tape can be corrected and will not become
part of the reproduced sound signal. An interpolation circuit
substitutes the average value of samples before and after the
code error when incorrect codes occur. Digital signals derived from the A/D converter are fed to the memory circuit.
In this circuit the continuous stream of PCM signals are compressed since it is not possible to record data during the horizontal and vertical sync and blanking periods of the standard
TV signal.
The CRC circuit stands for Cyclic Redundancy Check and is
used in connection with error detection and correction
codes. The circuit applies a 16 -bit redundancy code to a single horizontal sync period in order to detect data errors when
they are produced during playback by dropouts in the tape.
Next, the video amplifier mixes the digital signals with standard TV sync signals (vertical and horizontal) which are produced by the recording sync signal generator. Video output is
approximately 0.7 volts p -p, at 75 ohms impedance. The recording sync signal generator divides down a quartz -controlled oscillation at 14.068 MHz to provide the precise frequencies required in the A/D converter, memory circuits, etc.
and also generates the aforementioned TV sync signals.
In playback, the sync separator circuit shown in Fig. 3

Fig. 3-Block diagram of the PCM-1 circuitry in the
playback mode.
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Why Yamaha speakers
sound better than all the others.
Even before you hear them.
make a speaker that produces accurate
is not simple. It requires painstaking attention
to detail, precise craftsmanship, and advanced
technology.
And that's where Yamaha comes in. We build all
our speakers with the utmost precision in every detail.
As the premier examples of Yamaha loudspeaker
craftsmanship, read what goes into the two speakers
shown, the NS -69011 and the NS -1000M. Then you'll
understand why Yamaha loudspeakers sound better.
Even before you hear them.
Precision Yamaha crafted cabinetry (1) The
walls on these, and all Yamaha speaker cabinets,
are sturdily braced and crossbraced at every
possible stress point. (2) The corner seam
craftsmanship is so fine that it looks like the cabinet is
made from one continuous piece of wood.
The back panels on these speakers are
flush -mounted for maximum air volume within the
cabinet. (3) Inside, a 3/4" felt lining "decouples" the
cabinet from the drivers to achieve acoustic isolation
of the woofer from the cabinet. (4) Thick glass -wool
also aids in damping the woofer for maximum
performance.
Lift one of these Yamaha speakers. It's
uncommonly heavy and sturdy. (5) We even glue and
screw the woofer cutout from the baffle to the inside
rear panel for greater cabinet rigidity.
Now knock on the cabinet. It will sound as solid
and substantial as it is.
Precision Yamaha Drivers (6) The drivers are
mounted on computer -cut baffle boards with
exacting, critical tolerances to insure precision fit. All
Yamaha speakers are acoustic suspension design,
and this precise fit is critical for an airtight seal and
optimum woofer recovery.
The drivers on these, and all Yamaha speakers,
are flush -mounted on the baffle
board to avoid unwanted diffraction of the sound
waves. (7) This is
To

sound

-

-

especially im-

portant because
all our tweeters
and mid -high
range drivers
are the maximum

dispersion dome type for the most natural
reproduction of voice and instruments.
(8) We use chrome -plated machine screws
(rather than wood screws) with two washers (regular
and lock) to insure an unyielding mounting.
(9) The speaker frames shown are die cast rather
than stamped. That's so they won't twist and alter the
voice coil alignment during assembly and use.
Other Precision extras All terminals are quick
connect, screw -mounted assemblies.
(10) The wire leads are carefully soldered, not

-

clipped.

All our speakers use full LRC crossover networks.
These crossover networks are among the most

advanced available.
Precision that stands alone - There's more.
Much more. But, there is another fact of Yamaha loudspeaker construction that simply stands alone in the
industry. Each component used in the two Yamaha
speakers shown is manufactured by Yamaha. From
the hefty die-cast speaker frames to the unique, ultra low mass beryllium dome diaphragm.
That's a statement no other manufacturer can make.

And therein lies Yamaha's story. If we put this
much care and craftsmanship into the making of our
components and cabinet structures, then imagine the
care, precision and craftsmanship that go into the
quality of the final sound. A sound built upon
Yamaha's unique 98 -year heritage as the world's
largest and most meticulous manufacturer of musical
instruments. From our most economical loudspeaker
to our top -of -the -line models shown here, Yamaha
retains the same attention to detail and craftsmanship.
Look before you listen. You'll be convinced that
Yamaha loudspeakers sound better than the rest.
Even before you turn them on. Then ask for a personal
demonstration of these and
other Yamaha
loudspeakers at
your Yamaha
Audio Specialty
Dealer, listed in
the Yellow Pages.
Or write us:
Yamaha, Audio
Div.,

P.O.

Box 6600,

Buena Park,
CA 90622.

-
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separates the PCM data from the video sync pulses. The CRC
circuit detects data errors caused by dropouts, as previously
mentioned. The memory circuit absorbs any jitter in the playback signals that might be caused by tape transport wow and
flutter. D/A conversion follows, and the recovered pulses are
then expanded by 1:4, following which the interpolation circuit compensates for any dropout code errors. The analog
switch function has already been described, and once the
correct pulses have been routed to left- and right -channel
signal paths, low-pass filters smooth out the pulses, recreating the continuous waveforms which constituted the original

audio signals.

Laboratory Measurements
We treated the PCM-1/VCR recorder combination on the
lab bench in much the same way as we would any audio tape
recorder, making the same sorts of measurements which we
would make for a fine audio cassette or open -reel tape deck.

Of course, the nature of the combination is such that it is not
possible to monitor resulting recordings as they are being
made. So, to plot frequency response, we recorded spot frequencies in the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Unlike the situation with conventional analog tape decks (especially cassette
decks), we were no longer restricted by high -frequency tape
saturation and were therefore able to plot record/play response at 0 -dB record level (as indicated on the PCM-1's LED
meters). Results are shown in Fig. 4, and you will simply have
to take our word for it that they are in no way exaggerated.
Response was down 2.0 dB at 20 kHz, as the action of the
low-pass filter began to be felt.
We decided pretty early on in our bench tests that the only
way to really show how magnificent thus digital recording
system is would be to compare results, graphically, with results obtained from our own half-track reel-to-reel tape deck
operating at its top speed of 15 ips. The two 'scope photos of
Fig. 5 tell the story most graphically. Fig. 5A shows noise and
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4-Record/playback response at

"0 dB" record level, using the PCM-1
with VCR recorder.

distortion associated with

a 1 -kHz signal recorded on the
analog deck at 0 -dB record level, while in Fig. 56 we see the
results obtained using the PCM-1 (also at 0 -dB record level).
Actual THD at 1 kHz measured an incredibly low 0.03 percent using the PCM-1, exactly as claimed. Signal-to-noise ratio, referred to the same 0 -dB record level, measured 82 dB.
Next we measured CCIR IM distortion, using a two-tone
test signal of 9 kHz and 10 kHz. For the PCM-1, the CCIR IM
measured a low residual 0.0017 percent (the limits of our test
signal source), while in the case of the analog recorder used
for comparison, we read 0.05 percent. Spectrum analysis of
the results are shown in the two 'scope photos of Fig. 6. Note
the modulation noise surrounding the two tone spikes in Fig.
6A and the complete absence of such noise in Fig. 6B. The
sharp spikes that are present in Fig. 6B should not be
confused with distortion components. They were, rather,

small dropout spikes from the tape which look a good deal
worse on the analyzer than they actually sounded. The tallest
of these random "ticks" is a good 65 dB below reference
signal level in any case and, audibly (while listening to a
steady-state tone), they sound like very subdued little pops
that my technician and both describe as "pop corn" noise
for want of a better term. Under actual music listening conditions, however, they were completely masked and totally
inaudible.
Anyone who has ever taken the trouble to measure SMPTE
IM distortion in a tape deck knows that the numbers are
pretty horrendous. In the case of our open -reel deck we measured an IM of 2.8 percent at 0-dB record level. For the PCM1 we measured a mere 0.07 percent, most of which appeared
to be in our signal source and not a product of the taping
and playback process! Analysis of the played-back 60 Hz and
I

Fig. 5-Oscilloscope photo A shows
noise and THD components associated
with a 1 -kHz signal (spike at center)
recorded at 0 dB. Compare this with
results obtained using the PCM-1
in photo B.

A
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B

Fig. 6-Oscilloscope photo A shows
two-tone (9 and 10 kHz) IM test results
using high -quality analog deck. Photo B
shows results obtained with PCM-1.

A

B

7-Spectrum analyzer display of
playback of recorded SMPTE IM test
signal for open -reel analog deck

Fig.

at 15 ips in photo A and for PCM-1
system in photo B.

A

B
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8-Reproduction of

100 -Hz recorded square
wave signal on the analog O -R tape deck in photo A
and on PCM-1 in photo B. Upper display is input in
both cases.

Fig.

kHz SMPTE IM signal was made using the spectrum analyzer, and results are displayed for the open -reel deck and for
the PCM-1 in Figs. 7A and 7B.
Trying to record a square wave on any analog tape deck
almost always results in a disappointment, as is clearly illustrated in Fig. 8A. Note, however, how close we were able to
come to reproducing such a square wave from a tape recording in the case of the PCM-1, as shown in Fig. 8B.
Having convinced ourselves that the PCM-1 used with a
VCR can do an incredible audio recording job using test signals in a laboratory environment, we were now faced with
7

Fig.

?0

9-Stored

spectrum analysis of
dynamic range and
frequency
distribution of wide
dynamic range
music from a
decoded dbx disc
recorded using
PCM-1 and VCR.

the vicinity from 100 Hz to 250 Hz amplitudes actually went
"off-scale," indicating a dynamic range in excess of 80 c113
(since "silence" was represented by the baseline at the bottom of the display). While reproducing this music, we continuously monitored a regular oscilloscope visually, to which
the output of the recovered signals from the PCM-1 were
applied, and at no time did we see any evidence of clipping
or overload. While access to live music might have beer
more exciting, we feel that this roundabout method did confirm the PCM-1's dynamic range capability of 80 dB plus.
While an investigation of the nature of the "video" signal
recorded on the tape will not serve to characterize the quality of sound reproduced from the PCM-1/VCR combination
we were nevertheless curious to see what this recorded signar
(as "read" from the VCR tape itself) looks like. Figure 10
shows the actual video signal recorded on the tape for about
two vertical frames, while in Fig. 11 we have expanded the
display (increased sweep speed) to capture z bit more than
one horizontal line of the standard video signal observed at
the output of the VCR. If you look carefully at this "line" of
video information, you can see the spaces separating individual 13 -bit words. The downward -going pulse at the right of
the display is, of course, the horizontal sync pulse that
should be familiar to anyone who has done any TV servicing.
Fig. 10-Recovered signal from VCR, before
connection to the PCM-1, is the familiar video signal
that one would expect. Spaces are vertical sync
pulses and blanking between frames.

L

the problem of attempting to verify its recording and playback capabilities using musical program material. What in
the world were we to use as a program source? Clearly, any
transcription of existing tapes (even master tapes) or the very
quietest records we own would prove nothing. Their dynamic range and signal-to-noise qualities would fall far short of
indicating just how much dynamic range the PCM-1 could
handle. Nor did we have access to any live symphony orchestra concerts during the weeks that we had the PCM-1 in our
possession. What to do?
We finally came up with our own scheme which, while
admittedly a bit unusual, served the purpose. Having recently acquired some of the new dbx-encoded "noiseless" discs
and the necessary decoder with which to play them, we decided to record the decoded signals from such discs directly
through the PCM-1 and the associated VCR recorder. Dbx
discs offer the possibility of at least 80 dB of dynamic range
and an almost complete absence of audible surface noise.
Sure enough, the scheme worked
at least well enough to
prove the point. During playback of the VCR tape we let our
spectrum analyzer sweep continuously for about 20 minutes,
storing the varying amplitudes on the storage 'scope facilities
associated with the analyzer, and this "collection" is shown
in Fig. 9. The total amplitude range on the 'scope face from
bottom to top is 80 dB (10 dB per division), while frequencies
extend from 20 Hz to 20 kHz from left to right. Note that in

11-One "horizontal line" of video signal at
output of VCR contains several "words" of digitized
audio information.
Fig.

-
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We couldn't resist the temptation to see what the digitally
recorded signal might look like if displayed as a video picture
on a TV screen. So, just for fun, we hooked up the VCR to our
TV set and played the digitally recorded tape. Interpreting
the published specifications, we believe that what you see in
Fig. 12 are approximately 49,350 "bits" of digital information,
arranged in discrete 13 -bit "words" to describe the samples
of the original audio signals which we recorded onto this
tape. Again, the spaces between "words" are clearly discernible. To get this photo required a time exposure and, as you
might guess, the pattern is constantly changing at an incredible rate. Fortunately, our VCR is equipped with stop -frame
action, so by "locking onto" a single video "frame" we were
able to photograph this striking display. When you think
about it, the density of information in just this single frame is
enormous!
It goes without saying that in terms of sound quality, absence of distortion, total lack of wow and flutter, signal-tonoise ratio and dynamic range, the PCM-1 unit used in combination with a VCR tape deck runs rings around any analog
tape recorder I have ever had an opportunity to use or test.
That's not to say that there are no disadvantages for the serious home recordist in using a system such as this. The most
obvious of these, of course, is price. I do not know whether
Sony intends to seriously promote this product to retail customers at its present $4,400.00 price level, but if they should
do so, there are still the problems of lack of editing capability. You can't just rip into a video cassette package, and even
if you could, you'd have a hard time editing this kind of
recorded information in the usual "razor blade and splicer"
manner.

12-This is what one frame of digitally recorded
audio signal looks like when played back on a TV
Fig.

monitor screen.
Then, too, the PCM-1 circuitry is arranged in such a manner that no LED meter indications are perceived until you
activate the associated VCR to which it is connected. That
means that to "cue up" record levels, you have to place the
mode that is not recommended
VCR in the pause mode
for more than a few minutes if you don't want to damage the
tape or the tape head.
For all of these minor disadvantages, it is very clear to me
that someday all of us will be recording audio signals in this
completely digitalized form. I am grateful to the people at
Sony for providing their PCM-1, whose development must
have represented an enormous investment with little possibility of immediate return. I am particularly grateful to them
too for providing my first practical lesson and experience in
digital audio recording. Now that this ground has been broken, it won't be too long before we can purchase digital
recording equipment at more down-to-earth prices.
Leonard Feldman

-a
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a low -mass, high -tracking moving coil
cartridge and a planar-pivot tone arm ...
from the creative laboratories of Signet.

XK50

The Signet MK111E is a major
acvance in moving coil cartridge design, with its Dual Moving MicroCoilsm' geometrically located for best
separation and lowest distortion, and
one of the world's smallest whole diamond styli (just 0.0035" square).
Hand built in small numbers,
it is the perfect complement to the
new fluid -damped XK50 Signetrace

tone arm. A radical low -mass concept which places the vertical arm
pivot at the record surface plane for
unparalleled tracing accuracy.
See and hear these achievements in record playing technology
at your exclusive Signet sound consultant. Or write us for
product details and
dealer list.
u

SIGNET DIVISION A.T.U.S., Inc., Dept. 30A
33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
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Sansui Model BA -F1 Stereo Power Amplifier

//////////III//1/11111

Manufacturer's Specifications
Power Output: 110 W per channel, 8 ohm loads, 5 Hz to 20 kHz.
Rated Harmonic Distortion: 0.008 percent.
Rated SMPTE IM Distortion: 0.008 percent.
Damping Factor: 100 into 8 ohms.
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Frequency Response: D.c. to 600 kHz,
+0, -3 dB.
Slew Rate: ±200 V/ NS.
Rise Time: 0.5 pS.
Input Sensitivity for Rated Output:
1.0 V.

Hum and Noise (Referred to Rated

Output):

125 dB.

Power Requirements: 120 V, 50/60 Hz,

Dimensions: With rack mount adaptors, 19 in. (482.6 mm) W x 7% in.
(187.3 mm) H x 173/, in. (450.8 mm) D;
less rack mount adaptors, 17 in.
(431.8 mm) W x 7% (187.3 mm) H x
17 in. (431.8 mm) D.
Less rack mount

Weight:

adaptors, 44.1

lbs. (20.05 kg).
Price: $665.00.

470 W.
Sansui is a firm believer in the importance of fast rise time
and high slew rate in audio amplifiers. Both terms describe
the speed with which an amplifier can handle sharp transient
signals such as occur in modern musical recordings and other
music program sources. The company has also made a
lengthy study of TIM and has, in fact, come up with their
own distinctive method of measuring this audible form of
distortion. Although their approach differs somewhat from
the method proposed by Matti Otala, it seems nevertheless
to offer a valid relative method of TIM measurement.
New circuitry and design techniques based upon these
studies have been incorporated in Sansui's new BA -Fl power
amplifier. A matching preamplifier/control unit, Model CA F1, is available for use with this power amp and, according to
Fig.

iarVcc

1-Partial schematic of

Sansui BA -Fl circuitry.
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the maker, embodies some of the same d.c. design philosophy as in the BA -Fl amp. While the rated power output of
the BA -Fl is not monumentally high (110 watts per channel
into 8 -ohm loads with no more than 0.008 percent total harmonic or intermodulation distortion), the sound quality delivered by this not inexpensive amplifier is simply superb.
Physically, the amplifier is a fairly large and heavy unit,
measuring 19 inches in width by 73/e inches high by 17% inches deep and weighing 45 pounds. Its front panel can be
equipped with standard rack mounting adaptors and is finished entirely in black. Dominating the front panel are a pair
of power output meters designed to read peak power over a
very wide range from 0.01 watts to 220 watts per channel
(well above clipping level of the amplifier). Calibrated in
terms of both watts and dB, the 0 dB point corresponds to
110 watts output (the rated output of each channel); above
that point, if the amplifier is driven to clipping or overload
levels, a red bar of light integrated into the meter scales
flashes almost instantly to denote clipping levels.
Below the meters, Centered on the panel, is a rectangular
power on/off switch which illuminates in a green color when
power is applied. Above this switch is a "protector" indicator
light which flashes on when power is applied (until power
supplies are stabilized and the amplifier is operational) or if
the built-in protection circuits are triggered for any reason. In
addition to separate left- and right -channel level controls,
each channel's output circuitry may be switched by means of
separate front panel rotary switches to feed either of two
connected speaker systems or both systems. This is one of
'the few basic power amplifiers we know of which offers this
versatile speaker switching system.
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The rear panel of the amplifier has the required color coded speaker connection terminals to accommodate four
speakers (two pairs) as well as two pairs of paralleled input
jacks, a line fuse holder, and a switched and an unswitched
convenience a.c. receptable.

Circuit Description
Sansui uses what they have dubbed a Diamond Differential DC Circuit in this power amplifier. Essentially, this circuit
makes certain that there is always adequate driving current,
no matter how demanding or pulsive the input signal. While
a detaüled schematic of the DD/DC Circuit is not disclosed
(ostensibly because of patents pending worldwide), the
company does offer the representational schematic diagram
of Fig. 1. The circuit would appear to be basically a dual

complementary differential circuit with push-pull output
formed of two pairs of PNP-NPN transistors. As the partial

schematic indicates, the input signal is voltage amplified by
two separate pairs of transistors. These symmetrical differential pairs feature excellent common -mode rejection ratio.
When an input signal demands a greater power output, the
upper and lower pairs of transistors work as a current differential amplifier to achieve high drive current.
There are two protection circuits in the BA -F1, a d.c. detector and an overload current detector. These, together with a
relay circuit, offer protection for the power transistors (which
are configured as a three -stage Darlington -connected, parallel push-pull circuit) and connected speakers. Circuitry of the
left stereo channel is completely independent of that of the
right channel. Although there is only one massive power
transformer in the unit, it has secondary windings which are
separate for each power amplification channel, and completely separate capacitive filtering is used for each channel.
Massive "chimney type" heat sinks are used for housing the
output transistors of each channel.
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Laboratory Measurements
The Sansui BA -Fl amplifier delivered 120 watts per channel
with both channels driving 8 -ohm loads for its very low rated
distortion level of 0.008 percent, using a 1 -kHz test tone.
Power output versus harmonic distortion and SMPTE-IM distortion are plotted in Fig. 2. Even at the frequency extremes
of 20 Hz and 20 kHz, output power available was well above
the 110 watt rating assigned by Sansui, with a worst -case
reading of 117 watts (at 20 Hz). For a constant 110 watts
output, power bandwidth extended from 5 Hz to 30 kHz, as
shown in Fig. 3, with rated THD (0.008 percent) reached only
at those frequency extremes. Frequency response (for a -3 dB
roll -off) extended from d.c. ("zero Hz") to an incredibly high
1.0 MHz! Dynamic headroom was 1.02 dB, while damping
factor, measured at 50 Hz, was a high 100, as claimed.
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In the 'scope photo of Fig. 5, we have superimposed the
input and output waveforms to show the minute slope of the
rising wavefront of the output signal compared with the input signal. That slope measured 200 V/ pS, based upon the
horizontal sweep rate we used, which was 2 pS per horizontal division. A slew -rate of 200 V/ VS is far greater than would
be required from any known program source played through
the amplifier.

Use and Listening Tests
To our ears, the Sansui BA -F1 offered about as clean sound
reproduction as it has ever been our pleasure to hear. Bass
was extremely tight at all listening levels short of overload,
and highs as well as midrange tones were clear and completely devoid of any audible IM distortion, notch distortion,
or transient distortion. Those few diehards who maintain that
a solid-state amplifier cannot produce sound that is as pure
as that produced by vintage tube -amp designs might do well
to compare the sound of an amplifier such as the Sansui BA F1 with any of their favorite tube amps
as we in fact did.
With certain types of program material such as some of the
new direct -to -disc recordings, the solid-state BA -Fl in combination with the companion Sansui CA -Fl preamp actually
provided tighter and more pleasurable sound, at least to our

-

ears.

4-Two-tone IM measurement of
the Sansui BA -Fl amplifier using
19- and 20 -kHz input signals.
Fig.

In order to differentiate between the performance of an
amplifier such as the Sansui BA -Fl and more conventional
a.c.-configured amps, we applied some additional bench
tests before subjecting the unit to musical listening tests. Using a two-tone IM measurement method (19 kHz and 20 kHz,
at equal amplitudes), we examined the output signal by
means of a spectrum analyzer for evidence of a 1 -kHz beat
(CCIR IM Distortion) as well as any other spurious products
(IHF IM). The 1 -kHz product observed measured a low 0.017
percent, while the total of all spurious beats produced added
up to the equivalent of less than 0.03 percent, or 70 dB below
rated output. A photo of the spectrum analyzer 'scope face
displaying these results is shown in Fig. 4.
Slew rate, or the ability of the amplifier to handle rapidly
changing voltage levels with great speed, was measured using a 10 -kHz square wave adjusted for a peak -to -peak output

To the purist who seeks the proverbial "straight -wire -with gain" power amplifier, the Sansui BA -Fl comes about as
close to meeting that elusive goal as anything we have heard
in recent months. Of course, it is not an inexpensive amplifier and you can purchase 110 watts of power for a lot less.
But that never stopped a dedicated audiophile from seeking
out the best-regardless of cost.
Leonard Feldman
Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card

5-Superimposed display of 10 -kHz square wave
input and output signals observed in measuring the
Fig.

slew rate of the BA -Fl amplifier.

of 50 volts.
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Geometric Soundtracktor and Vertical Tracking Angle Gauge

Dennesen
4

i
Scheme: (1) A specially designed trammel and base for locating the optimum alignment of any phono
cartridge in a pivoted tonearm;
(2) a vertical tracking angle (VTA)
reference guide and tonearm bubble
level.
Prices: Plastic model, $35.00; metal
model (limited distribution), $100.00.

The accurate reproduction of siga record groove is wholly dependent upnal information contained in

on the cartridge stylus tracing the identical path traveled
by the cutting stylus in making the original lacquer. Since
the axis of the cutting stylus shaft assembly is aligned to
an arc tangent of the groove being cut, the tangential alignment of the playback stylus must duplicate that
arc tangent to achieve optimum reproduction of groove information.
For any pivoted tonearm
effective length, there
exists but one alignment of the playback stylus which will duplicate this
tangential relationship established by the cutting stylus. A different
alignment is required for each change in effective tonearm
length.
From the time that the monumental mathematical
treatise on pivoted tonearm geometry was published by
H.G. Baerwald in 1941, there appears to have been only two
other major papers published on the subject
B.B. Bauer's
in 1945 and J.D. Seagrave's in 1956/57, each confirming the
work of Baerwald. Baerwald conclusively established mathematical proofs for the required tangential relationship and
commented on the readily audible effects of tangential
misalignment of the playback stylus.

-

Use Test
Although the work of Baerwald, as well as Bauer and
Seagrave, has been more or less ignored over the years, the
development of modern phonno playback systems demanded the re-examination of the phono cartridge alignment problem in pivoted tonearms. Dennesen Electrostatics
tackled the problem and developed the Geometric Soundtracktor, which has been designed to translate the rather
complex lateral tonearm geometry of proper alignment into
a simple, easy -to -use tool, provided the tonearm has an
obviously marked pivot center. The Geometric Soundtrack tor is made up of a base plus a trammel and pointer. The
base is placed over the turntable spindle, and the trammel
is set into the base track and positioned so that the trammel
pointer is set directly over the pivot point of the tonearm.
When this is accomplished, the trammel is locked to the
base plate with a thumb screw, placing the Geopoint in the
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optimum position. While maintaining the pointer over the
pivot point of the tonearm, the cartridge is adjusted in the
headshell so that the stylus tip is directly on the Geopoint
and the sides of the cartridge are aligned parallel to the grid
lines surrounding the Geopoint, at which time the cartridge
screws are tightened. The cartridge is now aligned for the
proper offset angle and overhang, as well as the two optimum null points. The time spent in performing an accurate
lateral alignment is usually less than five minutes, as compared with over an hour with most previously available
tools.

Accompanying the Geometric Soundtracktor is a vertical
tracking angle (VTA) reference gauge, which looks like a
tonearm rest post, plus a bubble level. Although the unit
does not determine the actual vertical tracking angle of the
stylus, it does establish the reference number for each
record in your collection where the sound is most balanced
and focused. We found this aspect of the total effort to be
rather tedious, but once the VTA is established and marked
on the record sleeve, it is a relatively simple matter to set
the tonearm to the established VTA number.
We have used the Dennesen Geometric Soundtracktor
for several months and highly recommend it to tonearm
and cartridge designers and manufacturers as well as anyone involved in setting up a phono cartridge for playback.
Using the Geometric Soundtracktor eliminates the tediousness of the job and delivers a resultant accuracy to better
B. V. Pisha
than 0.003 inches.
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White Model 4220 Passive Equalizer

Distortion:

Manufacturer's Specifications
Filter Frequencies: 63, 125, 250, 500, 1k,

76

than 0.05 percent up

Operating Level: Up to 25 V.
Required Load: 10 kilohms.

2k, 4k, 8k and 16k Hz.

Maximum Attenuation:

Less

to 7.8 V

10 dB.

For those readers who didn't notice from the heading, let
attention be called to the fact that this octave -band equalizer
is a passive unit, with no power requirements and no active
devices. The Model 4220 is a single -channel (or monaural)
unit, although two were supplied for test, held together with
wooden erid pieces. The end pieces are grooved to take a
slide -in Lexan front cover which allows visual checking,
while keeping off dust and slowing the wandering diddler. A
front -mounting security cover is also available, more appropriate for commercial sound installations. The nine filters are
on standard ISO frequencies, from 63 Hz to 16 kHz. A filter at
31.5 Hz would probably not be missed in most installations.
Adjustments are made with rotary controls with tapered,
fluted knobs. The panel markings in white on the black background are easily read. A toggle switch selects EQ In or Out.
On the back panel are input and output phone jacks, with
all connections also appearing on a screw-terminal barrier
strip. There is also an octal socket for an optional crossover
plug-in. This is a nice feature for the manufacturer to include,

Dimensions: 19 in. (480 mm) W x 13/4
in. (45 mm) H x 51/2 in. (140 mm) D.
Weight: 3 bs. (1.4 kg).
I

Price: $220.00.

permitting a change to bi -amplification with minimum
equipment additions. As supplied, the White units had
jumpers in the sockets for normal operation. Because of its
passive design and lack of isolation of the filters, the 4220 is
sensitive to source and terminating impedances. The source
impedance should be 1000 ohms or less, and most mixers and
preamps meet that requirement easily. The output load is of
a more critical nature, and it should be within 10 percent of
10 kilohms. White gives instructions on the calculation of the
correct shunt resistor to be added to the terminal strip for
amplifier input Zs of 10 kilohms or more. The 4220 is not
designed to work into 600 -ohm or other low -impedance circuits.
Top and bottom covers were held firmly in place with ten
screws each into threaded inserts, quite a contrast to the
usual few self-tapping screws. The components were mounted on a high -quality p.c.b. with excellent soldering. Precision
capacitors and 1 percent resistors were there, but the AllenBradley sealed Mil -spec controls were the most impressive.

Performance
With all of the filters set for zero attenuation, the frequen-
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1
Top, response of each filter with 10 -dB cut
and with all filters at -10 dB; bottom, responses with
1 -kHz filter at 0, -2, -4, -6, -8, -10, and -12 dB and

Fig.

maximum cut.

cy response was perfectly flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. This
result is shown in Fig. 1, which also has the plots of each filter
set individually to -10 dB, and then with all sections set to -10
dB. The measured 3 -dB down points were at 2 Hz and 536
kHz. In general, the filter shapes were symmetrical and consistent, but there were deviations at the highest frequencies.
This was at least partly due to the fact that the terminating
impedance was a bit below 10 kilohms at 10 kHz and above.
Best results with the equalizer, therefore, are obtained with a
constant 10-kilohm load, across the entire band.
The response of the combined filter outputs had relatively
little ripple, indicative of minimum phase discrepancies. The

center frequencies of the filter sections were very close to
ISO standards, usually within 1 percent and far better than
most octave -band units. Figure 1 also shows the response of
the 1 -kHz filter with steps of 2 dB in attenuation until the
maximum cut was reached. All scale calibrations were within
0.5 dB, a refreshing change from the results with other units.
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Fig. 2
Equalizer
response to 200 -Hz
square wave with
1 -kHz filter at -8 dB.

Fig. 3

Loudspeaker

equalization.

If there is no attenuation set in, the driving source actually
terminated in the 10-kilohm output load. With cuts, the
impedance seen rises, particularly at the frequencies with attenuation. Similarly, with no attenuation, the measured impedance looking back into the output is the source impedance at the input. The rise in output impedance (including the shunt resistor) would not be a problem for units in
close proximity, but should be kept in mind if the terminating unit is some distance away.
Without attenuation on any of the filters, there was no
change in output with EQ switched in or out. There was no
form of gain matching scheme, so caution would be needed
for such a switch if there was much attenuation. Running
input levels up to 30 V did not cause any noticeable distortion in the waveform. With its passive configuration, the output was always close in phase with the input. Adjustment of
lower -frequency filters caused the 1 -kHz reference frequency
to shift more positive, about 30 degrees at most. Adjustment
of higher-frequency filters caused the reference to lag about
40 degrees at most.
With drive levels of 2 V or less and attenuations of 5 dB or
less, all measured distortion figures were the same as the
Sound Technology 1701A source. When the unit was driven
with a 100 -kHz square wave, the output looked very much
the same, including all rise times. No slew limiting was observed, but there were some expected effects from adjusting
the filters. Figure 2 shows the input and output of the White
unit with a 200 -Hz square wave and the 1 -kHz filter set at -8
dB. A check was made of the output signal-to-noise ratio
with a 1 V reference; the result: -98.5 dBA, which was probably determined by the test equipment. The manufacturer
is

-

output before (top)
and after (bottom)

gives the worthwhile caution that the equalizer should not
be placed where it might pick up hum. A purposeful "dirty
trick" attempt was made to find a position for the 4220 that
would pick up hum from an operating cassette deck. No matter what was tried, 60 -Hz hum and all its harmonics were
down more than -95 dBV on a spectrum analyzer. Obviously,
the unit should do quite well in this regard in most locations.

In -Use Tests
The two 4220s were put to work to improve the sound
from a couple of so-so loudspeakers. The top portion of Fig. 3
shows the response of one of the speakers on axis while
being driven with pink noise. There's a lot there that's pretty
poor, including a peak at 63 Hz and an elevated region
around 1 kHz. Because the 4220 has cut only, all adjustments
were made- to bring down peaks. After use of the 63, 125, 500,
1k and 4k Hz filters, the response was as in the bottom of Fig.
3. It's no silk purse, but at least we moved to a better part of
the sow. The bass had become more even, and the highs
were more in balance with the rest of the spectrum. It was
not possible to do anything about the holes in the response,
since even equalizers with boost capability cannot compensate for areas of low output, except in a minor way.
Within its constraints of impedance requirements, attenuation only and lack of gain matching, the White equalizer
offers excellent performance. With some minor attention to
placement, there should be no hum pickup. It will handle
very high levels, the distortion is very low, and it is easy to bi amp the unit. For thóse who are interested in octave -band
units, the White 4220 offers the above, in addition to high Howard A. Roberson
reliability design.
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& O MMC 20CL Phono Cartridge

Manufacturer's Specifications
Type: Moving iron.
Stylus: Contact line nude diamond.
Tracking Force: 1 gram.
Effective Tip Mass: 0.3 mg.
Cantilever: Single crystal sapphire.
Static Compliance: 30 x 10-''cm/dyne.
Frequency Response: 20 to 20,000 Hz,

±1dB.
Channel Separation: 30 dB at 1 kHz, 20
dB from 500 Hz to 10 kHz.
Channel Difference: Less than 1 dB.
Voltage Output: More than 0.6 mV/
cm/S, rms.
Load Impedance per Channel: 47
kilohm.
Load Capacitance per Channel: 220 pF.
Price: $200.00.
Bang & Olufsen (B & O) has introduced a new series,

of their moving -iron generating principle phono
cartridges in a particular geometry called the moving micro
cross (MMC), which transforms mechanical energy to electrical energy. In this series, unlike the previous models, the
most important innovation is in the cantilever design. To increase the stiffness of the cantilever, B & O has departed
from the usual aluminum or beryllium metals and introduced
a cantilever formed from a single sapphire crystal. B & O
claims that the single -crystal sapphire is 21 percent stiffer
than beryllium and more than five times as stiff as aluminum.
The single -crystal sapphire, according to B & O, has a resonance beyond 20 kHz. Further, the velocity of sound in the
single -crystal sapphire is twice that in aluminum, reducing
any phase distortions at high frequencies.
The contact -line (CL) nude diamond stylus of the MMC
20CL phono cartridge is bonded to the tip of the single -crystal sapphire cantilever and is not replaceable by the user. The
particular shape of the stylus gives a long contact in the vertical direction and a narrow line contact horizontally along the
groove, thus providing a large overall contact area.
Although the MMC 20CL is designed for direct mounting
(plug-in) into the B & O turntable tonearm, it comes with an
adapter that permits it to be installed in any modern tonearm
that uses half -inch spaced mounting centers.
A transparent plastic guard on the front of the cartridge is
used to protect the stylus and at the same time permit the
stylus to be seen for easy cueing. The MMC 20CL cartridge
comes with a screwdriver, stylus balance, stylus brush, and
the usual mounting hardware. Also included is a frequency response curve plotted for the individual cartridge as well as
a computer -generated test printout for each individual cartridge showing its output, balance, separation, velocity, and
16 -kHz level in comparison to the level at 1 kHz.

MMC
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Response to 1 -kHz square wave.
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Measurements
The MMC 20CL cartridge was mounted with its adapter in
Technics headshell and used with the Technics EPA -100,
tonearm mounted on a Technics SP -10 Mk II turntable. We
oriented the MMC 20CL in the headshell and tonearm with
the Dennesen Geometric Soundtracktor. Although the cartridge is designed to track at one gram, it appears to be a
little temperature sensitive so that at higher than normal
room temperatures, the tracking force had to be increased by
200 mg. Our laboratory tests were conducted at an ambient
temperature of 70° F, ± 1° (21.11° C) and the relative humidity was 73 percent, ± 3 percent. The tracking for all reported
tests was at one gram, as recommended by B & O, and with
an anti -skating force of 1.8 grams. The normal cartridge load
of 47 kilohms in parallel with 250 pF capacitance was used for
all the tests. As is our practice, measurements are made on
both channels, but only the left channel is reported unless
there is a problem in the right channel, when both channels
will be reported for a given measurement.
Frequency response, using the Columbia STR-170 test
record, is flat within +1.0, -1.7 dB from 40 Hz to 20 kHz,
specifically +1 dB from 60 to 70 Hz, +0.5 dB from 100 to 1000
Hz, then dropping to -1.7 dB at 6 to 7 kHz, -1.25 dB at 10
kHz, -1 dB at 15 kHz, and -1.5 dB at 20 kHz. Separation is
24.75 dB at 1 kHz, 18 dB at 10 kHz, 16.5 dB at 15 kHz, and 16
dB at 20 kHz. From these data, one can conclude that the
MMC 20CL has an excellent frequency response and a more
than adequate high -frequency separation.
The response to a 1 -kHz square wave shows a critically
damped square wave with a very rapid rise time, no overshoot, and minimal ringing, with a stylus resonance of about
34 kHz. The cartridge -arm low -frequency resonance was at 14
Hz and of 1 -dB amplitude with the Technics EPA -100 tone arm. The vertical resonance was about 12 Hz in the same arm.
The following test records were used in making the reported measurements: Micro -Acoustics TT -2002; Shure TTR-103,
TTR-109, TTR-110, and TTR-115; Columbia STR-170, STR-100,
STR-112, and SQT-1100; Deutsches Hi-Fi No. 2; Nippon Columbia Audio Technical Record (PCM) XL -7004, and Ortofon
Direct -Cut Pickup Test Record 0001.
Wt., 4.1 g, 5.65 g with adapter; d.c. res., 678 ohms; ind.,
228.5 mH; tracking force, 1.0 g; anti -skating force, 1.8 g; output, 0.82 mV/cm/S; IM distortion: (4:1) +9 dB lateral, 200/
4000 Hz, 18 percent; +6 dB vertical, 200/4000 Hz, 16 percent;
crosstalk (using Shure TTR-109), >30 dB; channel balance,
within 0.1 dB; trackability: high freq. (10.8 kHz pulsed), 24
cm/S, mid-freq. (1000 + 1500 Hz, lat. cut), 25 cm/S, low freq.
a
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Response of left
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channel and separation.
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(400 + 4000 Hz, lat. cut), 19 cm/S; Deutsches Hi-Fi No. 2 300 Hz test band was tracked cleanly to 67 microns (0.0067 cm),
lateral at 12.62 cm/S at +7.5 dB and 55.4 microns (0.00554
cm), vertical at 10.32 cm/S at +5.86 dB. Surprisingly, slight
mistracking was noticeable at 70 microns, but was not harsh

in nature.
The MMC 20CL was able to play all the tracking and transient ability bands on the Micro -Acoustics TT -2002 musical
test record. The Shure Obstacle Course
Era Ill test record
caused the cartridge no difficulty until level 5 of the solo
violin where the beginning of distortion was just evident.
Unfortunately, the MMC 20CL was unable to track beyond
level 4 of any band of the Shure Obstacle Course
Era IV.
This is not uncommon inasmuch as very few cartridges can
track this musical test record beyond level 4 of any band.

-

-

Use and Listening Tests
As usual, we performed our listening tests both before and
after measurement. We found the cartridge to be neutral in

10k

-

20k

Hz

performance, adding no coloration to the music being
played. We were unable to hear any distortion in the records
we played, with their varying recorded velocities. The MMC
20CL appears to favor the human voice, in particular the
soprano. We were especially impressed with the cartridge's
ability to cleanly reproduce the cannon fire on the Telarc
10041 Tchaikovsky: "1812" Overture, op. 49 recording and
the 19.2 -Hz organ pedal (held for 55 seconds) in the Franck:
Pastorale in E Major as recorded on the Hammond Castle
Pipe Organ by Decibel Records DB 1000 (Box 631, Lexington,
MA 02173). If you cannot hear the 19.2 -Hz pedal, remove the
grill cloth on your speakers and watch the cone vibrate at this
low frequency.
After an extended period of listening to the B & O MMC
20CL phono cartridge, it becomes obvious that its reproduction of music is excellent despite what some laboratory findings might indicate. Not infrequently, we wonder if laboratory measurements really tell us anything about how a phono
cartridge will sound.
B.V. Pisha
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Evaluation Equipment and Records
well as many
discs listed in past reports, were utilized in the listening evaluation of the
MMC 20CL phono cartridge: Technics SP -10 Mk II turntable, Technics EPA -100
tonearm, Nikko Beta 1 preamplifier, Crown IC -150A preamplifier, Audire DM700 power amplifier, Audio Innovations LED 2C Dynamic Power Display, Columbia SQL -400A SQ decoder, and a pair of stacked Duntech DL -15B speakers
in each channel. Each pair of speakers was connected to the Audire DM -700
power amplifier with Monster Cable. The turntable was equipped with the
The following equipment and specific records listed below,

as

Hiraoka Disk-SE22 turntable mat.
The following records were among those used to aurally assess the performance of the B & O MMC 20CL phono cartridge:

Stereo

-

Decibel ReHammond Castle Pipe Organ (Vol. 1), D. Marshall (organist)
cords (Box 631, Lexington, MA 02173) DB 1000.
Offenbach: La Perichole (Crespin, Vanzo, Bastin), Lombard, Strasbourg Philharmonic Orchestra RCA (Erato) FRL 2-5994.
Lehar: The Merry Widow (Sutherland), Bonynge, National Philharmonic OrLondon OSA 1172.
chestra
London OS 26603.
La Stupendal (Sutherland)
Wilson Audio Specialities (147 San Felipe Way,
Concert, Welch (organist)
Novato, CA 94947) H -I-77.
London OSA 13120.
Berg: Lulu (Silja), Dohnányi, Vienna Philharmonic
London CS 7083.
Strauss, R.: Ein Heldenleben, Solti, Vienna Philharmonic
Brahms: A German Requiem (Kanawa, Weikl), Solti, Chicago Symphony Or-

-

-

--

- -

chestra and Chorus

-London

OSA 12114.

Direct to Disc
Sonic Fireworks (Vol. 1), Morris, Atlanta Brass Ensemble

cords CCS-7010.
Sonic Fireworks (Vol. 2), Morris, Atlanta Brass Ensemble

cords CCS-7011.

-

Crystal Clear ReCrystal Clear Re-

Taj Mahal, Live and Direct -Crystal Clear Records CCX-5011.
The Dillards: Mountain Rock -Crystal Clear Records CCS-5007.
&
The Power and the Glory (Vol. 2), Holzgraf (organist)

-M

Records RT -113.
The Magnificent Basso (Li -Paz)

-M &

K

K

RealTime

RealTime Records RT -102.

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)

Digital to Analog
1812; Capriccio Italien; "Cossack Dance" from Mazeppa, Kuzel,
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra-Telarc Digital DG -1Ò041.
Moussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition/Night on Bald Mountain, Maazel,
Cleveland Orchestra -Telarc Digital 10042.
Naturally, Mel Lewis, The Jazz Orchestra -Telarc Digital DG -10044.
Mehta Conducts Mahler: Symphony No. 4 in G Major, Israel Philharmonic

Tchaikovsky:

-

-

London Digital Recording LDR10004.
Orchestra
Mendelssohn: Symphony No. 4, "Italian," Dohnányi, Vienna Philharmonic
London Digital Recording LDR10003.
Telarc Digital
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4, Maazel, Cleveland Orchestra

-

10047.

-

RCA
Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra, Ormandy, Philadelphia Orchestra
Digital ARC1-3421.
Denon OX -7138Beethoven: String Quartets Nos. 3 and 6, Smetana Quartet

-

N D.

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4 in F Minor, op. 36, Sanderling, Berlin Symphony
Denon OX -7137-N D.
Orchestra
Denon YX-7539-ND.
The Works of Workman, Reggie Workman
Denon YX-7538-N D.
Live in Tokyo, Archie Shepp Quartet
Denon YX-7537-N D.
Anthem for the New Nations, Dollar Brand
Denon YX-7541-ND.
Round Midnight, Dave Burrell
Denon YX-7540-ND.
Gon's Delight, Takashi Mizuhashi and His Friends
Denon records are distributed by American Audioport, Inc., Columbia, Mo.

-

65201.
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Scotch

The audio scene in the United Kingdom can be described as active, if not
buoyant, although the key words in hi
fi at the moment here are "digital,"
"micro," and "metal tapes," at least
among the so-called hi-fi buffs who
are studying the hi-fi magazines. Probably too many are being published in
England, which may be confusing the
novitiate hi-fi enthusiast, although
must declare my interest in one of the
leading papers, Hi-Fi News & Record
Review. Hi-fi is addictive, and the desire to upgrade one's system is played
upon by the advertisers and store sales
departments.
One area of growth, almost worthy
of being called a trend, is the increasing numbers of music -centers (one package audio systems, requiring just
that a couple of loudspeakers be attached) coming onto the British market. The audio purist may sniff at such
combinations, but they are liked by
the ladies of the household and by
those in homes with small living
I

Goodbye to "snap, crackle and pop':
Scotch"' DustGuard mat suppresses
static, helps keep record surface
dust-free, in use. You get better performance, longer -lasting records. Your
record collection needs DustGuard
for true, pure sound. At local record
and hi-fi stores.
Scotch ® Record Core.

The

frutti cornes out
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rooms.
The technical standard of these systems is improving all the time, provided the customer is prepared to pay for
the performance. One advanced composite unit recently released is the
Bang & Olufsen Beocenter 7000, made
in Denmark. This model contains disc
record, tape, and radio sources combined with a 2 x 40 watts rms amplifier,
all operable by infrared remote control
accompanied by an electronic prepro-

and one AM station can be selected in
this way, or the turntable or tape deck
can be operated. The disc unit employs B & O's disc sensor-already a
successful method-to register the
presence, size, and speed of a disc before the arm is automatically activated.
The tape deck has automatic recognition and bias setting for Cr02 or Fe203
tapes.
Every instruction received through
the main or remote controls is processed by the Beocenter's microcomputer, which rejects a nonsensical request with a reject signal flashed on
the unit's digital readout display. A
logical instruction will be answered by
a display indicating acceptance and
showing the function selected.
Facilities include all the usual secondary output functions (tone, balance, speaker switches, and buttons
for operating the built-in timer which
can be programmed to play any sound
source at any time within a 24 -hour
period). It is also possible to record radio programs onto cassettes while one
is away from home. Additional con-

nections are provided for headphones,
microphone, and an external tape
unit. Dimensions are width 283/4 inches
(72 cm), height 3/ inches (9.5 cm),
and depth of 151/4 inches (38 cm). This
is not a cheap design and is listed at
725 pounds sterling, including the value added tax, or approximately
$1,667.50, with loudspeakers added as
desired.
a

gramming facility.
We have more of the components and

manufacturers you are looking for.
Our prices are the lowest you'll find
anywhere.
Your phone order is shipped the same day
you call.
In most cases you'll enjoy your equipment
within 72 hours.
We stand behind everything we sell with a
"No Lemon" guarantee and a trained
customer service department.
Our Audio Advisors will help you select the
right equipment at the best prices for the
quickest delivery.

The basic play of any sound source
by a single touch of one button, either on the main panel or on the remote control module. Five FM/VHF
is

Call TOLL FREE 800-638-8806, or, if busy,

301-488-9600 for information on equipment,
prices and ordering, or send for free
brochure, tips on buying hi-fi equipment by
mail, test reports and a $2.00 merchandise

certificate.

International
Hi-Fi Distributors

Le

Moravia Center
Park, Dept A3
Baltimore, Maryland 21206
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Arms Across the Sea
The failure of quadraphony to find a
"standard" system has left its mark on
the industry and the buying public,

who are very cautiously investigating
the new technologies as they don't
want their existing or newly purchased
equipment to be outmoded in the immediate future. One instance is that in
a bid to standardize on video disc systems, Sony and Philips have recently
entered into an agreement allowing
each to make free use of the other's
patents. Furthermore, these two companies have pledged to develop optical video products that are interchangeable. This arrangement comprehensively includes optical, audio
and video disc systems using lasers to
read signals encoded on a disc.
The significance of this undertaking
is that the Sony -Philips tie-up includes
the American Philips company and the
subsidiary Magnavox. This in turn
means that prospects for American/
European/Far Eastern compatibility are
now closer to reality.
Most readers of Audio will surely
have seen Roland Gelatt's admirable
book, The Fabulous Phonograph, first
published in 1954. In those pages you
will have read the account of Decca's
Chief Engineer, in the Second World
War years, and Arthur Haddy's work
on improved sound recording techniques, leading to the development of
ffrr-full frequency range reproduction-by this company whose records
were released quietly on the British
market at the end of 1944. Stravinsky's
Petrouchka, under Ansermet, was issued on Decca's ffrr in 1946, and
quantities of these discs reached the
USA late in that year. This technical
advance is now part of phonograph
history, and in late news Decca has announced it will sell the major part of
its losing music business to Polygram,

jointly owned by Philips of Holland
and Siemens of West Germany. Poly gram's record interests include the
Philips, Polydor, and DG labels.

Honoring Excellence

work included preparing a boxed
eight -record musical biography of the
recordings of Sir Thomas Beecham,
covering all aspects of the maestro's
activities from the original 1910 sessions to the final recordings. The set is
dedicated to Mr. Griffith.
My friendship over the years with
these two fine engineers allowed me
to introduce their work at the Royal
Festival Hall in London when the presentations were made by Malcolm Williamson, Master of the Queen's Music.

In closing this letter, any Audio
readers concerned with bird song recording, or any form of wildlife recording, will wish to know about the 1979
April -July issue of The Journal of the
British Institute of Recorded Sound. It
contains the most comprehensive survey of this subject
have yet seen,
with plenty of references and bibliographies on a worldwide basis. ConI

tact the Director, B.I.R.S., 29 Exhibition
Road, London, S.W.7 England for information on acquiring a copy.
A

7 sweet

sixteen

8"1

You ordinarily see Martin speakers advertised one at a time. But there
are 16 superb, sweet-sounding Martin speaker models, manufactured in
one or more of our four production facilities in the USA, France, Spain or
Norway
ranging in price from $99 to $750.
We make only one kind of product ... fine loudspeakers. They are meticulously crafted one by one for a discerning audience which demands the

-

Sound of Perfection.

The British magazine Hi-Fi News &
Record Review established an Audio
Award scheme in 1967, with the aim of
recognizing achievements in the recording world by British musicians and
technicians. Recipients of this awardan attractive intertwined treble clef in

bronze metal-have included Sir Adrian Boult, Neville Marriner, Sir Peter
Pears, Colin Davis, Dame Janet Baker,
John Williams, Julian Bream, and Andre Previn. Yes, you'll have guessed by
now that the 1979 awards went to Arthur Haddy (Decca) and T.ony Griffith
(EMI) who has worked with most of
the major record companies, other
than Decca, and in recent years has
specialized in transferring 78s to LPs,
as well as being responsible for many
reissues of post-war recordings. Recent

Martin Speaker Div.
Eastman Sound Mfg. Co., Inc.
Mickleton, N.J. 08056

609/423-0100

J
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The Wall: Pink Floyd
Columbia PC2 36183,

2

discs, stereo,

$13.98.

Nobody can touch Pink Floyd for
sheer majesty and grandeur. Few even
try anymore. The Wall, their first album since Animals came out nearly
three years ago, will do nothing to hurt
their premier status. Like all of their
later work, the album is a conceptual
whole, the story of an entertainer from
childhood through maturity to the ultimate collapse. The entertainer is
called Pink Floyd, or so it is made to
appear, and the wall is what he builds
around himself with the willing assistance and aid of those near and dearhis mother, his wife, teachers, audi-

ence....
Most of the album is Roger Waters'
composition, and much of it is deceptively simple musically. The wedding
of words to melody has rarely been
more complete, as the melodies underscore the rise and advance (and
eventual defeat) of the spirit, so that
the continuity is clear even without

following the words. Arrangements

are

effective and, however dense they get
with various effects (more on these
later), they remain uncluttered, never
gratuitously cluttered. A lot of credit
for the clarity both of sound and intent must go to producer Bob Ezrin,

longterm rock wars veteran who is
most known for his extravaganza production jobs for Alice Cooper's best
work.
The album could have turned out
uncompromisingly dour, with a theme
as joyless as The Wall has, but the
magic of Pink Floyd is that they always
manage somehow to transcend their
consistently depressing subject matter.
It may be hard to get next to The Wall,
but that is due almost entirely to the
sheer amount of material, not to anything sub -par about it. Again Pink
Floyd has delivered the goods, an album of unquestionable quality, both
technically and creatively, one which
reaches for and grasps a lot.
As the album advances from childhood through maturity, certain themes
from the outside world's music tantalizingly appear as melodic hints. The
title line of Goodbye Blue Sky sings
amazingly like Ruby Tuesday. The
opening section of One of My Turns is
a virtual lift from Leonard Cohen while
the prominent bass part of part 1 of
Another Brick in the Wall is right out
of Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells. The
album's climactic scene in which the
wall is ultimately torn down, The Trial,
sounds very much like the demented
music hall music from the play "Marat
Sade."

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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To bridge the songs, Floyd and Ezrin
have devised a dazzling series of special sound effects which act as the

glue of the album. Sounds include
crowds cheering madly for Pink Floyd,
helicopters in motion, telephone operators placing intercontinental calls
and, most impressively, excerpts from
television program soundtracks. Two
I've identified are a piece from the
soap opera (most appropriately
named) "Another World" (the "Mrs.
Bancroft" sequence on side 2), and
"Gomer Pyle."
The Wall is masterfully recorded, as
we have come to demand from Pink
Floyd, certainly one of the most technologically aware of bands. It has the
biggest sound they have ever achieved
with the largest dynamic range they
have ever attempted, from the quietest
of musings to the most hammer -driven
rock beat. As I've stated, it is an album
that takes a lot of effort to fully absorb, but Floyd with Ezrin have made
it easily worth the effort.
Once again Pink Floyd has returned
to push the limits of your sonic imagination. The Wall is a magnificent audio experience.
M.T.

Sound: A

Performance: A+

Reggatta de Blanc: The Police
A & M SP -4792, stereo, $8.98.
The Police's first album showed an
exciting rock band with reggae inclinations that could kill with two songs
but barely get off the ground with the
remainder. On their second album
they've forsaken most of their rock
base and turned strictly into a reggae
band with white faces, and unfortunately the move doesn't work to
their advantage. The lack of consistency becomes even more apparent, and
while Sting's vocal comparisons to Bob
Marley made for entertainment when
he sang a tune like Can't Stand Losing
You, an entire LP of a white Marley
singing reggae isn't nearly as exciting.
The single, Message in a Bottle, is truly
exceptional
I recommend you buy
it
but the rest of the album just

-

-

doesn't hold water, if you pardon the
pun.
J.T.
Sound: B+

Performance: C+

Jackrabbit Slim: Steve Forbert
Nemperor JZ 36191, stereo, $7.98.
His timing is fascinating. At a point
when rock and roll is reasserting itself
in the marketplace, out from Mississippi comes young Steve Forbert, a minstrel right out of an open casting call
for a Dylan/Prine type. His first album
of a year ago was a sleeper hit, and a
very fine, very personal and personable album.
He has approached his second album with more assurance and a new
producer. Jackrabbit Slim was made in
Nashville, where Dylan cut both
Blonde on Blonde and Nashville Skyline. Sadly, Forbert's album is closer in
weight to the latter, later Dylan album.
Slim rocks more than Alive on Arrival
did and has more spirit perhaps, but
the songs on the second album are no
match for those of the first. There are
some standouts, Make It All So Real,
Say Goodbye to Little Joe, and The Oil
Song- included as a seven-inch extra
disc in the first 100,000 copies, the album's only pointed and topical

moment.
Steve Forbert is an artist still growing
into his destiny, and I don't think that
this lesser album will throw him too
far off track. But I've a nagging feeling
that he is enough out of joint with the
fashion of the times, like Prine or Steve
Goodman, that he will never make
that big, satisfying splash however
good his records will be, although he
will always have his fans. Of course, he
could get lucky. He has been this far.
M. T.

Sound: B-

Performance: C
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Put us on the shelf
with your other classics.

MK

II

CfüLAB

SERIES
We wrote the book on miniature speakers, from Design to
Production! Our five models speak for themselves in total
performance, styling, and features that are found in no other
speakers... such as, Solid Walnut Cabinetry, full 12 db crossover network, a specially designed cone with our exclusive
rubber surround, and a deep throw speaker basket. These
are just a few of the reasons why our Bass is unequaled In the
Industry. "Dimension Minis' are Proven best by listening test."
Come in for a demonstration and judge for yourself.

See and Hear the New Dimension in Sound at
Your Local Stereo Dealer.

DatiügWooffl
819 S. Kraemer

Placentia, CA 92670

(714) 630-5440
Representative and Dealer Inquiries Welcome
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The Audio Critic:

fi

most respected
and most hated.

Some audio reviews churn out te.t
data like frequency response and harmonic
distortion, long proven to correlate quite
poorly with listening quality. Others intone
with mystically closed eyes that the highs
are whitish and the upper midrange
insufficiently liquid. The Audio Critic, on
the other hand, goes for jugular-vein
laboratory measurements like ringing in
loudspeaker diaphragms and hard-nosed
listening evaluations such as clear/unclear
against a known reference standard.
This kind of realism both in the laboratory and the listening room has earned
the unstinting respect of some of the top
technologists and academicians of the
audio world, not to mention the confidence
of many thousands of audio consumers
who have better systems as a result. It has
also created a fulminating, scratch -your eyes -out hatred among the charlatans.
witch doctors and know-nothings of high end audio-as expected.
The Audio Critic prints absolutely no
commercial advertising. Eight issues have
been published so far; the recommended
retroactive starter issue for new subscribers is the sixth, which is a cumulative
reference work with over 150 reviews.
Send $30 for 6 consecutive issues by
first-class mail (no Canadian dollars, $6
extra for overseas airmail) to The Audio
Critic, Box 392, Bronxville, NY 10708.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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The hndcraftedSpeakerlab
Thirties featuring the patented
Nestorovic Woofer System are
unlike any speakers you've ever
heard. Find out about Speakerlab's
innovative speakers, kits, and raw
speakers. You can save up to 50%
when you build them yourself.

'sue

Read about all the details in our
free catalog. Send for yours today!
ro 17s;

118

name
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state

zip
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735 N. Nort
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Seattle, Washington 98103

How Cruel? Joan Armatrading
A & M SP -3302, stereo, $4.98.
How Cruel? contains four new Joan
Armatrading songs on one side of a 12 inch disc on which the other side is
blank. It is half an album. It is also terrific, the best stuff Joan has released
since her self-titled album of a couple
seasons back. Each song is a polished
gem that reflects the unique musical
personality that is Joan. It makes a superb introduction to the artist if you
have not met her music before.
Which is exactly why A & M decided
to issue it. This label has been trying
aggressively to evolve alternative formats to the album for its upcoming
artists, attempting to break the perpetual price spiral that keeps album costs
skyrocketing. In the case of Joan Armatrading, whose talent is huge, whatever it takes to make her better known
M.T.
is definitely worth it.
Sound: B+
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Performance: A

Six Squeeze Songs Crammed into One
Ten -Inch Record: Squeeze
A & M SP -3413, stereo, $5.98.
Another of A & M's format experiments finds the best of Squeeze's first
two albums on a low-priced deluxe
package. The band has already be come a constant chart -topper in Eng-

land and Australia, so the company is
trying out a new approach for them in
the good old U.S. of A.
The collection is as good as it could
be for so young a band. Cool for Cats
and Up the Junction, in remixed -for single versions, and Slap and Tickle
are all from the Cool for Cats album,
while Goodbye Girl is a new version of
something they had recorded previously. The two from the first album,
Bang Bang and Take Me, I'm Yours,
show how far the group has come in a
big hurry.
Squeeze is surely a band to watch in
the early '80s. They have drive, freshness and nerve, a heady combination.
This is the perfect introduction.
M.T.
Sound:

Performance: A -

B

Damn the Torpedoes: Tom Petty &
The Heartbreakers
MCA/Backstreet-5105, stereo, $8.98.
Tom Petty's third album is clearly his
best yet, but it is still not the amazing
album he has in him. It has snappy
rock and roll tunes played with flair
and class and spirit. The production
(Petty with the excellent Jimmy lo vine) is to the point, wasting nothing
on frills, just like the songs.
The Petty sound is the closest thing
today to the classic airflow sound of

The Byrds. Matched with Petty's songs
it makes for real fun music if ultimately lightweight. It just doesn't stick to
the ribs, and after a whole album
you're still hungry for more. Liken it to
the Burger King of rock. It might not
be the most nutritionally balanced
meal, but there are times when a
Whopper hits the moment's bullseye.
That's what Petty does, especially with
his rockers. But please note that he is
definitely no Double Whopper. M.T.

Sound: B+

Performance:

Phoenix: Dan Fogelberg
Full Moon/Epic FE 35634, stereo, $8.98.
Phoenix is. quintessential Fogelberg,
at least as fine an album as any he has
done before even if it doesn't really
cover any new ground. The production is excellent, as always for Dan.
Even if he is not the incisive writer that
Jackson Browne is, to cite an example,
he is clearly somewhere not far down
the line.
Joe Walsh, an old friend, makes a
cameo appearance on guitar on Face
the Fire, one of the album's only truly
fiery moments. Still the control that
Fogelberg maintains at all times is
M.T.
clearly in evidence.
Sound: A-

Now get moving coil perfection

Performance: B+

for the price of a common cartridge.
Most music lovers dream of owning a
fine moving coil cartridge. But it's
been an impossible dream for many
because of the high cost. Until now.
Satin, world leader in moving coil
technology, has brought the suggested
retail price of a high -quality moving
coil cartridge below $100, well
within the budget of most buyers.
Our new Satin 117Z has the extended
frequency range, superb stereo imaging, gloriously open, spacious and-

above all-realistic sound quality that
Satin MC's are famous for.

User -replaceable stylus.
And like all the Satin cartridges, it features a unique user -replaceable stylus
that you can change in seconds, like a
common cartridge. The stylus is a perfectly formed diamond, with Satin's

exclusive single -point pivot and special magnet/lubricant damping system
for high compliance and separation.
No transformer or pre-preamp.
And, of course, the high -output 117Z
uses Satin's ultra -thin 10 -micron
aluminum ribbon coil and high energy
magnet so you don't need an expensive
noise -prone pre -preamplifier or transformer like most other moving coil cartridges. The 117Z connects directly to
any quality amp, preamp or receiver.
Visit your authorized Satin dealer
as soon as possible. For under $100, why
postpone perfection?
Osawa & Co. (USA) Inc.
521 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Distributed in Canada by Intersound Electro
Montreal, Quebec

I Ni
SAT
:: OSAWA
by

The Measure of Quality
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Duke Ellington -1938
Smithsonian R-003, mono, two discs,
$9.99.

Duke Ellington -1939
Smithsonian R-010, mono, $9.99.
The Duke, 1940, Live from the Crystal
Ballroom in Fargo, N.D.
Jazz Society AA520/1, mono, two
discs, $15.98.

Duke Ellington and His Orchestra,
1940, Fargo Encores
Jazz Guild 1006, mono, $6.98.

Only the most dedicated and affluent Ellington lover could possibly
keep up with the stream of posthumous Ellingtonia on disc, but these
four issues are a must for any jazz collector. The music contained in them
attests to the fact that during the late
'30s and on into the early '40s, Duke
Ellington lived in an almost perpetual
state of creativity.
Most of the recordings assembled
for the two Smithsonian double -sets,
and remastered by Columbia Special
Products from Brunswick and Columbia 78 rpms, duplicate material already
issued some years ago in two Colum-

bia boxed sets titled The Ellington Era,
but the Columbias, though still listed
in the Schwann, are almost impossible
to find. The period covered by the
Smithsonians is from January of 1938
through February of 1940, a vital phase
in the Ellington orchestra's development, culminating in the magnificent
1940-42 ensemble. By January of 1938,
the swing craze was making headlines
everywhere, and Ellington responded
with such pieces as Steppin' Out in
Swing Society, The Gal from Joe's, Battle of Swing, and I'm Checkin' Out
Goodbye.
n responding to the fact that jazz
was turning into swing, the Ellington
orchestra began to achieve an impressive rhythmic integration, swinging as
a whole band rather than as brass and
reeds above a rhythm section, as had
the Ellington "Jungle" band (and, indeed, most jazz bands) of the late '20s
and early '30s. One of the most uninhibited Ellington swing records of
this period, Dinah's in a Jam, recorded
for Brunswick in April of 1938, is a
splendid swing -riff piece with a small -

AUDIO March 1980
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band flavor. The selection, offered in
the 1938 Smithsonian collection, contains a superb chase chorus between
Johnny Hodges and Cootie Williams.
Other Ellington swing era classics,
such as The Gal from Joe's, Braggin' in
Brass and The Sergeant Was Shy, reveal that Ellington was moving away
from the heavy, often static big -band
scoring of the early '30s toward the
more dynamic swinging patterns of his
1940 band. The 1938-40 period, represented by the new Smithsonian issues,
is undoubtedly an impressive period
of Ellington growth both as a composer and orchestrator. In the early '30s,
the brass section dominated Ellington's composition and orchestration,
but as we move into the swing period,
Ellington appears to achieve a smoother, more asymmetrical instrumental
balance.
While entering the intensely competitive swing sweepstakes with such
exultantly rocking records as Battle of
Swing, Ellington deployed his ensemble as no other swing band. Such pieces as Steppin' Out in Swing Society,

Jazz Potpourri, Braggin' in Brass, and

I'm Slappin' Seventh Ave. show him
achieving brilliant, unorthodox modulations. His swing compositions, compared to those of the Goodman -Henderson school, tend to be structurally
unconventional. Indeed, the Ellington
recordings in the two Smithsonian collections offer a kaleidoscope of swing era sound that is utterly distinctive in
its tonal, rhythmic, and melodic qualities. From the harmonic standpoint,
Ellington remained far ahead of his
swing -era contemporaries. His use of
ninths, sometimes moving chromatically, and his resourceful voicing of
chords made every other swing -band
arranger seem harmonically stunted.
Even in this stage of Ellington's evolution, these swing -era classics show he
was far ahead of everyone in shaping
the sound of precision big -band jazz.
The Smithsonian collections are also
nostalgic journeys that shed light on
the Ellington relationship with his
sidemen. Among the soloists here are
the great brassmen Rex Stewart, Cootie
Williams, Lawrence Brown, and Juan
Tizol. (I shall not dwell on all the indimust single out
vidual pieces, but
Brown's gorgeous lead trombone and
Cootie's muted elegance on the sensuous ballad, Gypsy Without a Song.)
Clarinetist Barney Bigard emerges as
a jazz soloist of the highest order. His
pithy solo statements on selections
like Lonely Coed, Pussy Willow,
Mighty Like the Blues, and Battle of
Swing are models of creativity and
conciseness. The three -minute confines of most 78 rpm recordings certainly bred admirable qualities of brevity and restraint among the swing -era
big -band soloists. Unlike many of the
players we hear today, they avoid excess of emotion and technique. They
focus on the arrangements, working
themselves into the composition, subordinating themselves to the material
at hand. Unlike many modern -jazz
players, the great Ellington soloists
seemed to have viewed themselves as
a part of the total musical flow rather
than a self-contained, egocentric luminosity. Ironically, it is because of these
characteristics that they achieve so
much orginality and individuality.
Aside from a few noisy tracks, the
overall sound transfer job is quite satisfactory on the Smithsonians, in keeping with the high sonic standards of
this series.
The splendid Jazz Society and Jazz
Guild collections capture live from the
Crystal Ballroom in Fargo, a dance date
with Ellington's greatest orchestra, his
1940-42 band. Two dedicated jazz
buffs, Jack Towers and Dick Burris, obtained Ellington's permission and re I
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Passion Dance: McCoy Tyner
Milestone M-9091, stereo, $7.98.
After all the albums with strings,
horns, voices and all-star sidepeople,
McCoy Tyner has put out an album of
his unadulturated self. Recorded live
in Tokyo, Tyner is free to run unaccompanied through half an album. On
the other half he is joined by the challenging rhythm team of Ron Carter
and Tony Williams, who propel Tyner
in a thunderous Moment's Notice and
Song for the New World.
Tyner has always opted for powerful
drummers who often burdened him
with redundant rhythms and overbearing volume. Williams' drumming is full
of polyrhythmic bursts, crisp punctuation, and a rolling momentum that
locks in with Tyner's piano. Ron Carter
leaves his cliches behind again as he
provides the throbbing pulse that
wends its way between Tyner and Wil-

stormy trio version of Moment's Notice. On Search for Peace he maintains
his full-bodied sound in a rhapsodic
ballad setting.
This live recording fully captures the
sheer physical strength and depth of
Tyner's playing. He makes ample use

liams.
Tyner once more breaks no new
ground. Yet his sweeping piano

of the overtones and reverberations of
the piano to create his sound, and
none of it seems to be lost in the transfer to vinyl. Passion Dance aptly fits
the unity of body, spirit, and sound
that McCoy Tyner creates.

orchestrations, two-handed explorations, and pounding chords provide
fresh vistas every time. There's a feeling of triumph and exultation in his
Song for the New World. His power
and drive are not diminished in the
solo Passion Dance, even after the
corded virtually the whole evening of
this Nov. 7, 1940 one-nighter. As fine
as the Ellingtonians sounded in the
RCA studios at that time, the band was
never as exuberant and volatile as
when playing at a dance, and these relaxed, on -the -spot, private recordings
capture it at its zenith.
The Fargo dance lasted from eight in
the evening until after one o'clock the
following morning. The Crystal Ballroom was about one -hundred -and twenty by eighty feet and had excellent acoustics. Towers and Burris set
up two microphones in the ballroom
and fed the music to a battery -operated disc cutter. Considering the primitive recording equipment, the sound,
particularly on the Swedish Jazz Society double -set (taped from the original
acetates), is extraordinary. The most
unsatisfactory balance occurs during
the announcements and the vocals
when Ellington singer Herb Jeffries
and the announcer appear to be talking or singing into the house mike.
The Jazz Society set highlights extended versions of such Ellington
memorabilia as The Mooche, Ko Ko,
Mood Indigo, Harlem Airshaft, Stompy
Jones, Bojangles, Never No Lament,
and Sophisticated Lady, and offers a
dazzling Ben Webster solo on Stardust. The Canadian Jazz Guild disc

John Diliberto

Performance: A

Sound: B+

contains the remainder of the selections recorded that evening including
definitive versions of Across the Track
Blues, Cottontail, In a Mellotone, and
a driving Caravan. The Fargo collections are indispensable to the Ellington
lover; listening to them one can gain a
vivid impression of what it was like to
attend a dance at the peak of the.
swing years in which the music was
supplied by the greatest orchestra in
jazz. Hustle out and track down these
albums; the music is as fresh and robust today as when it was recorded
two generations ago. The Jazz Guild
and Jazz Society releases can be found
in jazz collectors shops in larger urban
centers (Rose's Discount Records in
Chicago; King Karol in NYC), while the
Smithsonians may be obtained by
writing Smithsonian Customer Service,
P.O. Box 10230, Des Moines, Iowa
John Lissner

50336.

Smithsonians (both)
Sound: A-

Performance: A+

Jazz Society

Sound: AJazz

Performance: A+

Guild

Sound: B+

Performance: A+
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Don't Ask: Sonny Rollins
Milestone M-9090, stereo,

but assured. This contrasts with guest
Larry Coryell, whose guitar solos seem
out of place in several instances.
Strings of ideas and flash follow one
another in search of a context, which
becomes less evident in the two unaccompanied duets between Coryell and
Rollins. On The File, Coryell provides a
busy backdrop for Rollins' roving improvisation with flamenco chording
that occasionally drops quotes from
Hendrix's Foxy Lady. My Ideal doesn't
fair as well. Rollins sets a slow, balladic
groove, then Coryell destroys it with a
jagged, disconnected run.
Rollins hits a lot of grooves on one
album, including the Asiatic Tai -chi on
which he plays lyricon in a pentatonic
improvisation. But there's nothing
here that makes one snap in amazement, wonder, or feeling. His rhythm
section of Mark Soskin (piano), Jerome
Harris (electric bass), Al Foster
(drums), and Bill Summers (percussion) is adept at running with Rollins
but doesn't have enough to make him
fly. This leaves Rollins in a holding
pattern until he breaks away from
these concepts and finds another new
way, as he has in the past.

$7.98.

You can go on talking about Sonny
Rollins' immaculate tone and melodic
inventiveness forever, but it won't disguise the fact that he has been making
some very thin music lately. Why?
Don't ask. Rollins has been trying to
hew a course into the popular mainstream for a few years now with a limited degree of success. The music isn't
thin simply because he uses electric
instruments and contemporary R&B
rhythms. It's thin because he doesn't
do anything with them that you can't
hear on a million faceless disco albums. Harlem Boys, the opening track,
sets the tone with an insistent rhythm
that quickly becomes leaden. Rollins
simply restates the theme in his solos
until the percussion break when he
takes a burning run that leaves the
song in the dust. This proves to be just
an interlude; The song returns to its
funky rhythm and before it ends, you
know it's going to fade. It has nowhere
else to go.
In an attempt to fuse R&B with
mainstream jazz, Rollins has come up
with Disco Monk, an unlikely juxtaposition that has some beautifully reflective solos by Rollins sandwiched between an overbearing disco groove.

Where the disco beat doesn't prevail,
the disco mix does. And Then My Love
I Found You and the title track feature
straight -ahead, swinging grooves, but
the bass and drums are mixed up front
so they dominate rather than support.
Rollins takes his finest solos of the album on these cuts. His lines are full of
twists and lyricism that are probing,

John Diliberto

Sound:

B-

Performance: C

WHY NOT THE BEST?
"Polk Audio is a small Maryland -based company whose
speakers enjoy an enviable reputation among audiophiles who would prefer to own such exotica as
the Beveridge System 2SW-1 or Pyramid
Metronome but don't have the golden
he
wallets to match their golden ears."
T

Beveridge System

2SW-1 sells for $7000 per

THE COMPLETE BUYER'S GUIDE TO

.O

Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment

L_,_-

pair. The Pyramid Metronome sells for $4990 per
pair. The Polk Audio Monitor Series starts at less
than $230 per pair.

.

ItBeveridge
System 2SW-1
Pyramid Metronome

Zi

Polk Audio products are available at the
world's finest hi-fi stores. Write us for complete
information on our products and the location
of the Polk Audio dealer nearest you.
Polk Audio, Inc. 1205 S. Carey St., Balto.. Md.
21230 Dept. C3

polk
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Classifie
BUSINESS ADS- For Sale. Help Wanted. Services. Business Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc. $5.25 per
line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge.
Extra lines $9.60 per line. One point ruled box, extra
charge $8.00. Full payment must accompany order.
NON BUSINESS ADS-Situations Wanted, used equipment for sale by private individuals $3.50 per line. First
line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines
set in bold face type $7.00 per line. Full payment must

accompany order.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times, less 10%. 6 times,
less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (line copy ads only)

DEADLINE-1st of two preceding months. (Dec.

1

for

Feb. issue).

BLIND ADS-Box numbers may be used at $5.00 extra
for handling and postage.
MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE
1

col x

1

col

1

COI

2 col

2 col x
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1"

2"

F.

Classified Advertising Manager

1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please
use this address Box No.
c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

-

FOR SALE
ACCURATE, QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT DISCOUNTED!
Low prices on quality Car and Home Hi Fi Components. Send
SASE, call for quotes and literature. Denco Audio, P.O. Box
6104-U, El Monte, CA 91734. (213) 444.9978 evenings,
wknd.
9-9

Buy with confidence
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factors combine with today's "hot" recordings.
TEREO!

Mora..

TUS

146 OLD BROOKFIELD RD
Danbury, Conn. 06810
12031 744-6421 (2121 369-6212
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available! Direct -to-Tape Recordings offer the finest
sound available only on reels, cassettes & cartridges.
Ampex video cassettes also available. WRITE for FREE
brochure & current special offers. Direct -to-Tape Recording Co., 14 Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS, $149.95.
Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484
AMPEX TAPE-NEW 1800 on 7" reel 12 for $18 POSTPAID, 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID-free list -WIDE
RESPONSE, 6114A, SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD,

-

Absolute mint in
ADVENT 100A DOUBLE DOLBY UNIT
carton $150 (714) 526-4864 (CA) After 6 PST.
AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA
Central N.Y. State
Audionics Apt -Holman Hafler Dahlquist
NAD Spectro-Acoustics Mordaunt/Short
Reference Recordings Ortof on
B&O KEF

Cizek Grace

Crown

STELLAR STEREO
384 Elmira Rd. Ithaca, N.Y. 14850607.272-2644

TF

90038

Ampzilla 11A. Phase Lin. Preamp 4000; McIntosh MR73
Tuner; all as new condition; cost $2260.00 Yours for
$1100.00. 617-879-8652 after 4 PM EST.

-

ANALYZE/EQUALIZE with the AUDIO CONTROL C101
the amazing model CI01 combination
octave-band spectrum analyzer, matching octave -band
equalizer, pink noise generator, and calibrated microphone all in one handsome stereo component. An extremely versatile tool for room, speaker, and component
analysis and correction. (And a dazzling light show on
the hundred -LED analyzer grid.) All for $550 postpaid.
To order or for information call or write. (617) 874.0706,
mon-fri, 6-8 pm (ask for Dick.) AUDIO CALIBRATION,
Box 250, Westminster, MASS 01473.
Now available

Advent, Nakamichi, Yamaha, Tandberg, Denon, ADS, Crown,
Rogers, B&O, Lux, Revox, Celestion, Infinity, Nikko, others.
Large -screen televisions. Low Prices! AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia). Call (804) 793.3820.

CASSETTES:

ASF (C66 & C96) and DIRECT TYPE II (C96) are the best

-

ANNOUNCING
PHOENIX AZ AUDIOPHILES
Audire or Hafler? We stock these best -buys and: Marcof, Denon, Grace, AGI, etc. Affordable esoterica our specialty.
Shipped U.S.A. THE LISTENING POST (602) 967-1250 by
appt.
ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?
AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi -monthly includes modifications construction projects, improvement
methods, data available nowhere else. It's provocative,
informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annual: $12.00
USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San
TF
Diego, CA 92123. (714) 278-3310.

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickels steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries
invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1607,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.

ARC D50 MINT $425, D52B $1000, INF EMIT $100, QUAD
ESL $1000, Rabco SL -8E $100, Threshold 400 A CASCODE
AKG 240 HEADPHONES. E/C. $39. (212) 544-8954.

$1200(205)939.0702.

&

Stereo Dynetic' Phono Cartridge
Consistent record tracking has always been challenged by such ever-present factors as warp,
static, lint and dust -especially when these
CARS`TONr.. -

CALL (305)462-1976.

ABSURDLY LOW PRICES ON AUDIO/VIDEO! CALL OR
WRITE: B&J AUDIO/Video INC., P.O. BOX 248, HOWARD
BEACH, NY 11414 (212) 845.2861 M -F 4-8, SAT. 9-2 EST.

AUDIO Magazine

fact:
the IV does more.

AMPS, OTARI RECORDINGS, H M E WIRELESS MICROPHONES, SHURE PRO-MASTER. PROMPT DELIVERY TO ALL
U S A AND FOREIGN DESTINATIONS. PRODUCTS QUOTES

C.O.D. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

Sumner

AGFA-THE BEST OPEN REEL TAPE!

CA

ABSOLUTE BEST PRICES ALL ELECTRO -VOICE SENTRY
AND INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS, E. V. RAW SPEAKERS
AND PRO -MUSIC PRODUCTS. B.G.W. AMPS AND PRE-

AND SERVICE. INCLUDING AR BOSE ESS JBL & PRO AIWA
SAE H.K. PHASE-LINEAR HATICHI AND MORE, FOR MID
AND HI -END LINES WE DONT ADVERTISE. FOR PRICES
CALL 301-593-8244 OR SEND $2.00 TO: AUDIO
DISCOUNTS, 0126 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD
20901 FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES,
MON. THRU SAT. LOAM to 9PM SUN 11AM to 8PM EST ALL
ORDERS FACTORY SEALED SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HRS.

Advertiser must supply complete
film negative ready for printing
for display ads.

Carolynn

ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO PURCHASE!
DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of the finest lines of
audio gear from budget equipment to typically non-discounted components and cartridges. But more important is our
concerned attitude that your next audio purchase be best
suited for your individual needs. Whether you're a novice or
seasoned audiophile, we believe that our wide selection, low
prices and helpful advice could make us your one -stop audio
bargain place. As an added service to our customers we also
offer top-notch camera equipment, TV's, video recorders, and
many interesting gift items including the new wireless extension telephone from ATE. Just call us at 212-254-3125 for
prices and information, or send $2.00 for our current brochure to Direct Discounts Ltd., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station,
NY 10003. Shop with us by phone with your M/C or VISA. We
ship worldwide! Foreign inquiries invited.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS AVAILABLE. UNBEATABLE PRICES, WARRANTIES,

$150
$225
$300
$225
$395

x2"
s3"
x1"

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES

LEGENDS MOVE AND

(1111()W.

Chestnut Hill Audio has moved and grown. We now represent Audionics, Bowers & Wilkins,
Bryston, Cotter, DCM, Denon, Fidelity Research, Grace, Grado, Hafler, Hegeman, Impulse,
Janis, JR149, Linn Sondek, Levinson, Marcof, Precedent, Quad, Rappaport, Revox, Rogers,
Sequerra, Snell Acoustics, Sony/Pro, Spendor, Symdex, Symmetry, TVA, Tandberg, Tangent,
Technics/Pro, Theta, Threshold and Vandersteen. All of these legends at 311 Cherry Street,
Philadelphia, Pa 19106. (215) 923-3035.
.
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FOR SALE
ANOTHER NEW YORK CITY HIGH END AUDIO STORE?
Not really. Instead of rush A/B comparisons, electronics B.S.,
flashy switching systems, or high pressure salesmanship, we
offer honest advice, audiophile to audiphile, and an open invitation to audition, at your leisure the finest components available in a comfortable setting on Manhattan's east side.
Rapport Electronics, Snell Acoustics, Dynavector, KEF
loudspeakers, Adcom, Linn-Sondek, Linn Isobarik, Naim,
Marcof PPA -I, Meridian, Michaelson & Austin TVA-I, Spendor,
Fried, Mordaunt-Short, Precedent Audio, Spatial Coherence,
Van Alstine, Strelioff Systems, STD, Connoisseur, Rega
Planar, Grace, Supex, Signet, Micro -Acoustics, NAD, AGI,
Hadcock, CPU Micro -Tuner, Beming FT -10 and many others.
SOUND BY SINGER AN ALTERNATIVE
For information call or write: Sound by Singer, 227 Lexington
Ave., New York, NY 10016. (212) 683-0925. (10:00 ÁM10:00 PM) We ship anywhere.
11.0

ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES
Dahlquist, S.A,E., Revox, Rabco, Nakamichi. Yamaha, Crown,
Grace, Stax, Tandberg, Sonab, Supex, Gale, Klipsch, Phase
Linear, Uher, Burwen, J.B.L., Harmon-Kardon Citation,
A.D.S., Spectro Acoustics, Beveridge, Sennheiser, Teac,
Thorens, Stanton, Aiwa, Stax, Micro-Seiki, Fidelity -Research,
Genesis, Optonica, R.T.R., B&W, Toshiba, DBX, Signet, Mitsubishi and Mitsubishi V.S.S.

JERRY'S AUDIO EXCHANGE
PHOENIX-334 E. Camelback Rd. (602) 263-9410
TEMPE -130 E. University Dr. (602) 968-3491
TUCSON-5750 E. Broadway. (602) 622-7407
MAIL ORDER HOT LINE- MR. WOZ (602) 265-7841

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES:
SPECIAL OFFERING OF VERION PRODUCTS
General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of Ver
ion MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial Audio
Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been authorized by
Stipulation to sell the remaining inventory of those products:
MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup
impedance): $350 each,
Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter, plus $5
for each 42 meter added to the pair. All Triaxial cables
have RCA -type connectors, at one end, and either bare
leads, RCA -type connectors, or male or female DIN connectors at the other. Be sure to specify length and choice
of connector.
GS1 silver-plated 12" solid copper Ground Strips with
hardware and grounding pig -tail: $20 each.
All above carry 5 -year manufacturer's warranty.
Quantities are limited since there will be no further producbon.
Send official bank check or postal money order immediately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped prepaid
UPS in the USA. Others add shipping. No telephone orders accepted.
GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC.
130 S. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

a good one that is, makes THE AUDIO JOURNAL',refreshingly different from all other audiophile publications. The only ego trip we know about is providing our readers with concise, fair, and informative reviews of the finest
recordings and audio components. For this reason, The Audio
Journal is fast becoming the leading publication for audio
enthusiasts and music lovers everywhere. Our third issue contains reviews of the Threshold SL -10 preamp, the Audioetc/
Rabco straight line tracking tonearm, the Dayton -Wright XG10 electrostatic speaker system, the Magnepan MG -2A
planar speakers, the Threshold 4000 amplifier, the Ortof on
MC -30 cartridge, the Theta tube preamp, the Rogers LS3/5A
mini monitors and more. Future issues will include reviews of
components such as the Beveridge Three cylindrical electrostatic, the Win SDC-10 turntable, the Threshold CAS -2 ampli-

-

ATTENTION DCM
TIME WINDOW
OWNERS

TF

ARTHUR FIEDLER, THE KINGSTON TRIO AND Buddy
Rich! Invite them all into your living room. Send $1 for catalog offering these and over 250 different artists on Direct -to disc, Digital and other specially -cut recordings. IMMEDIATE
SERVICE! Send today. Sound Concepts, PO Box 7063,
11-9
Eugene, OR 97401.

AT CUSTOM SOUND, we've spent more than two years
developing the very best designed cabinet for housing
stereo components. Before you invest in a rack or cabinet send 254 (stamps O.K.) for our color brochure. Custom Sound, 8460 Marsh Road, Algonac, Mich. 48001.

At Paragon of Sound: Berning TF10, Precision Fidelity C-4
and C-7, Conrad -Johnson preamps; MZ-Mod-3 and Panarama, Rogers LS3/5A, Koss Electrostatic speakers; M&K Volks
woofer, Fundamental Research subwoofers; Armstrong
tuner, Berning tube crossover and Stereo 20 amp; Hadcock
tonearm, Denon, Grace, Supex, Dynavector products; and
Monster Cable. Call 301-229-2676 (Bethesda, MD) or write
P.O. Box 189, Cabin John, MD 20731.
ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES
Yamaha
Great American Sound
Dahlquist
Ortof on
Polk Audio
Bang & Olufsen
Advent

M&K

Denon
Klipsch

Technics
Visonik

Aiwa

Sonus

Philips

Maxell

Available at Sound Advice
Village Plaza Ruston IA. 71270 (3181 255-8000). 9-9

AUDIO
HORI/ONS
P.O. BOX 10973
St. Louis, MO 63135

We now offer a convenient and attractive way to im-

prove the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has an airier
and tighter sound: the image is raised and standing
waves reduced.
THE DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are made of
heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape and appearance of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $65. per

pair. If there is no dealer nearby, order postpaid (Master
Charge & Visa accepted) from

R. S. PARK AUDIO

ASSOCIATES

5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11581

(516) 561-7555
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

ATTENTION OHIO AND INDIANA AUDIOPHILES
Q/LC has STATE-OF-THE-ART components at reasonable
prices.

Precision Fidelity C7
Audionics, Hafler, Vandersteen, Marcof, and many more.
Write: Q/LC Audio, 1006 Berkshire Rd., Dayton, Ohio 45419
or call (513) 293-7287, (513) 298-9330.
AUDIONICS - NEW PRODUCTS
We have in stock the NEW RS -1 preamp, CC -2, the IMPROVED BT -2 and the INCREDIBLE BERNING BA -150. We
hope to have the NEW LK-1 turntable in the spring. Free ship-

ping in USA. World-wide shipping. Visa & M.C. honored. By
appt. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH

45056, 513.523.3895.

Issue K3 is now available. It contains reviews of the AUDIO STANDARDS MX -10A
pre -preamplifier. the DENNESEN Soundtracktor, the DENON PCC -1000 phono
crosstalk canceller, the JML protractor, and the THETA preamplifier Issue n3 also
features reviews of the BREUER 5C, DENON DA -307, DYNAVECTOR DV -505.
FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -64s. GRACE G-707MKII, G-704 and G-714, HADCOCK
GH -228 Super, INFINITY "Black Widow" GF. JH Audio Labs. LUSTRE GST -1 and
GST-801. MAYWARE Formula IV Serres III MICRO MA -505X, MISSION 774, SME
3009 Series lll, STAR UA-7cf-m, SYRINX PU1, WOODLESS LURNE WLP-1, and
ULTRACRAFT AC-3000MC pickup arms, plus reviews of the DENON DL -303,
FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -1 MK3F, FULTON RS, GRADO Signature III, KOETSU
MC -ONE. LINN ASAK DC -2100K, MISSION 773, ORTOFON MC -30, PRECISION
FIDELITY, SUMO II, SUPEX SD -900 Super II and SDX-1000, WIN LABS SDT-10Type
IIC, and YAMAHA MC -1S phono cartridges.
Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS' for six issues are U.S. 518. Canada
and Mexico - S20, and outside North America - $26 (AIR MAIL). Please remit in U S
funds only. Sample copies of all issues of AUDIO HORIZONS are available for $4.50
each (U.S. Canada, and Mexico). and $6.00 each (outside North America).
-

.
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ATTITUDE,

fier, the Acoustat Monitor Three electrostatic, and others.
Four issues: U.S.A. $18 (first class), Canada $22 (first
class), Outside North America $24 (air mail), U.S. Currency
only. We accept check, money order, Master Charge, Visa,
and American Express. Charge card holders please include
account number, expiration date, signature, and interbank
number (MC only). Send for your subscription today: The Audio Journal, P.O. Box 4205, Macon, GA 31208.
-

-

-

AUDIOWORKS
Audioworks assumes there is
much, much more to sound reproduction than impressive, but
meaningless specs, gee -whiz
technology, and virtuoso sales
hypes. There is the music!
NAD
Snell Acoustics
Theta Electronics

Crosspoint Instruments
Auditor Pointsource
Levitation Systems
Precedent Audio
Dynavector
Denon
SAEC

Spendor
Vandersteen
Z -mod. Cartridge
Fidelity Research
Audioworks Design Ltd.
Symdex Sigma & Omega
Audio Standard
Mogami Cable
Bryston
Mirage
Draco

P.O. Box 4314

Harrisburg, PA 17111
(717) 652-6996

89

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO ALTERNATIVE: A unique specialty audio shop
featuring Grado, Promethean, Signet, Sumo, Supex, Denon,
SMA, Hadcock, Ultra Craft, Fidelity Research, Ariston, Mission, Thorens, Micro-Seiki, Cotter, Hafler, Audionics, Sumo,
Conrad -Johnson, TVA -1, Marcof, NAD, Harmon-Kardon, Rogers, J -R, Linn-Sondek, Infinity, Vandersteen, Thiel, Sigma,
Snell, Leach. Advantageous pricing/Pre-Paid shipping cont.

AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration
the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say
"Fantastic! Compares with the finest loudspeakers I have
heard. Probably the best value in the history of Audio!!!"
Audiograme, from the Audio Advisor said, "We were so imOther $200
pressed that we could not believe the prices

FOR SALE
ATTN: BRYSTON OWNERS
AUDIO RENAISSANCE is now offering the RABBID AUDIO
Bryston Modifications that exhibit a vastly improved high end.
$35.00 with all parts or $7.50 for parts list and instructions.
Only at AUDIO RENAISSANCE, 4122 Broadway K.C., MO
64111. (816) 531-3261.

ATTN: DAHLOUIST DO 10 OWNERS
AUDIO RENAISSANCE is now offering the RABBID AUDIO
DQ 10 Modifications that exhibit a vastly improved high end
$80.00 with all parts or $15.00 for parts list and instructions.
Only at AUDIO RENAISSANCE, 4122 Broadway, K.C., MO
-

64111. (816) 531-3261.

USA/Mastercharge-Visa.
Mail inquiries and orders promptly and courteously answered.
1124 East Elizabeth Street, Fort Collins, Colorado 80524.
12-9

Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconduc-

AUDIO ALTERNATIVE - A unique Specialty Shop Prompt,
knowledgeable, friendly, reliable service. SASE mail inquiries
welcome for product profile and advantageous prices. Prepaid shipping Cont. USA Mastercharge Visa..Audio Alternative, 1124 East Elizabeth, Fort Collins, Colorado 80524.
-

...

speakers simply do not come close to the standards set by
And at their price, they are simply a steal."
the Model 10
Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or
our other state-of-the-art products. Polk is shipped free in the
continental U.S. Audio Den Ltd. 1320-34 Stony Brook Rd.,

...

7F

Stonybrook L.I., N.Y. 11790, 516.751.3350.

tors-low

prices, free price list. Transisleteronic Inc., 1365TF
39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633-2800

-

AUDIO DEN LTD.
Long Island's leading audio store has on demonstration
THE STATE OF THE ART

FREE LIST. Closeout/bankruptcy
AUDIO BARGAINS
TF
specials. SCC, Box 8014 (A-79), Canton, Ohio 44711.

AUDIO RESEARCH ELECTRONICS
THE NEW SP6 TUBE PREAMP
THE NEW D79 TUBE AMPLIFIER

AUDIO PERFECTION
MINNESOTA'S EXCLUSIVE

THE NEW SCHEIBER 4 CHANNEL DECODER
THE NEW ACOUSTAT MONITOR III'S

MARK LEVINSON DEALER

Three Phase Audio
104 Foreman Drive (318) 981-4951
Lafayette, LA 70503(318) 981-4952
Ariston
Audio Technica
Becker
Berning
B&W
BGW

Dual
Fuji

90

Fulton
Hartley
Kenwood
Keith Monks
Marcof
Meridian

THE NAKAMICHI 680

Our other fine products include:

Mitsubishi Auto
Mobile Fidelity
MXR

Bryston

G.A.S.

Pyramid

Cizek

Grace

Rega

Cotter

Janis
Linn Sondek
Magneplanar

R.H. Labs
Snell Acoustics

DCM

CONRAD -JOHNSON ELECTRONICS
GRADO SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE
FULTON CARTRIDGE AND TRANSFORMER

Spendor
Denon
Sumo
Marcof
Eumig
Threshold
Micro Seiki
Fidelity Research
We also have available Hafler products including the DH -200
in limited supply.

LINN-SONDEK
(AUDIO CRAFT) ULTRA CRAFT UNI-PIVOT TONEARM
We also have the following lines, Connoisseur, Denon, Grace,
Luxman, Magneplanar, Magnepan, Polk, Quad, Rogers, Sherwood, Sonus, Thorens, Yamaha, the largest selection of Au-

diophile Recordings on Long Island.
FREE "SET UP" IN NY AREA

AUDIO PERFECTION

Osawa

UTILIZING IVIE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

"The Real Audio Store"
8714 2nd Avenue South
Bloomington, Minnesota 55420
612-888-3224

Plasmatronics
Precedent Audio
PS Audio
Quatre

COME IN WITH 2 RECORDS AND WE WILL DEMONSTRATE
THE WORLDS FINEST RECORD CLEANING MACHINE BY

KEITH MONKS.
AUDIO DEN LTD.

Revox

1320-34 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, New York 11790
516-751-3350

Shure
Sonax
Sony

Ultracraft

AUDIOPHILES! Direct -Disc, Digital, Mobil Fidelity -All labels Low Prices Fast Service. Write for free catalog. Direct
Discounters, 2245 New Hope Church Rd., Raleigh, NC

9-9

27604.

10-0
AUDIO HOUSE-FLINT MICHIGAN
Audionics
Theta
D.B. Systems
Linn Sondek
Rogers
Conrad - Johnson
M & K S1 + Volkswoofer
Symmetry
Mordaunt - Short
Audio Control
Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25
JAMO
FREE Shipping 4304 Brayan Dr., Swartz Creek, Michigan

Acoustat

48473 313-655-8639 by appointment.

Audio Ltd.
in Central Illinois

Audio Research
David Hafler

KEF

Quad

IMF

Grace

Marcof
SME
Rogers
DB
Supex
and more. 115 N. Walnut, Champaign 61820 217-359-3774
Symmetry

Come Closer to the
Real Sound with KEF
Speakers. You can
now build the famous
British KEF 104AB and
Cantata Speakers in kit

AUDIO MAGAZINE (Germany 2/78) reports on Stan White
SHOTGLASS loudspeaker. "You can locate each musical instrument as it plays. The stereo effect whereby you can visually place the actual players is a UNIQUE feature of the speaker. If we may borrow a simile the effect is such that if you can
picture an orchestra in the dark as each note is struck, the
orchestra lights up in such a way that each separate player is
spotlighted this is the effect of the SHOTGLASS. TAHCYON,
P.O. Box 204, Bloomington, IL 60108.

form with savings up to
40%.
deg.,,

"Hearing is Believing"

audio den ltd.

1320-34 Stony Brook Rd.
Stony Brook, New York 11790
(516) 751-3350

KIND

A

OF

DIFFERENT
RECORD CLUB

Discounts up to 73%, no "agree -to -purchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jazz, country, etc. Discount dividend certificates. News-

letter; accessories; quick service. 100% iron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.

4,103DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC.

DEPT

14-0379

650 Main Street. New Rochelle. N.T. 10801
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FOR SALE
AUDIO FOUR PAGE REPORT
on
Stan White, Rohrenverstarker
HI Fl Exklusiv (Germany

5/79) reports

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

á 0 USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard mounting
centers atter our modification kit or at factory. Effective mass
2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping. $199.00 with money
back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, CloverTF
dale, CA 95425.

CHARLOTTE, NC
Audio Salon demonstrates selected audio products by appointment only 3-9 pm daily.

B

on Stan White, Inven-

tor of the GLASSCONETM speaker: "Stanley White der Konstrukteur des vorliegenden Veteraned, zahlt neben Paul
Klipsch, Saul Marantz and Avery Fisher zu den Wegbereitern
der High Fidelity. Er baute neben einer Reihe von Vorund
Endverstarkern den erten Motional Feedback Hochtoner und
einige zu ihrer Zeit unter Audiophilen hochgeschatzte
Lautsprecher wie den Mach I und den 4000 Mark teuren 4D." Write TACHYON, P.O. Box 204, Bloomingdale, IL 60108.
10.0

Check it out. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave., Charlotte,
NC 28204 (704)377-659a Shipped Pre-paid.

(704)377.6590

SME

Grace

Decca

BIG, SAFE, TWISTED # GAUGE SPEAKER WIRE $40 per
100 Ft. "Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25. FREE Shipping COD O.K., Samples $1.00. Audio House, 4304 Brayan

Fine quality loudspeakers also drive units, walnut veneer cabinets, air core inductors, mylar capacitors, crossover net-

Supex

AUDIO SALON 2227 Greenway Avenue 28204

Prompt quotes & pre-paid shipping US & Canada

9.0

COMMONWEALTHLOUDSPEAKERS

-

The PS Ill Pre-amp & Amp combination is a real Giant Killer.

Hatter
Thorens

BEVERIDGE 2 SW -1 speaker system - latest version manufactured April 1979 custom wired amplifiers with 3 position
high frequency roll off switches, latest woofers with 0.7 "Q"
oiled walnut finish, first $4,995. Tel. 518-3729.

Dr., Swartz Creek, MI 48473 (313) 655.8639.

PS AUDIO

Fried
PS Audio

SOUTH CAROLINA'S only
BRITISH AMERICAN SOUND
high -end store: Threshold, Rappaport, Qysonic, Snell, Symdex, Acoustat, Linn-Sondek, GAS, KA, Spendor, B&W, Rega,
Precedent, Audio, Sonus, Hafler, Grace, Supex, JR, and others. Special prices on components used for demonstration
and on selected new equipment; e.g. NEW Mitch Cotter
transformer + Sleeping Beauty Shibata $550. P.O. Box 1247;

Choose from famous manufacturers like: Decca,
Coles, Dalesford, Richard Allan, Jordan, Schackman, Radford, and more. Send $3.00 for design, reprints, plans and
catalog (refundable with first purchase.): COMMONWEALTH
ELECTRONICS, 300 N. Allen, Pasadena, CA 91106, (213)
793-5184.
11-0
works.

INVISIBLE

HANGERS FOR ADS, Braun, Visonik/David
speakers. Pair $12.00, $1.00 postage. Plexiforms, 10161/2
Gilbert Court, Iowa City, IA. 52240

Charleston, SC 29402 (803) 723.6025.

AUDIONICS, AUDIONICS AUDIONICS
We have in stock the CC -2 and the new BT 2. Free shipping in

the U.S. AUDIO RENAISSANCE, 4122 Broadway, K.C., MO
64111. (816) 531-3261.

AUDIONICS BA150
This analog-digital hybrid (Class A solid state input tube output) amplifier offers the musical performance of the best
tube and solid state designs. The BA150 represents a new
state of the art. It is THE amplifier for LS3/5a's, Quads, Magneplanars, Magnepans & (the ampless) Beveridges. Perhaps
it is THE amp for your speakers. We offer the BA150 at
$2950 with free air freight in the US. Worldwide air freight
available. By appt. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box
145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523.3895.

BRITISH AND EUROPEAN EQUIPMENT DIRECT TO YOU.
Most quality makes of equipment available at advantageous
prices. For price list and price quotes send international Reply
Coupon. Audio T, Dept. B, 190 West End Lane, London NW6
4.0
1SQ, England. Phone 01-794-7848. Visitors welcome.

2

CAMPUS REPS FOR ESOTERIC EQUIPMENT
immediately to sell esoteric as well as a
vast selection of major brands. We have an unusually high
selection of high end equipment, excellent prices, and unique
We need campus reps

GOLDEN

gramophone

Audio Research
Acous tat
Advent

G.A.S.

ADS

Haller
Kenwood
Koetsu
LionSondek
M&K
Magneplanar
Marcot

Apt/Holman
Beveridge

advertising program.

Denon

AUDIO SYSTEMS II

Electro Research
Fidelity Research
FMI (Fulton)

200 WEST 57th STREET, Suite 1004
New York, N.Y. 10019
9-0

AUDIO RESEARCH D-110 $1550, Technics EPA -100 Arm
$225, Luxman PD -121 Turntable $225, Silent Watchman in
fared burglar alarm $395. All mint. (612) 474-2755.

Grace
Grado Sig.

Mitch Cotter
Nakamichl
Polk Audio
DMI
Rega
Revox
Rogers

Shure/SME
Signet
Sony

Star
Sumo

Symmetry
Taodberg

91
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AUDIO RESEARCH TYMPANI IIla T/M PANELS, $750 and
REVOX A77, $550. (814) 466-7591 EVENINGS.

Audio Research D-110 amp $1750, Levinson ML -1 preamp
$1450, McIntosh MC275 amp $1000, C20 preamp $250 new
Denon 103d cart. $150, SME II $40. 603-224-6721.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP -3B. RARE. $695. TEAC A -3300S.
LESS THAN 100 HRS. USE. $425. (612) 388-4683.

AUDIO RESEARCH D-1108 $14.95, D-3508 $19.95. EVES.
213-473-9813.

Apt -Holman. Haller. Dahlquist. Satin. Signet. Nakamichi.
McIntosh. IMF Electronics. Bowers & Wilkins. Crown. Quad.
Bryston. Revox. Lux. Mitchell Cotter. Pyramid. Carver.
Audio Consultants, Inc. 1014 Davis Street., Evanston, IL
60201
312-864-9565
Audio Consultants, Inc. 575 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Libertyville, IL 60048

312-362-5594

Audi VidQo
AudioProfessional Quality

r...m.p.-mr...mil...u.momili.-...dim.1
You can pay $5.00 for an advanced

state-of-the-art 60 minute cassette.
Why? Larksong will sell you
one for $1.30 or less.*
* Pure Micro -Acicular Ferric Oxide
* Fully Bias and Equalization Compatible
* Five Screw Case
* Outstanding Signal to Noise Ratio
* Lifetime Guaranteed
r power -packed tape machine to a Larksong cassette and
Treat your hun
hungry
a lot more entertainment for your money. No longer does its
thirst for quality cassettes need to be limited by your lean budget.
Larksong. One top line of exceptional
Now you afford the best
cassettes available in two styles of boxes. * Dollar Special
Your first Larksong C-60 cassette with complete tape
specifications and postage -free order blank for only $1. Limit
one per customer. Larksong puts it all together so you get
more music out. Larksong, Dept. IC,
10 Scott St., Point Arena, CA 95468.

-

CASSETTES

WHOLESALE

AGFA
3M
TDK
Call/write for free cassette catalog
312/298-5300

Polyline
er.

20

AUDIO

1233 RAND RD.

-

INQUIRIES INVITED

The Real tape breakthrough you've waited for.

DES PLAINES, IL e0016

March 1980
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DAVID HAFLER PREAMP
Now available at Audio Ltd.
115 N. Walnut, Champaign, II 61820 (217) 359-3774

DO 10's
DCM Time Windows 8 OED Owners
Three Phase Audio has developed modifications which significantly improve the performance of these speakers. Write or

FOR SALE
CONNECTICUT: A.D.S., Advent, A.P.T. Holman Audio Pulse,
B&O, B.I.C., Carver, Citation, Dahlquist, D.C.M. Time Windows Epicure, Hafler Harman/Kardon, J.B.L., Mitsubishi,
Nakamichi, Ortofon, Phase Linear, Micro -Acoustics, N.A.D.,
Stax, Tandberg, Yamaha, Cizek, Sonus. Will ship prepaid.
Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal Road, Brookfield, CT.,06804.
TF
(203) 775 -1122 -phone quotes only.
CONNOISSEUR BD1 TURNTABLE Belt Drive, 37 logged
hours. w/mtg hole for Grace 707. $75 408-279-1425, 2599648.

4-9

tube amps & pre -amps now at AUDIO SALON, 2227
Greenway Ave., Charlotte NC 28204 (704) 377-6590.
Shipped Prepaid.

CJ

DAYTON-WRIGHT XG-8 Mk III SPEAKERS $2200 PR.
CROWN M-600 MONO AMP $1300. THRESHOLD 400A AMP
$700. RTR-ESRIS TWEETER $400 PR. 215.322.6350.

DESIGN ACOUSTICS DEMONSTRATED
NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
All Models in Stock
Phone your "MUSIC MAN" for demo appointment

DAVID HAFLER IS BACK!

tails write or call AUDIOKIT-260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801(516)822-5749

ansen
td

Mark Levinson/Sales & Service
in the West
On Display: Mark Levinson Audio
Systems-HQD Reference System,
Goldmund Tone Arm, Fidelity
Research, Koetsu, Linn Sondek,
Rega Planar, Pyramid Metronome,
Rogers LS3/5A
Showroom Open: M -F 10-5 and
by appointment
9014 Burton Way
Beverly Hills, California 90211
213-858-8112
We

ship prepaid within the U.S.

Custom Audio Systems Designed and Installed
DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado, Audio Tech-

DOLBY DECODER NOW ASSEMBLED FOR $100. Encode/
decode also as kit or assembled. Complete reviews. AM IN12.9
TEGREX, Box747, Havertown, PA 19083.
DV505 $285, SP3A $450. Want 8B, 7C. (616) 683.6860.

DYNACO/DYNAKIT: SCA-80Q/K, $97; PAT-5/A, $177; ST80/K, $67; PAT 4/K, $64. POSTPAID (U.S. only). Certified
TF
check/mo, SCC, Box 8014, Canton, Ohio 44711.

-

ALL TYPES Updated deELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
finitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A Huntington, Conn. 06484.
ELECTROSTATIC TRANSLATORS ARE HERE
Come and audition this fine new line of electrostatic
loudspeakers along with: Audire, Audio Technology, Celestine, Clarke, Decca, Grado, Braun Satellites and subwoofer
Chartwell, ADCOM, Burhoe, Toshiba, Car Fl, Monster Cable
PERSONALIZED AUDIO
723 Bound Brook Rd., Dunellen, NJ 08812
Appointments available call 201.752-3883

P"'"'N1331311
todays ever changing field of audio there exists a storm of hype and confusion. By
adhering to certain guidelines we have clearly found our calm in the eye of the storm.
Honesty, integrity, and expertise have helped us to create a unique audio environment
that is indeed professional in the true sense of the word.
The lines we represent speak for themselves.
In

Audio Research

B

Vandersteen

KEF

Linn Sondek

Theta
Dahlquist
Audire

& W

-

Da/ton Wright
Denon
Grace
Grado Signature

TEMS, RAW SPEAKERS, AND PRO-MUSIC PRODUCTS. IMPRESSIVE DISCOUNTS. PROMPT DELIVERY TO ALL U S A

FINALLY AVAILABLE AGAIN IN U.S.A.
MAYWARE, LTD.
Formula 4 Tonearm (Original)
MC-2C Moving Coil Cartridge
T-24 Transformer

NUM
AUDIO SYSTEMS

Pyramid
Promethean
GAS
EMT

Nakannchi
Luxman
Bang & Oulfsen
RH Labs
Yamaha

Marcof

Advent

Dynavector

We ship prepaid throughout the U.S. (714) 897-0166
15102 Bolsa Chica Suite A Huntington Beach, CA. 92649
Store Hours - Mon. thru Fri. 1:00-9:00 Sat. 10:30-5:00 Sun. 12:30-5:00

1

$149.50
149.50
224.50

EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. DISTRIBUTOR:
F& R AUDIO IMPORTS, INC.
P.O. Box 212
Somerset, New Jersey 08873
201-828-8075
Dealer Inquiries Invited...

nica and ADC. Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES,
Dept. A, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn New York
TF
11218. For fast service call toll free 800.221.0906.

DISCO: MOBILE OR FIXED-CASH START
your own disco business. Complete start-up manual explaining sound and lighting systems installation, written by professional disco Dis and designers, $5. J.C. Enterprises, Dept.
Al, P.O. Box 234, Apalachin, NY 13732.

Christo her

ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE and SENTRY SPEAKER SYS-

ESS AMT 1B SPEAKERS two months old with warranty,
$585 plus shipping. (717) 829-4221.

212-463-1208 OR 516-621-2126

-

104 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70503
(318) 981-4951 or 981.4952

AND FOREIGN DESTINATIONS. (305)462-1976.

DB1 PREAMP AND DB2 P.S. $225. (609) 924.8167.

Crown SX-724, Marantz 7T, Thorens TD-125 + Much more.
Box 713, Des Moines, IA 50303 515.284.1723.

The man behind the original Dynakits is back with his own
company and a new state-of-the-art preamplifier at a bargain
price! Available as a KIT or CUSTOM ASSEMBLED by expertly
trained wirers
each performance certified. For further de-

call for details.

DAYTON-WRIGHT XG-8 Mk III SPEAKERS $1700 PR.,
CROWN M-600 MONO AMP $1200.215.322-6350.

Dayton -Wright XG8s (latest) $2000; 317.463.4457.

CONRAD JOHNSON

92
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FOR SALE UKE NEW 1 YEAR OLD PAIR INFINITY QLS
SPEAKERS, LUXMAN 2000, + 4000 AMPS, LUX C1010
PREAMP, LUX T110 FM TUNER, SOUNDCRAFTSMAN RP

2215-R GOLDEN ENOS PATCH CORDS $5,500. DALE VALENTINE, STONE COURT, EAST HADDAM, CT 06423; Tel.

203.873.1274.
For Sale one pair Infinity Monitor's QLSI Tower Speakers.
Excellent Condition, Rarely Used, $1800 pair or offer (1-414367.1079).
FOR SALE: PRECEDENT MZ MOD III SPEAKERS. $850/OFFER. JON, (414)332-4437.

"Fulton J's (PAH) $1650, SAEC WE 308N with extras $160.
(305)834.1949.
FULTON PREMIERE speakers, 5 years of back issues - Absolute Sound, Stereophile, BAS speaker, and Audio. All mint.
Best offer. (617)593-5937.

Fried M/2'a, all mods, $1200.
$100 ea. (212) 724-9219.

3 Tannoy

12" coax w. x-overs,

FRIED SPEAKER KITS
Fried speakers are exceptional. We offer the ABSOLUTE lowest price on Fried speaker kits. Selection includes: (1) raw
speakers, crossovers, hardware and assembled enclosures,

(2) assembled enclosure ready for speaker & crossover
attachment, and (3) custom built, finished complete speakers
ready to connect to your amp. We have ready for delivery
models BII, C, D, 0, and the Super Monitor. All enclosures are
made from solid wood in Oak, Birch, or Walnut. Shipping is
free on several models. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave.,

Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 377-6590.

GET ACQUAINTED WITH TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO'S
line of exciting advanced raw speakers, many used in systems
by Tangent, Plasmatronics, Symdex, DAC etc., Bextrene cone
models in 5" to 10" most w/magnet, voice coil layer & Igth.
options. Very neutral SD tweeters plus a fascinating new driver w/1.3 gms moving mass that "traces" signal detail like
the best electrostatic headphones, will definitely spoil you.
Design & application assistance from our lab available to help
you realize the dream system you are planning from mini
monitors, satellites, car systems to sub woofers, X' over designs & parts including Mylar caps up to 10uf. Your inquiries
& orders receive our prompt attention, send $1.00 for litera-

i

ture. Transcendental Audio, 6550 Indiana Street, Golden, CO
80401. Innovative components & designs in high -end audio.
Polydax (Audax), Decca, E.J. Jordan, Dalesford. 303/420/
7356.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HAFLER: AMP AND PREAMP
Audio Ltd 115 N. Walnut Champaign II 61820 217-359-3774.
11.0

HIGH END MINT EQUIPMENT. Levinson ML -1 (latest) with
full selection of Lemo cables inc. special 30fí. pre to amp/
xover and Verion-Lemo phono cable $1600; Van Alstine double 400 with V. farad power supply (2 Dyna C.100) $1150;
Grace 707 Mkll $150; Technics EPA 100 (new) Universal
Tone Arm with cont. var. VTA during play $400; Technics
Obsedian base for SP -10, inc. plate for EPA 100 $200; Quantrum Electronics DM IV mono tube amps with new tubes & lab
checked $1000/pr. DB 100Hz xover $150; Burwen DNF
1201 $150; Soundcraftsman 2212 $150; evenings after 7:00

FOR SALE
G -B ELECTRONICS
Specialists in state of the art audio features: Snell Acoustics,
Threshold, Conrad -Johnson, Spendor, Linn-Sondek, STD,
Symdex, J.R., Chartwell, Professional Systems Engineering,
Leach, Audio Standards, Grace, Hadcock, Denon, Dynavector, Spectra Turntable Mat, Fulton Cable, Fulton Loudspeak.
ers, Monster Cable, Promethean, Keith Monks, Richard Allen
Loudspeakers, Weathers Woofer, Decca, Connoisseur and
others. Full service facilities on premises.
(201) 427.8885 for appointment
P.O. Box 385, Hawthorne, N.J. 07507 Serving N. NJ. Since

1945
GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive free
records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start your own

station. Free details. "Broadcasting", Box 130.N5, Paradise,
CA 95969.
GRACE & SME
Tone arms at a reasonable price. Also available: Thorens &
Systemdek turntables. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave.,
Charlotte, NC 28204. (704) 377.6590 Shipped Prepaid.

HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec.

12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested,
$299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment shipment via
UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso, Palo Alto, CaliTF
fornia 94301. (415)328-1081.

for instruction manual with Len Feldman's review and copy of
May 1978 Radio -Electronics cover story. (Refundable with
purchase.) Symmetric Sound Systems, Dept. A, 912 Knob.
4-0
cone Place, Loveland, CO 80537.

LOUDSPEAKERS factory direct.
LS3/5A and other equivalents. European drivers, speaker enclosures, kits, finished systems. Student reps needed. Box
18009 Seattle, Wn. 98118 and Box 12242 Jacksonville, FL
32209.
HIGH PERFORMANCE

HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO - The ListenTF
ing Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. (216) 452.6332.
HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
Hafler DH -101 preamp. Kit $199, factory
assembled $299. New:DH-200 amp. Immediate free ship.
ping. Also Fried, Audionics, Vandersteen, NAD, Advent,
Klipsch, more. READ BROS, STEREO, 593 King St., CharlesIn stock, the superb

ton, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER KIT-ONLY $100 PPD.
Twelve bands/channel, 100dB S/N. Free info or send $2.50

and weekends (617) 927.5464.

HAFLER DH 200 AMPLIFIER
Write or call for quote. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave.,
Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 377.6590. Shipped pre -paid.

HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS AND DRIVERS,
TRANSMISSION UNE
enclosures with Audax and Dalesford bextrenes, Decca Ribbons, and Jordan Modules. Finest transients, high definition,
min. coloration at lowest prices. Design assistance and

7.9

prompt service. Brochure $1.00. Lazer Audio, 45383Industrial Pl., Fremont, CA 94538.

HAFLER PREAMP CABINETS. Literature. GEOMETRIX, Box
7-9
612, Mexico, MO 65265
HAFLER PREAMP, HEAD AMP, AMP & ACCESSORIES
We have in stock the DH -101K $199.95, bH-101A $299.95,

GREAT GRACE & SUPER SUPEX
We have in stock the Grace 707MKII, 704, F-8L, F -9L, Linn

Mods for the 707MKII, the Supex SD -900E+ Improved & SD.
900MKII. Free shipping. Visa & M.C. honored. By appt. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056,
513.523.3895.
- mint condition - 1 ea. - Cortez LP22BG, Epi.
phone FT -165 (12 string). $150 ea/both $250. 609-429.
6472.

GUITARS

GO REAL, GO RABBID
The exciting new no feedback moving coil head amp, the
RABBID AUDIO MCA -6 that exhibits an uncanny sonic real.

ism and image coherency rarely experienced in audio reproduction. The RABBID AUDIO MCA -6 at $119.95 or $139.95
for the MCAós (High gain: 39 db). NOW AVAILABLE the
Hafler challenging $300 STATE OF THE ART PRE AMP. The
RABBID AUDIO PRE 1. 30 day money back home trial on
both. Available at AUDIO RENAISSANCE, providing the U.S.
with an audio point of reference. AUDIO RENAISSANCE, offering equipment of unparalleled sonic quality and value.
Acoustat (modified), Aiwa, Audionics, Canton, Celestion, Con.
noisseur, Decca, Grace, JR, KEF, Hadcock, HK, Linn Sondek,
Lustre, Meridian, Onkyo, Osawa, Rega, Revox, Satin, Supex,
Stax, Symmetry, Ultracraft, V.A. Systems, Precision Fidelity,

Theta, including the above mentioned RABBID ADUIO equip.
ment. Free shipping for the U.S. AUDIO RENAISSANCE,
4122 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo. 64111, (816) 531.3261.
GO RABBID, GO REAL

A

DH -102 head amp $74.95, DH-101A/DH-102 $399.95, DH 103 black knobs $19.95, DH -104 rack mount $24.95, DH -

105 preamp cabinet $24.95, DH -106 mod kit for 101 $19.95.
DH -200K $299.95, DH -200A $399.95, DH -201 rack panel

EI#

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS

$24.95, DH -202 bridging kit $24.95. Worldwide shipping.
Free shipping in USA. Visa & M.C. honored. By appt. OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513.
523.3895.

HARMON/KARDON CITATION
$125.00 614-464-0810.

15

TUNER,

FM

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or
a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and
yet leave most of the background music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a
COST: $249.00
brochure and demo record below.

virtually all of

YOU SHOULD

mint.

For:
Delay and Ambience

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!!! Earn more than just spare
money in your spare time. We need campus representatives
to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in

Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers
Comp/Limiters
Mic Preamp/Mixers
Patch Bays

your area. No investment required. Serious inquiries only
please. Contact: Mail Order Dept., K&L Sound Services Co.,
TF
75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172

HIGH -END AUDIO AT LOW LOW PRICES! Aiwa, Allison, Audio Pulse, Bose, DBX, Cizek, ESS, Luxman, Micro Seiki, SAE,
Technics Pro and many more! All factory fresh with full warranty. For discount price call 212.254.3125. Or send $2.00
for our catalogue and price list to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD,
P. O. Box

SEE US

.....
..:.-_.

:--..

..:

îi'...i^°^H'.
__

We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and recording
equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Send 51 for a 20 page brochure
and 20 minute demonstration record.
Dept. AU, P.O. Box 729,
Write to: LT
(404) 284-5155
Decatur, GA 30031.

Sound,

841, Cooper Station, NY 10003.

Pacific Image, Inc.

SINGER'S DREAM!

is

proud to announce

its appointment as the exclusive San Francisco bay area dealer

for the astonishing

HAVE AN AFFAIR
Listen to the PRECISION FIDELITY C7 tube preamplifier with
innovative cascode circuitry. The real David against all the
Goliaths. Let your ears as well as your pocketbook relax. State
of the art affair at $499.
PRECISION FIDELITY, 1169 E. CHESS DR.,
FOSTER CITY, CA, 94404

6.0

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING DIRECT -TO -DISC AND SOTA
RECORDINGS? WE HAVE THEM ALL. SEND FOR FREE
CATALOGUE. KNOT SO CHEAP RECORDS, 705 BIG
BEND, DEPT. AM12, WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119.

Heath AD1013 Audio Scope, $110 (+UPS), (206) 746-8621.
HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GRA-602-25 for GR -2000 or 2001
TV's. $150. NO SCRATCHES. 408.279.1425 day. 408.2599648, eves.

RENAISSANCE SERIES
Electrostatic loudspeakers, brilliantly engineered and built by
Dr. Roger West of SOUND LAB ELECTRONICS.

ill
i

If you enjoy the means to be able to indulge yourself in what
will no doubt become the most sought after esoteric speaker
system yet available, arrange for an audition. By appointment

only.
:F'

PACIFIC IMAGE, INC.
P.O. Box 169
Woodacre, California 94973
415-488-0293
Prepaid shipping within the continental U.S.
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High Performance Loudspeakers. LS3/5A and other equivalents. Dealers only. Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118 (206)

323-4987.
HORNS-WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS at tremendous OEM
savings. Altec, CTS, Electro -Voice, Pioneer, Panasonic, Peerless, Phillips, Polydax and many others. Dozens of hard to
find items used in major manufacturers most expensive systems. Huge selection of crossover newwork components, automobile systems, and musical instrument loudspeakers.
Send $1.00 for catalog. SRC Audio Dept. AD, 3238 Tower
-

wood Dr., Dallas, TX 75234.

How is it that the inefficient, noisy, distortion prone, archaic
vacuum tube can retain any acceptance among serious
audiophiles? Why do manufacturers, large & small still expend enormous creative energy in desigining and making
MR. AUDIO'S BItube equipment? Who cares? We do
MONTHLY expounds the gospel of tube equipment but not at

the audio advocate

Gale
Cizek
Supex

Ariston
Magnepan
Apt Holman
Fulton Cable
Audio Research

Conrad -Johnson
Keith Monks
Nakamichi
Acoustat
LS3/5A
Onkyo
Hafler
Grado
Rega
ADC

MC
the exclusion of all else. We concede to permit solid state
system.
head amps, xovers, bass amps & the like in a music
The tenacity with which tubes cling in spite of advanced solid

-

-

but not to us. MR.
state technology is a mystery to some
6 issues 1st class $15. Overseas
AUDIO's BIMONTHLY
P.O. Box 3022, Monterey, Ca. 93940.

INCREDIBLE. SONIC DEVELOPMENTS' D235 STEREO AMP Offers Outstanding Musical Reproduction At
The Very Affordable Price Of $310. The D235 is Available only by Direct Purchase and is sold with a 7 Day
Money Back Trial Provision. Write: Sonic Developments,
134 Clarewill Ave., Upper Montclair, NJ 07103.

94

Milburn, NJ

(201) 467-8988

way 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.

JANIS WOOFERS
are the best universal subwoofers available. Hear them together with the Janis Interphase crossover amp at OXFORD

AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 5135233895. Free shipping in U.S. Worldwide shipping available.

JBL DELPHI EQUIP. CAB. OILED WALNUT, MINT. $250. LX.
5 X.OVERS $100 PR. 1 -DRK MAHOGANY HARTSFIELD CAB.
ONLY $500. PR WALNUT NEW HARTSFIELD CAB OR INCL
COMPONENTS. ALL F.O.B. BRIGHTON MI. 1-313-229-7378
JOE CURCIO (Paoli HI -Fi fame) full blown PAS, used 10 hrs.,
$370 or best offer. AD1 cap box never used $65. (503) 757-

9611.

IMPORTANT PRODUCTS TO
INCREASE RECORD PERFORMANCE
The BERKSHIRE MATCH -MAKER is the perfect way to
switchable adapter plugs into
match cartridge to preamp
your preamp and offers 18 different loading choices (from 50
to 350 pF). Includes RF filter. Only $49.95/set prepaid and
insured.

-a

-

a
The BERKSHIRE MODEL CCM CAPACITANCE METER
precision meter that measures capacitance of tone arm
cables AND preamp phono input. Ideal for audio service labs,

KEF Cantata $420 ea, 104ab $285ea, DN 12 $22 ea, DN 13
$15ea, McIntosh 2505 w/case $400, Dynaco 150 $200.
Tony Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, Wash. 98122,

(206) 323-4987 eves.

KIT BUILDERS SPECIAL
Hafler pre -amp & amp/Fried's BII speakers. All in kit form.
Specially priced package. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway
Ave., Charlotte, NC (704) 377-6590. Shipped Prepaid.

audiophiles, etc: $89.95 prepaid and insured.
BERKSHIRE AUDIO PO Box 35 GREAT NECK, N.Y. 11021

505 Milburn Avenue

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc. Some
very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full factory warranty. Money-back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 High-

...

$18-

SME
Polk

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SERVO-STATIK I SPEAKERS W/IA UPDATES
FULTON MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE AND
TRANSFORMER, NEW IN BOX, HALF PRICE $250; MARANTZ
3600 PREAMP $250; AUDIO CRAFT AC -300 ARM $150; SAE
INFINITY

$1,450;

IIB AMP $175 (213) 377-8473 EVES.

KOETSU MC-ONE moving-coil cartridge; Syrinx PU1 pickup
arm; Fontek A-4 MKII and A-4 MKIV electrostatic ear -speakers; Mayware Formula IV Series Ill pickup arm; Decca London
tweeters; Sansui GX-7 equipment cabinet; Stax SR -X MKII
electrostatic headphone system; highly modified Chartwell
LS3/5A speaker systems, Hafler DH -200 and Strelioff DC -1
100/100 power amplifiers. For prices or information phone
Bob at (314) 946-6534, or write 1812 Elm Street, St. Charles,
MO. 63301.

American
Audiophile
recreates the performance
in your home through the

finest audio components
available.
MOVE ONE STEP CLOSER
TO THE CONCERT HALL

FINEST STATE OF THE ART AUDIO COMPONENTS
PRI VATE DEMONSTRATIONS

INTIMATE

A

TMOSPHER E

CONSTANT PROOF THAT THERE IS NO REASON TO MORTGAGE
YOUR HOME TO GET EINE SONIC PERFORMANCE
WE FEATURE:

AMBER
AUDIONICS
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIO STANDARDS
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
AUDIRE
AXIOM
CIZEK
DAYTON WRIGHT
DCM
DECCA
DENON

GOLOLINE
GRACE
HADCOCK
H.A.P.I.
IMPULSE

5

Sunrise Plaza

Valley Stream, NY 11581

516/561-7114
716 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10021

212/751-9733

IVIE
JANIS
LEVITATION SYSTEMS

LUSTRE
MARCOF
MICRO SEIKI
NAD
NEXUS
P S

AUDIO

PRECISION FIDELITY
PREMIER
SERIES 20
SHURE
SIGNET
SME

SPICA

STAX

STD
SUPEX

THORENS
THRESHOLD
VANDERSTEEN

VPI
WIN LABORATORIES

REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
masler charge

FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U S
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

VIMA'

it
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LAUGH AND THINK. The Hi-Fi Game: A board game of fun
and thought. $11.95 from Penijon Games, Box 2129, Martinez, CA 94553. Dealer inquiries welcome, too.

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equipment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes, K&L
Sound Services, 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.
TF

LEVINSON

JC2 & SUPER CABLE $800, MARCOF $120,

QUAD ESL $1000 (205) 939-0702.

-

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
L.A.
We carry the smallest selection of only the best values
and the best equipment. We demonstrate by appointment to insure a meaningful demonstration.
Linn Sondek turntable, Linn Asak cartridge, Spatial

Coherence TFEF Valve preamp, Rogers BBC LS3/5A
speaker, PSE Studio One preamp & Studio Two power
amp, Stax headphones, Musical Fidelity prepreamp, De.
non tables, arms, cartridges, Meridian amp, preamp,
tuner, Decca Ribbon Tweeters, Koss Electrostatic speakers, Satterberg Subwooters, SAEC metal record pad &
cables, Chartwell polypropylene speakers, LiveWire &
Live Wire Litz, Peterson Audio Link cables, Hafler amp &
Preamp, Osawa record pad.
EXECUTIVE AUDIO

(213) 395-6400
2210 Wilshire Blvd. suite # 207 Santa Monica, CA
90403
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

LINN SONDEK

-NAIA

-

LINN MODIFICATIONS

offer the remarkable Linn Sondek LP12, the superb Naim
head amp, the detailed Linn Asak MC cartridge, the giant
killing Naim NAC42/NAP110 preamp/amp, 45 rpm adapter,
friction hinged dust cover & Linn mods for the Grace 707MkII.
By appt. Free shipping in the USA. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3895.
We

LOW-COST, HIGH -RESOLUTION SPECTRUM ANALYZER!
1/9 -octave, 0.2dB resolution. 20Hz to 20kHz. $1195. Dealer
inquiries invited. Spies Laboratories, P.O. Box 336, Lawndale,
CA 90260. (213) 644-0056.
LOWEST PRICES ON MAXELL, BASF, TDK, FUJI, AMPEX,
tapes. Send # 10 SASE for free catalog. Guaranteed!! Audio
Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA 95112.

LOWEST PRICES ON STEREO -ESOTERIC COMPONENTS
& Tapes. Over 150 brands. Send # 10 SASE for quotes. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 289-8875 1-6 Monday thru Thursday.

METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55, 0.35 watt, 107 values
from 10 ohms to 1 Meg., 25f ea., 10 per value/$1.80, 50 per
value/$7.50. Send stamped self addressed envelope for list
of values and order form. New gold plated brass rear mount
phono jack, $1.50 ea. Gold plated shielded RCA type phono
plugs, $1.75 ea. Minimum order $10.00, quantity discounts
available. Component Systems, 5556 Personality Ct., Indianapolis, Indiana 46227.

"LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, DBX, HAFLER, GRADO,
ADVENT, TANDBERG, AND MORE. DYNAMIC SOUND, BOX
168, STARKVILLE, MS 39759. (601) 323-0750." 1p.m..

4-0

9p.m.

SOUND ALTERNATIVE

A

'hen
MARANTZ MODEL 9 RACKMOUNT (3) $2400. 88 $270. all
in perfect condition. Marantz 9 Rackmount Faceplates, brand
new, compl. with handles & access door $235 ea. 060. Improve looks & value of your 9's. Incl. ship in U.S.A. J. Rudolph, Box 545, Summerland, CA 93067 805-969-1323.
MARANTZ 7C, 9, McINTOSH C22, MC275. MC240. J. Fong,
7-0
1238 Green St., San Fran., CA 94109. (415) 885-0596.
McINTOSH: C-28 $400, 0.B.0.; MR -78 $700, 0.6.0. BOTH
EXCELLENT. 33-B MONTICELLO DR., WHITING, NJ 08759.

in

you are ready for excellence

audio...AIDITION

stereo
OM/
impulse

perfectionist

ARC
Linn-Sondek
Janis
Marco)
Chartwell

201-350.5957.6.10 PM.
McINTOSH EQUIP. BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED eves. +
wkends: 607-865-5387 SDR, Box 387, Walton, NY 13856.
MERIDIAN, MERIDIAN
THE EQUIPMENT THAT HAS TAKEN ENGLAND BY
STORM is in stock. Pre amps, power amps, and tuners. Free
shipping in the U.S. AUDIO RENAISSANCE, 4122 Broadway,
K.C., Mo., 64111, (816) 531-3261.

Metronome 2+2
313-791-7683.

1

yr. ALL MOD. $2900. Mt. Clemens, MI

Theta
Rogers LS3 5A
Mordaunt Short Lid

priced...

Conrad -Johnson
Dahiquist
Audionics

GAS
Symmetry
3159

11

intun Rd.

\.l

Rochester,
1716I 471-1195

.

S.

I4623

Supev

Grace
Aiwa
Vandersteen
Dual
Ans1On

Monthly
Newsletter-Special events. $10/year. Write:

Minnesota Audio

affordably

programs-

Society.

PREPAID SHIPPING FULLY INSURED

Hafler

Micro Seilei

P.O. Box 3341,

Traffic Station, Minneapolis, MN 55402.

DAYTON

WRIGHT

DIT

THE NEW DAYTON WRIGHT

XG1O

ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
UNCANNY RESOLVING POWER AND DEPTH PERSPECTIVE
FAST, UNIFORM TRANSIENT RESPONSE
VAST POWER HANDLING ABILITY
NO ENCLOSURE -INDUCED SOUNDS
CHOICE OF FINISHES
AVAILABLE AT

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
5

SUNRISE PLAZA

VALLEY STREAM, NY 11581
(516) 561-7114

716 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, NY 10021

(212) 751-9733

MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

METRO-NEW YORK CITY

MILWAUKEE & WISCONSIN'S ONLY

G.A.S., FR, Dahlquist, B&O, Lux, Linn Sondek, AVID, Janis,

Baure & Wilkens, Grace, Tangent, R.H. Labs, Direct Discs,
Grado, many others. All issues of Absolute Sound.
UNIVERSITY STEREO-Ridgewood, N.J.,
57 E. Ridgewood Ave-(201) 447.5700
20 minutes from G.W. Bridge
12.9

'Milwaukee! The Audio Emporium - Hear! Audio Perfection
Cables, Audio Pulse, Audio Research, Audire, B&0, Beyer,
Connoisseur, Dahlquist, Denon, Genesis, Grace, Grado,
Hafler, Linn, Lux, Magnepan, Marcof, NAD, Polk Audio, RH
Labs, Revox, Rogers, Snell Acoustics, Sonus, Stax, Sumo,
Technics, Threshold. Over 100 direct discs and The Keith
Monks Record Cleaning Machine (consumer version $850).
6900 W. Brown Deer Rd. Open Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 10-6,
Thurs. 10.8. Closed Sun. & Mon. (414) 354.5082.

FOR SALE

TRUE AUDIOPHILE DEALER
Specialists in components by; G.A.S., Yamaha, KEF, Tand.
berg, Dahlquist, DCM, Fried, Quatre, Stax, SAE, Connoisseur,
Transcriptors, Grace, Nakamichi, Infinity, Dynaco, Crown,
Ortofon, Sonus, ADC, Hafler, DBX, Akai, Teac, Revox, MXR,
Technics and many many more. Featuring a very unique
switching system for instant component comparisons. Also,
one of the largest tape recorder displays in the country, with

over 130 machines on display. WACK ELECTRONICS, INC.
5722 W. NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE, WI. 53208. PHONE:

414.442-3441

TF

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will produce enhanced high quality second generation tapes. KUHN ELECTRONICS, 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH 45212.
TF

LOWEST
LOUDSPEAKER DISTORTION
is the widest
bandwidth, most powerful and lowest
distortion production high fidelity loudspeaker system available.
Its unique multiband bass technique with
dual 15" subwoofers (one slot -loaded and
downward-firing), dual 12" lowbass and

The VMPS Super Tower

II

additonal 12" midbass drivers, produces

ten times less harmonic distortion

(0.25°/o THD 22Hz - 20kHz with 1W input)
than any competitor of other manufacture
regardless of cost.
Bass response is flat to. 17Hz (-3dB);
accuracy and neutrality are unsurpassed
by the finest audiophile monitors. Output
is minimum phase over the full musical
range.

96

Efficiency (103dB/1W/1m), maximum
undistorted output (132dB/1m with rated
max. input), power handling (500W rms),
dynamic range and headroom are enormous and without peer.

Its complement of 16 active drivers
includes four midranges, three in a line
source together with five softdome
tweeters and two piezo superhorns; the
dispersion pattern is virtually ideal in any
listening room.
The Super Tower II is designed for
operation with two amplifiers in biamp use
-no external crossover required. Internal
wiring utilizes Monster Cable for maximum
fidelity.

Its cost is $1299ea in theater black,
$1499 ea in rosewood (optional with
dealer) fully assembled, and $799ea
(black) or $949ea (rosewood) in easy -to assemble kit form.
If you have state-of-the-art electronics
and a large listening room, we think this is
the loudspeaker you've been waiting for.
There are nine VMPS Minimum Phase
Response loudspeaker systems priced from
$72ea. Kit versions are also available for the
MiniTower Il ($249ea, $389 assembled), Tower
ll ($369ea, $549 assembled), and the Super
Tower ($499ea, $799 assembled). All kits
supplied with cabinets fully assembled and
finished. Kit prices plus shipping.

VMPS Audio Products

DEALER AND REP INQUIRIES INVITED

El

div. Itone Audio, 7301 Rockway,
Cerrito, CA 94530 (415) 526-7084

NAKAMICHI 600 CASSETTE DECK with 68 db s/n 8
months old. $490 or BEST OFFER. Also AKAI 630 D/SS
1044" Reel to Reel good for live recording. Four mike inputs
and 62 db S/N ratio. One year old and $1000 or BEST OF.
FER. MINT CONDITION. Will handle postage and handling.

(817) 685.5096 or (512) 992-4229 Evenings. Jerry Marston,
4789 Ocean Drive, Corpus Christie, Texas 78412.
NEW AMPEX MASTERING TAPE 406 (7") 2.25, 407 (7")
3.25 New Scotch or Ampex LN -HO 1200x7 1.50, 1800x7
2.25, 4000x10 5.00 min. 20 pp. all boxed. New type 10"
metal Reels Boxed $4 min. 10 pp. other tapes Avail. Large
SASE for Details. MJS, 2514 Seaboard Ave., SJ, CA 95131
408.262.8793.
NEW DV/KARAT-RUBY and DV/KARAT DIAMOND
now available Dynavector moving coil cartridges: very

-

flat
stiff, very small (2.5mm), undamped cantilevers
response to 50kHz. Also available, the Mk II versions of
the renowned 20A & 208 high.cutout moving coils with
3.6mv output, high compliance, and flat, peak -free, response. To order or for information call or write. (617)
874-0706, mon-fri, 6.8 pm, (ask for Dick). AUDIO CALI.
BRATION, Box 250, Westminster, MASS 01473.
NEW GOLD PLATED PHONO JACK. Rear mount, gold
plated, solid brass jack, w/gold plated ground flag and hardware, $1.50 ea. Will interchange with Audio Research SP3A.
l's phono jacks. Gold plated solid brass shielded phono plugs,
$1.75 ea. Send stamped self addressed envelope for flyer and
order form. Minimum order $10.00. Component Systems,
5556 Personality Court, Indianapolis, Indiana 46227.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone.
At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and
traditional service.
We operate on the theory that you as our customer will
achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only through a
careful analysis of your audio requirements. We strive to offer
sober, highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific
needs. Please stop in for a refreshing experience with music.
OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:

JVC

Audioics
Threshold
Audire
Hafler

AKG

P.S.E.

Magnepan
Tandberg
Onkyo

B&W
Cizek
AVID

Stanton

Lux

Denon

Micro
Connoisseur
Soundcraffsmen

Grado Sig.

AIWA

Sonus

M&K

Grace

Rogers

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE
1511 North Main Street
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596
(415) 932.2242
"WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

Northern N.J.'s finest store -Lux, Mod DQ-10, Grace, B&W,
G.A.S. Sleeping Beauty, FR, B&O, Linn, Sondek, Janis, Tangent, R.H. Labs, Grado, AVID and more. University Stereo, 57
E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450.20 minutes from
the G.W. Bridge. 201.447.5700.
TF

WE WILL

NOT BE BEAT!
1.

Super Selection

2. Strong Guarantee
3. Fast Delivery
4. Full Warranty

CALL 203-932-4265
$1

Rebate for all orders over

MAC

VISA

$50

COD

* AUDIO PEOPLE *
998 Orange Ave

West Haven. CT 06516

AUDIO
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NORTH CAROLINA

PERFECTIONISTS PREFER DYNAKITS
Before Purchase You Owe Yourself Our Quote Mainline Ila,
TF
971 Fronheiser, Johnstown, PA 15902

complete selection of high quality components for the
discriminating music lover. For your pleasure, we offer
two locations drawing audiophiles from the Blue Ridge to
the Atlantic, knowledgable staff with decades of combined experience and these fine products:
A

ANALOG ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
AVID
DCM TIME WINDOWS
STAX
MICRO-ACOUSTICS
DENON
CONNOISSEUR
REVOX
KEITH MONKS
SONUS
YAMAHA
LUXMAN
HAFLER
VISONIK
FRIED
ACOUSTAT
CROWN
RAPPORT
ONKYO
AUDIONICS
GRACE
DYNAVECTOR
SUPEX
LINN SONDEK
REGA
PHASE LINEAR
PLEASE VISIT ONE OF OUR SHOWROOMS
STEREO SOUND
3443 Robinhood Rd.
175 E. Franklin St.
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

(919) 768-0150

(919) 942-8546

PERSONALIZED AUDIO AND AUDIO ILLUSIONS
TAKE A GIANT STEP BACKWARDS?
WE DON'T THINK SO, THE TIME HAS COME AGAIN!

Introducing a tube preamp + poweramp kit from "Audio Illusions" State -of -the -Art components available also assembled. Also the "Dual Mono Preamplifier" from Audio Illusions,
a tube preamp of the most advanced design. (THD 0.01, slew
SOV, SN 73 Ph. UNW.)

Also: ADCOM, AUDIRE, AURAL ACOUSTICS, ACE, BRAUN,
BURHOE, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, CLARKE SYSTEMS,
HAFLER, EST, DEXCA, GRADO, GRACE, MAYWARE, SOUND
CONCEPT, LS3/5A, TOSHIBA, ROTEL, SHERWOOD etc.

PERSONALIZED AUDIO
723 BOUND BROOK RD, DUNELLEN, NJ 08812

(201)7523883

POLYDAX (AUDAX) Bextrenes, soft domes etc., Decca Ribbon tweeters Leach Amplifiers. Catalog: TA Box 97A, W.
Cornwall CT. 06796. Postage now 40g, please help with
9.8
stamps.

NORTHERN N.J.'s BRAND NEW AUDIO SALON
QYSONIC, CIZEK, LINN SONDEK, NAIM, CHARTWELL,
STAX, AVID, TANDBERG, PIONEER, V. A. SYSTEMS,

I.M.F., BEYER,

MITSUBISHI, SPENDOR
Obelisk, Hitachi, Marcot, Dahlquist, Supex, D.B. Systems, Nagatron, Sereis 20, Decca, Grado Sig., Micro
Acoustics, Grace, Ultracratt, ADCOM, Monster Cable,
Connoisseur, A/T.

PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset angle,
overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height adjustable while
playing records. Effective mass 2.5 grams. Damped cueing.
Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with silicone damping, $249.00,
"Universal" nylon hardware, $1.00; alignment protractor,
$3.00. Prices include postage and money -back guarantee.

JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425
TF

-

THE SOUNDING BOARD, INC.

(201) 445.5006

Ridgewood, N.J.

PRO SOUND. Antech Stocks all makes of Pro Audio Equipment: BGW, Crown, DBX, JBL, EV, Nikko, McIntosh, Tascam,
Otani, Sound Workshop, UREI, Eventide and many others.
Call Bob Lewis for quotation or to place your order. We deliver

what others promise. Professional Service Available. Visa and
M/C. Antech Labs, Inc., 8144 Big Bend, St. Louis, MO 63119.

(314) 962-5656.
NORTHWEST! The Tin Ear: Audio Research, Audionics,
B&W, Grado, LUX, Magnepan, Polk Audio, RH Labs, Rogers,
Supex, Technics, Yamaha and Audiophile recordings. 704
9-0
Symons, Richland, WA 99352, 509.946.4459.

Onkyo T-4055 AM/FM Stereo Tuner. Rated best buy by
leading audiophile journal. Only $125. In NJ, (201) 665-0525
evenings.

-

Verion Transformer Mk. lw/Denon "S"
PHILA. AREA
cart. -$350. CALL (215) 677-5929 Bob, Equ. new, boxed.

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET 10',
ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 9', SQUARE BOTTOMS
6', POLY LINED PAPER SLEEVES 15', white jackets 35'.
POSTAGE $1.50. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW
TF

YORK, 10931.

QUICKEST AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All brands of
Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest Quotations with
$1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD., Saikaen
Bldg., 4-3321, Kamimeguro, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153 Japan.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS SYSTEM
The ASA -10

Is

a true professional

quality analyzer that offers:
A 10 -Octave Spectrum Analyzer
covering the full audio range
Built-in flat response micro-

phone
Adjustable dynamic range
display up to 35dB
Selectable detector response
times for either pink noise or
signal monitoring
A Hold Mode for easier analysis
Analyzer ASA -10

$199.95
Pink/White Noise Generator .. 49.95
DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

KEF
KITS

P.O. 13ox 115

West Redding, CT 06896

203.938.2588

Now you can "build the best
in confidence," as two of
KEF's best-selling speaker
systems-the Model 104aB and
Cantata-are now available in kit
form, enabling you to easily
assemble a high quality speaker
system at a considerable savings.

And, because they are kit
versions of two of our best-selling
speaker systems, you can actually audition the units at your
KEF dealer before buying and
assembling.
KEF speaker systems are
designed and built using a Total
System Design Concept, whereby each part is developed to compliment all others in the system
so as to achieve the targeted
performance.
The KEF Cantata kit consists of
a bass unit, midrange unit, tweeter
and an Acoustic Butterworth filter,
and builds into an acoustic suspension loudspeaker system with
a power handling capability of 100
watts.
The KEF Model 104aB kit consists of a bass -midrange unit,
tweeter, Acoustic Butterworth filter section, plus an acoustic bass
radiator to increase the bass response from such a modest-sized
enclosure. The kit makes up into a
bass reflex system with a power
handling capability of 150 watts.
Both the kits include fuse units
to protect the drive units, and contour controls to adjust the final
acoustic output to suit the listening
room.
Loudspeaker kit building has
now been raised to a new level of
ease and reproduction quality.
For more details and the name
of your nearest KEF dealer where
you can hear just how good our
KEFKITS are before your purchase, write to us at the address

below. Individual drive units
and crossover networks are also
available for your special custom
requirements.
KEF Electronics, Ltd., c/o Intratec
Department A, P.O. Box 17414,

Dulles International Airport,
Washington, DC 20041.

Canada: Smyth
Sound Equipment
Ltd.. Quebec.

IIIn

GOLD LINE
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Freeiº
ser
To AUDIO readers

... from AUDIO advertisers

Look over the below list of advertisers and select those
from whom you want more product information.

Advertiser

A&

S Stereo
Hi-Fi Components

Page

94

37

98

Page

Bang & Olufsen

4

103

Barclay Electronics
Hi-Fi Components

12

94, 95

Audio Advocate
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

94

Audiocom
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

107

Audio Concepts
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

102, 104

Audio Critic
Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser

83

Audio Den, Ltd

90

Write Direct to Advertiser

Carston Studios
Hi-Fi Components

GE

Chestnut Hill Audio
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

88

Goldline Connector, Inc.
Analyzer/Noise Generator
Write Direct to Advertiser

97

Custom Craft
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card

83

Christopher Hansen, Ltd.
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

92

Havens & Hardesty

92

102

DB Systems

DeCoursey Engineering
Electronic Crossovers

103

Discount Music Club
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser
Discwasher
Disckit

90

Hawthorne Stereo
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

Hitachi

5

Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card
2,

Cover IV

International Hi-Fi
Hi-Fi Distributors

107

Hi-Fi Components

103

Audiovox
Hi -Comp Autosound System
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

15

Audioworks
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

89

80

Enter No. BO on Reader Service Card

D3 Cleaning Fluid

Write Direct to Advertiser
96

Write Direct to Advertiser

25

HX Cassette Deck

Write Direct to Advertiser
Jensen Car

Write Direct to Advertiser

107

SR -604 Stereo Receiver

Icone Audio
Speakers
89

4

Audio Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

106

MO Valve
Gold Lion Valves
Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card

88

Dolby

Audio Vision
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

11

Hi-Fi Equipment

Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio Insight

Fuji

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio Horizons
Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser

21

Preamplifiers

KEF Speakers

Page

Eumig
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

American Audiophile
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio Excellence
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

Allison Acoustics
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card

Advertiser

Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser
ADS
Car Stereo

Write the numbers on the Reader Inquiry Card and
fill in all the information. We will rush your request to
each company.

Dynavector
Moving Coil Cartridges
Write Direct to Advertiser
Eastman

81

14

Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Krasco Stereo
Hi-Fi Components

96

Kustom Acoustics
Hi-F1 Components

104

Write Direct to Advertiser

16

EDR.9 Phono Cartridge

Reference Model 101 Speakers
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
Speakers

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
Empire

23

38, 97

KEF

Martin Speakers
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card
Electro Voice
Interface: C Speakers

Audio

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

104

Write Direct to Advertiser

information

er

Frees

... from

To AUDIO readers

Look over the below list of advertisers and select those
from whom you want more product information.

AUDIO advertisers

Write

the numbers on the Reader Inquiry Card and
fill in all the information. We will rush your request to

each company.

Advertiser

L. T.

Sound
Hi-Fi Components

Page

93

Advertiser

Sony
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card

Polk
Speakers
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

87

Sound Components
Hi-Fi Components

Polyline Corporation

91,

Offer
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
91

Write Direct to Advertiser
Leigh Instruments
LTC 1203 Speakers
Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

48

Tapes

-

Audio/Video

Hi-Fi Equipment

Qysonic Research Corporation
Disclamp
Write Direct to Advertiser

Page

54,55

108

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

13

Lux

Advertiser

57

Playboy Book Club

Write Direct to Advertiser
Larksong
Cassettes

Page

106

20, 105,106
Soundcraftsmen
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 38 on Reader Service Card

Speakerlab
Hi-Fi Equipment

B3

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
R.

33, 80

3M

Scotch Recording Tape
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

Turntable Mat
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

G. Dynamics

102, 103

Dynamic Processor
Write Direct to Advertiser
Radio Shack
Hi-Fi Equipment

19

SME
Series

22

Sansui
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

61

Sanyo
Plus 75 Stereo Receiver
Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

47

Stanton
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card

3

Stereo One
Hi-Fi Components

IS

Write Direct to Adveriser

Write Direct to Advertiser

Marcof

41

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No.17 on Reader Service Card
17

Cover ill
TDK
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card
TEAC

McIntosh
C-32 Preamplifier

24

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

Mitsubishi
Micro FM Tuner
Enter No.19 on Reader Service Card
Nautilus

28, 29

Tapes & Tape Recordings

Write Direct to Advertiser
36

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card

The Sensible Sound

Osawa

84

117Z Moving Coil Cartridge
Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card

Publication

107

Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser
34, 35

Shure

Ovation Audio
Audio Components
Write Direct to Advertiser
Phase Linear

102

Write Direct to Advertiser
Serra Stereo

105

Five New Cartridges
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

Stylus
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card
63

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card
Cover II,
Pioneer
PL -400 Turntable
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

Take

106

Tape 5

105

5 Audio
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

Hi-Fi Components

Write Direct to Advertiser

Tape World
Blank Tapes, etc.

107

Write Direct to Advertiser

Technics
RS-MG3 Metal Tape Deck
Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card

7

Toshiba
SA -850 Receiver
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

49

Signet
Cartridge & Tonearm

71

United Audio (Dual)
731Q Turntable
Write Direct to Advertiser

Sy

Snell
Type A Loudspeakers
Enter No. 32 on Reader Service Card

32

Yamaha
Speakers

67

Write Direct to Advertiser

1

45

Hi-Fi Equipment

Write Direct to Advertiser

107

Saxitone

43

Write Direct to Advertiser

Ill Pick-up arm
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

Maxell
High Fidelity Tapes
Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

Studer ReVox
B790 Tonearm
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

RG PRO 16W MINT. WARR. CARD

Quarterly demo dispersal; all items are mint and war-

Quality stereo/esoteric, discounted! 10 quality audio
salons combine forces to offer free consultations, full services, and LOW PRICES on the highest quality components
available. We have all of the normally non-discounted lines
whose names mean state-of-the-art, PLUS reg. stereo, car
stereo, TV, video, more. Free sale packet or quotes. AAV, 224

Winding Way, Moorestown, NJ 08057. 609.234.6811. Rep.
inquiries invited.

AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES
27.95
PHONO EQUALIZATION KIT
Allows adjusting the input capacitance of the phono input of every
preamp and receiver with low loss Polystyrene Capacitors. Gold plated
plugs.
79.9 5
CAPACITANCE LOADING SWITCHING BOX
DBP -11
DP8-6

ranteed. $795 list LUX 1070 receiver $635 demo, $395 R.G.
Pro 20 Processor $305, $485 NAD 3080 amp $390, $295
Source Eng. n.r. $210, $750 Quad ESL $560, $594 IMF super
compact II $475, $399 Crown D-75 $320, $599 Crown D-150
$475, $850 Series 20 PLC 590 Table with PA -1000 arm and
ZLM select cart. $630, $790 Series 20 M-22 amp $450, $390
Series 20 C-21 pre -amp $235, $1,000 Series 20 F-26 Tuner
$725, $1,300 Eumig CCD deck $1,040, $285 Lux PD -270
Table $245, $944 Ariston Table with Grace 707 MKII and
Sonus blue cart. $725, $350 NAD 5040 table with Sonus red
cart. $725, $1,038 Cizek Model II's with M-27 subwoofers
$830. NEW ITEMS: Micro Seiki DDX 1000 table $425, Micro
Seiki DQ 43 with MA 707 arm $580, Series 20 M-25 125 watt
amp $900. Contact us for Audio Pro, Mordaunt-Short, Crown,
NAD, Meridian, Eumig, Quad, Gale, Sumiko, IMF, Dirksaeter,
KEF, Ariston, Microtech. To order phone 612-475-3124. In quines write Esoteric Audio, 250 N. Central Ave., Wayzata,
MN 55391.

Features selectable loading for two moving magnet cartridges. Gold
plated lac ke.
6 95 RECORDS/TAPES.
3 meter
DBP -8
SPEAKER WIRE

DBP -9

12 gauge with tinned

6 meter

ends. one/pack.
BANANA PLUGS

9 meter

Major labels, top names at distributor
11.95 prices. All categories. Complete set of catalogs $1.00 (re
16.95 fundable) Box 1111, Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.

-

2 85

Set of four solderless connectors.

19.95
DBP -10 PHONO ALIGNMENT PROTRACTOR
Allows adjusting the lateral tracking error of a mounted cartridge to
within V. of one degree. Non -technical instructions and carrying
case included.
DBP -12 AUDIO CABLE: Low capacitance (400pF) 9 meter
(30 ft.) stereo audio cable, terminated with rugged gold
39.95
plated phono plugs.
52.00
iDIFICATION AVAILABLE: DB -1 to DB -1A

REINFORCEMENT, RECORDING DISCO equipment featuring Electro -Voice, Tapco, Numark, Whirlwind, etc. Competitive prices with fast competent mail order service is our specialty. Write or call SONIX CO., Dept. A, Box 58, Indian Head,
10-0
MD 20640, (301) 753-6432.

RENOUNCE ROTTEN RECORDINGS! Read selected British
reviews in the bi -monthly EURO -DISC GAZETTE, then order
these European discs judged the finest in technical and musiimproved turn on/oft transient suppressor on DB -6 or DB -6M
cal excellence. Selections mainly classical. Send for free sam45.00
Power Amplifiers
ple issue. No obligation. EURO-DISC GAZETTE, PO Box 337At your Dealer or direct from Manufacturer ($2.00 Handling)

DB SYSTEMS
Sex 347A, Jaffrey, NH 03452

A, Peterborough, NH 03458.

TF

(603) 899-5121 Revox Tape Recorders, A-700 with Remote Control, $2100,

,Dealer inquiries invited. Overseas distributors in: Benelux, W. Ger- 8.77, $1000, Mint Condition. B. Inzerillo, 3936 Scarritt, K.C.,
many, Scandinavia, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, France.
MO 64123, 816.231.2442.

$180.612.926-4063.

ROGERS REFERENCE MONITOR SYSTEM
This is a biamped system designed by Rogers using the incredible LS3/5a's. Hear this system as well as the Rogers
Monitor II's, Compact Monitor's, A100 amp and T75 tuner.
By appt. Free shipping. Visa & M.C. honored. OXFORD AUDIO

CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3895

-

-

SIII TONEARM
MUST SELL SME 3009
SACRIFICE
($125), SHURE V-15 IV CARTRIDGE ($150). BOTH BRAND
NEVER OUT OF BOX. CALL MIKE 919-893-4885 AFNEW

-

TER 6 P.M.

SALE!

! ! !

TWO FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE. Now you can buy
two fine RCA (Japan) direct to disc records, Beethoven's ap-

passionata and Lew Tabackin quartet's trackin' for only
$11.95 including postage. That's right. Two records for
$11.95! Rated as reference recordings in the Absolute Sound
& Stereophile, these records retail for $30 for both. Hurry,
supply limited. Send check or money order to: Specs Corp.,
130 Fallen Leaf Drive, Hillsborough, Calif. 94010 CA resi2-0
dents add Sales tax.
SAVE UP TO 69% ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO COMPONENTS FROM CARSTON STUDIOS. NEW ENGLAND'S AUDIO SUPERMARKET ONE OF THE OLDEST MAIL ORDER
FIRMS (EST 1952) AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST
RELIABLE. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCKED WAREHOUSE. SEND FOR PRICE QUOTE AND PRICE LIST. CARSTON STUDIOS, OLD BROOKFIELD ROAD, DANBURY, CONN.
TF
06810.

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and
other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive
prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburg,
TF
PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706
SOTA PRICE REDUCTION NAIM 12S 22. 160. 120. Mint
Cond. Call 615-373-4450 after 7pm only.
-

TIRED OF BEING DUPED?
Finding yourself a little weary of the mega-buck ravings of self -ordained Audio
Critics and "component of the month club" absolutists? If you've reached the
point where the sound quality of a product means more than its snob appeal
you'll want to subscribe to THE $ENSIBLE SOUND, 403 Darwin, Snyder, NY
14226 - $15 (4 issues), $29 (8); add $4 outside N. America.

SOUND ADVICE AND POLK AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS We
have the incredible Polk Audio Monitor Series loudspeakers in
stock. The Polk's are definitely the best performance per dollar value ever offered in a truly accurated inexpensive
loudspeaker. State of the art sound is now available from less
than $200 per pair. We ship freight prepaid anywhere in the
U.S. within 24 hours upon receipt of order. Write or call for

information on the Polk Audio Monitor Loudspeakers.
SOUND ADVICE

Ruston, LA 71270

Village Plaza

(318) 255-8000
9-9
SOUND COMPONENTS INC.
EXCLUSIVE SOUTHEAST
DEALER FOR THE

Houston and the Gulf Coast
Mark LeVirtson/Threshold/GA.S./Apt/Holman/Hafler/Advent/Nakamichi/Dahlquist/
Magneplanar/KEF/Acoustat/KM Systems/DCM Time Window/Ozek/Snell/Denon/
Klipsch/ Fidelity Research/Grace/Signet/Cotter/Ivie Analyzers

AUdiCICO ICQptS
2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston. Texas 77098 713/527-0774
Credit Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA

INCOMPARABLE
MARK LEVINSON H.Q.D.
REFERENCE SYSTEM
The H.Q.D. reference playback system consists of the follow-

ing components:
Hartley 24 in sub -woofers
2
4
Quad ESL loudspeakers
Decca ribbon tweeters (modified)
2
2

1

Levinson LNC-2 Crossovers
(100 hz & 7 Khz)
Levinson ML-1 (LEMO) preamp
Levinson ML-2 amplifiers

6
1pr. Hand-crafted oak or ash trestle
stands (for Quads & Decca)
THE H.Q.D. STYSTEM WITH GOOD SOURCE MATERIAL,
WILL REPRODUCE A MUSICAL EVENT BETTER THAN ANY
SYSTEM WE KNOW OF.

The only expander to
accurately invert both
compression and peak
i

i

limiting.

For information write: HG Dynamics
4448 W. Howard St.. Skokie. IL 60076

RR

THE RG PRO -20W DYNAMIC PROCESSOR

For more information, please write or call:

SOUND COMPONENTS

2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, Florida, 33134
305-446-1659
TWX 812-848-7627

ff

SUPEX SDX1000 UNUSED, FULL GUARANTEE $260. STEPHEN SUN (212) 425.2540 EXT. 219 DAY.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SOUTH CAROLINA'S ONLY HIGH -END STORE the finest
audiophile equipment: British American Sound, P.O. Box
1247 186 King Street, Charleston, SC 29402
TF
SS -2 PLEASURE MACHINE connects to stereo. Touch it anywhere and tingle. Try a demonstration. EBH Audio, 1940

Washington, San Francisco 94109 (415) 885-3138.

STAN WHITE
Latest thoughts on loudspeaker enclosure geometry ($1.00),
Electron Binding Energy (what holds an electron together)
($1.00)m How an electron generates magnetism ($1.00),
Where Inertia Comes From ($1.00) How Matter Works (a
proper foundation for Physics) ($3.00). Tachyon, Box 204,
Bloomington, IL 60108.

STAX DA80 power amp. Excellent condition, $1200. 313477-5462 after 5 pm EST.

FOR SALE

THE AUDIOGRAM., a pithy independent newsletter now in
its third year, provides timely, money saving reports on the
latest products and techniques. Our critical integrity and realistic sense of proportion fill the gap between the commercial
magazünes and the neurotic underground press. Our latest
issue of number 12 contains reviews of:
The best moving magnet cartridge
The best headamps
The best turntable mat
The best tube preamp
Uftracraft AC300 Mark II
A review of tonearms by Paul Messenger.
$10/4 issues/1 year. AUDIOGRAM, Box 27406, St. Louis.
MO 63141.

THE THETA PREAMPLIFIER
is a six tube preamp which has a passive RIAA network which

uses NO feedback! This remarkable device is the most musical preamp that we have heard. Hear it at OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3895.
Free shipping in the U.S. Worldwide shipping available.

---

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS
Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation, any frequency specified.
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz.
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply;

THE FULTON PREMIERE
By far closest to live music. For details phone MEDWIN AUDIO, So. CA

distributor. (213)477-8871.

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!!
Sell 100 brands!! Lowest Possible Prices!! Krasco-REP
DEPT. -998 Orange Ave. West Haven, Conn.

06516TFFILE
Stereo System Soundcraftsmen PE2217 $250, Thorens
TD -160 w/Sonus Blue and Stanton 681EEE $200, Phase Linear 1000 $200, 2 Rectilinear Illa - $400, Sennheiser HD.
424 $35, call Harry at (201) 347-5348.
-

-

-

LISTENING ROOM INC
590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

(914)472-4558
Cordially invites you to audition our fine line of equipment.
THRESHOLD BRYSTON SPATIAL - HILL TYPE-1 PLASMA
PYRAMID SPEAKERS - SNELL ACOUS- B & W 801 - LINN SONDEK TONEARM QUAD ESL YAMAHA - TAND-

SPEAKER SYSTEM
TICS - DAHLQUIST

-

-

KEF 105

GOLDMUND T3
BERG - NAKAMICHI - KEITH MONK - PERSPECTIVE SPEAKERS MARCOF - MUSICAL FIDELITY - ULTRACRAFT STAX JANIS - R.H. LAB - GAS - SEQUERRA POLK AUDIO DENON
- GRACE - GRADO SIGN. III - DYNAVECTOR - KARAT DIAMOND - MICRO -ACOUSTIC - JVC MC -1 MOVING COIL -

VISIT OUR PRIVATE STUDIOS

THE MONITOR SERIES FROM POLK AUDIO
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS now has on demonstration the
remarkable new Polk loudspeakers priced from less than
$200 per pair. Compare them to the finest loudspeakers in
the world. All Polk Audio Monitors utilize high definition polymer laminate bass-midrange drivers, wide dispersion soft
dome tweeters and fluid coupled sub -bass radiators. They are
capable of reproducing a highly defined phase accurate three
dimensional sonic image which rivals the thousand dollar
super speakers. They sound great with a small receiver, yet
reveal the fine subtleties of state of the art electronics.
Shipped free in U.S. Send for free brochures on Polk or our
other fine lines. AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS, 1534 Northern
Blvd., Manhasset, LI, NY 11030 (516) 627-7333
TF

STEREO BI -AMP. $139
Tri -amp, quad -amp, and monaural types
available
available

at comparable prices. Other
features: Summer for "single

woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimination filters supplied with or without bass

boost, level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS
500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in filters, regulated power supplies.
FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET
Write to:

THETA, THETA, THETA
stock the NEW THETA PRE AMP. THE
UNQUESTIONED REFERENCE. Free shipping in the U.S.
AUDIO RENAISSANCE, 4122 Broadway, K.C., Mo., 64111,
(816) 531-3261.
We have in

?j///yam
lce?oazaui
ENGINEERING LAIOIATOEY
11828 Jefferson BI.Culver City, CA
Phone: (2131 397-9668

90230

-

We ship free anywhere in the Continental U.S. We invite in-

quiries.

TAPCO and ELECTRO-VOICE, mixers, equilizers, amps,
mics, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail order prices,
Sonix Co., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640
8-9

SUPERIOR AUDIO COMPONENTS: Audio Pulse; Audio Research SP -6 tube preamp and D-110
amp; Badap 1; Celestion; Cizek; Crown Distinction Series DL -2, SA -2, and EQ-2; Dayton Wright;
dbx; Decca; Denon; Dynavector; EMT; Formula 4; Grace; Hafler kits: KEF; Kenwood Purist: Lux
LRS: Magneplanar; Mitsubishi: Mobile Fidelity records: Nakamichi: Plasmatronics: Polk; RTR;

Verion; Watson speakers.

111111111

TAPE HEAD REFINISHING Precision method full frequency
response. $15.00 ea. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Place, Orinda, CA 94563.

lboicl!y

(215) 667 3048 ort649-2965@ Wynnewood,

Pa. 19096.

-

TEAC 23005 Tape Dock Good Condition. But Needs Heads.
Best Offer Over $200. DAVE (717) 244-1915.
THE ABSOLUTE SOUNDS, in its current issue (# 16), reviews the Koetsu cartridge, the Infinity 4.5 speaker system,
the Precision Fidelity C-4 and Theta tubed preamps, the
Scheibe 360° Decoder, the Fidelity Research FR -1 Mk III cartridge, the Hadcock arm. There is a sneak preview of the
Levinson ML -3 amplifier and a full report on the fascinating
(but flawed) Philips Discovision player. Three headphones
(from Infinity, Yamaha and Stax) are reviewed, along with
gear to keep RF out of your system, and some accessories to
keep your sound clean as a television movie (the VPI turntable base and signal cables from Audio Technica). Ed
Wodenjak, guiding light behind Crystal Clear, talks about direct -disc recording and Dan Queen, acoustics expert, explains
how the experts determined there was a fourth gunman in
Dallas. And, forthcoming in Volume 5 (which begins soon),
reviews of the Audio Research D-79 tube amp, Jim Bongiorno's new line of amps for Sumo, a comprehensive report of
16 cartridges, and a head -amp survey. The price: $18 (four
issues), $19 (Canada), $25, (outside North America), U.S.
Currency. Send check or money order to The Absolute Sound,
Box L Drawer A, Sea Cliff, New York, 11579.

The best of Dallas/Fort Worth
Threshold Magneplanar Advent G.A.S. Denon Ortofon Harmon Kardon B.I.C.
Linn-Sondek Cizek Audio Standards Marco( Keith Monks Dahlquist Fulton Sumo
KM Systems Advent Video Beam N.A.D. Hill Plasmatronic Hafler M & K DCM Time Window

Audio Vision
Carillon Plaza 13601 Preston at Alpha Dallas, TX 75240 (214) 233-8513
Free delivery or shipment, at our
Master Charge and VISA accepted.

ul

option.

Patented circuitry
eliminates pumping
and breathing.
For information write: RG Dynamics

4448

W.

Howard St.. Skokie. IL 60076

THE FRONT END

THE RG PRO -16W DYNAMIC PROCESSOR

is around the comer.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue-$2.00. House of Records, Hillburn, New York

TONEARMS-CARTRIDGES-TURNTABLES at lowest prices.
Most brands available, including MC. Send # 10 SASE for
quotes. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA

TF

10931.

TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!!

95112.

The KA/STAT
The NEW
most

definitive
miniature
monitor
in the

world

THRESHOLD 400A Cascode $1000; 317-463-4457.
TOURING SOUND SYSTEMS, 2, 4 and 8 Track Studios.
Disco Sound, Cervin Vega BGW, Altec, Shure, AKG, Tapco,
Dyne, Revox, EV, Beyer, Cetec, etc. K & L Sound Service, 75
North Beacon At., Watertown, Mass. 02172. (617) 787-4072TF

Att: Ken Berger.
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KINETIC AUDIO INTL., LTD.

GGOOGPO

by

6624 W. IRVING PARK RD.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIB

60634

312-605-6609

;D4

QPOQO

5

Box 841, Cooper Station, NY 10003. We accept phone orders

with your M/C or VISA.

TRADE UP to the MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner
It may have been out of the question at $2000, but the
new retail is $995. Subtract even more for your trade-in
and this magnificent tuner can be yours at a surprisingly
low price. We offer very generous trade-in allowances on
your old tuner or other audio equipment. A rare chance
to own the best at a reasonable price (see Audio, Nov.
'77). Write us for a quote. or better yet, phone after
business hours and we can discuss your trade-in: (617)
874-0706, mon.-fri., 6-8 pm. (ask for Dick)
AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Westminster, MASS
TF

01473.

O

oGPO\
ß0G ,QPPOOPS

feature just about all of the finest phono cartridges on the
market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes
cartridges that are normally sold for the full retail price! Our
most popular lines include Acutex, ADC, Crado, Nagatron,
Ortofon, Shure, Sonus, Stanton and many others that we
can't even mention by name. Just call us at 2122543125
for more information or write to Direct Discounts Ltd., P.O.
We

TURNTABLE RUMBLE OR FEEDBACK BLUES? After 2 yrs.
of research, a suspension system has now been developed to
eliminate vibration, allowing your turntable to perform at its
best. The sound quality of any stereo system is greatly improved regardless of price! The DISK -FLOATER fits under any
type or size turntable. Order now at only $16.95 UPS prepaid
from Grosberg Associates, 1226 E 85th St., Brooklyn, NY
11236.

The Original Short Story
"Rubber, as used in
this sense, has two major
faults: it is subject to

"Some moving coil manufacturers move in
mysterious ways. At Dynavector,
we like to think we are

constantly (and re-

temperature change as
well as deterioration with

lentlessly) moving forward
to recreate the excitement
of the original musical performance.

age. Thus, our cartridges
are not at the mercy of
`the creeping time effect
of rubber.'

Shorter is better.

100R complete
"Dynavector has uncovered
But in the final
(not to scale)
the real truth. By using microanalysis...
miniaturization of internal components and a can"...The truth is always in the listening. Please ask
tilever of only 2.5mm in length, the realization of
your dealer for details on the new generation
tremendous transient attack-coupled with excepDynavector MC cartridges-the new 100 Ruby, 100
tional trackability-is finally at hand.
Diamond and the 20A and 20B Mark 2 series. And,
"With this short cantilever (2/3 the size of tradiask about our DV 505 tone arm and two great transtional cartridges), the resonant frequency in our
formers.
DV/Karat series is greater than 50kHz.
"For a great ending to your next component purchase, make it Dynavector. Wouldn't it be just a little
How we did it.
criminal to buy anything else?"
"The resultant effect of such a high resonant freDynavector Systems USA, Inc., 30708 Lakefront
quency made possible the elimination of all rubber
Drive, Agoura, CA 91301 (213) 991-5010.
used in its most traditional sense-as a damper.

Dynavctor
The soft touch
AUDIO* March
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT: Audio Research D76A Amplifier $695; D100B Amplifier $897; B & W DM7 Speakers
$795 pair; Yamaha M-2 Amplifier $820; Tine Ear, 704 Sy-

mons, Richland, WA 9-9352; (509) 946-4459.

VACUUM TUBES, tube -peculiar parts. All kits/parts for circuitries described in our 230+ page Modification Manual.
Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairemont Mesa
9-0
Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714) 278-3310.
WHOLESALE PRICES ON STEREO -ESOTERIC COMPONENTS & TAPES. Over 150 brands. Send for price list or call
707.963.5335 or 963-5893,9-9 Mon.-Thurs.

emperic
SDC-10
SDA-10
SDT-10

FOR SALE

WIN LABORATORIES
audio components in central new york
$2500
Servo Reference Belt -Drive Turntable
950
Servo Dynamic Arm
550
Type IIC Semiconductor Disc Transducer

WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.
Westchester's finest audio sales and service deafer is proud
to announce the addition of:
Fried Loudspeakers
to the already fine lines of AR, AKG, ADC, Pro-Accutrac,

350
SPG-10 Switching Passive Gain Control
plus THE ARM and the KUETSU MC cartridge

Quanta, CM Labs, Celestion, Decca, Dir. -to -Disc, Discwasher,
J.V.C., J.V.C. Pro., Kos, Lux, L.S.S., Maxell, Panasonite, Pickering, Qysonic Array, Rotel, Scott, Sennheiser, Soundcraftsman, Sound Source, Stanton, Supex, Thoren, Tandberg, TDK.

REFERENCE AUDIO of Dewitt, division of GM/GP, Ltd.

(315) 437.3357 -8:30.5:15 EST / M -F
5982 E. Molloy Rd., Syracuse, New York 13211

Shipping is free in continental U.S.
WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.
211 North Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801

Wisconsin Has; Audionics, Denon, Luxman, Hafler, Polk,
NAD, Aiwa, Connoisseur, Braun, STAX, Nagatronics, Grado,

WEST COAST AUDIO, INC., 1130 Main St., St. Helena, Cali-

R,G., Grafyx, Soundcable and more. Write or call for prices
and literature: Sound Seller, Box 224, Marinette, WI 54143.

fornia 94574.

(715) 735-9002.

914-576.3230
2.0

DYNACO MODIFICATIONS
by

Frank Van Alstine
Jensen's Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive
Burnsville, Minn. 55337. (612) 890-3517.
MINI MITE IS HERE! We at Audible Illusions feel a real need
for offering the music lover an alternative to high priced audio

components. As a result we have developed a special line of
low cost ultra musical components. The Mini Mite is a basic
preamplifier that costs under 350 dollars. The Mini Mite II is a
45 watt per channel amplifier that is less than 500 dollars.
Both units are all tube and were designed by the Paragon and
Precision Fidelity circuit designer. For more information write
to: Audible Illusions, 3400 De La Cruz Blvd., Suite H, Santa
Clara, CA 95050. Dealer inquiries invited.
I

NOW...A TAPE GUARANTEED TO
OUTPERFORM MAXELL, SCOTCH,
MEMOREX, BASF,
TDK, AMPEX, SONY
that these figues were achieved with
conventional record and playback
heads using the widely -accepted DIN
eating standards.

WANTED: RABCO SUE TONE ARMS. State condition and
price. P.O. Box 128, Little Neck, NY 11363.

ORIGINALLY MADE
FOR STUDIO
AND BROADCAST USE
The "establishment" tape companies

Western
Pennsylvania's
Quality Audio

Dealer

Threshold
Bryston

Watson Labs
MELK Systems
Mayneplanar

Apt/Holman
Nikko
'Sony

make some quite respectable products, but their tapes aren't as fine as the
decks they're used with. (We like
"metal" tape but can't find a good reason to pay $9412 for a C-90.) So we've
introduced TAPE 5 to fill the need for an
ultra -high-performance cassette at a
reasonable price. A hue mastering
tape, TAPE 5 was originally sold only to
studios and broadcasters, but now
we've made it availcble to the public
through mail order.

WIDE -LATITUDE
MAKES TAPE 5
A GOOD MATCH
FOR YOUR DECK

Polk

,DCM Speakers

Hafler
Duntech
Linn Sondek
,
Grado
Denon
Fidelity Research
Supex

Rogers LS3 5A
Infinity
Altec Lansing

Ariston

Visonik
Blaupunkt
Grundig
AIWA
Sony
Technics

Grace

Janis
Thorens
ADC

SHIPPED PREPAID

-

SAE

Scheiber Decoder
Cotter
Marcoff
Symmetry
plus muLI, more',..
Direct -To-Disc Recordings

hyping "color" (Sony), 'tape of the
stars" (Ampex), 'truth" (Scotch), and
"high octane" (Maxell), these corn paries are avoiding the big issue of
tape incompatibility, a factor that can
affect
measurably
and audibly
the actual performance of your deck.
Since each tape deck manufacturer
adjusts the bias settings of its machines
differently, one brand's "normal" and
"chrome" settings usually differ from
and
another
brand's "normal"
"chrome" settings. This means that bias
adjustments are hardly ever a perfect
match fora tape. Also, your deck's bias
changes as its components age. With a
bias mismatch, tape complains by distorting and losing frequency response.
By

Pr(

-

b INSURED

OVATION AUDIO
VISA

6019 Broad St.. Mall

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206

(412) 441-4550
AUDIO March

1980
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But with TAPE 5 WIDE -LATITUDE ^ cassettes, there's no incompatibility problem
because a generous (2 dB) leeway
around standard bias is built -In. So we

105

can guarantee that your deck and
TAPE 5 will be a good team.

COMPARE THESE
SPECS

b

FEATURES

Since TAPE 5 was intended for professional use, it's loaded with features the
pros insist on. Like pre-stretched polyester film base, precision -torqued 5 -stainless-steel -screw styrene case, teflon slip
sheets, high -accuracy pins, guides,
and rollers, non-abrasive gamma femc
oxide coating, and never any annoying dropouts or splices. The result of a
mirror -polished tape surface and quality -controlled assembly is a superior
product. TAPE 5 has tested out better
than TDK AD and SA, the Maxell UDXL
series, Scotch Masters, Ampex Grand
Master, the BASF Pros, Memorex MRX3,
and other premium cassettes. Listen for
yourself. With TAPE 5, you'll hear clarity
and transparency of highs that you've
never before been able to get onto a
cassette. Even with recording levels "in

DIRECT -FROM MANUFACTURER SAVINGS
PLUS 5 -YEAR WARRANTY
pay stiff
prices for chrome and exotic coatings
when TAPE 5 guarantees better performance than the other name brands.
Plus a 5 -year warranty. And NO minimum, NO shipping or handling
charge. Free specs and order blanks
returned with first order. Sane -day shipping if charge or money order.
So now there's no need to

11 Charge by phone,
/I:

the red," you won't get any fuzziness in
the midrange.

111 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10003
212/734-9750

TAPE 5, INC., 111

3rd Ave., New York, NY

LENGTH FOR ONE

NO MIDRANGE FUZZINESS
EVEN WITH LEVELS 'IN THE RED'

9-5 Eastern.

INC.

TAPE 5,

12-49 50-99

100

C-46

169

1.55

1.49

1.39

C-60

195

1.85

1.69

155

C-90

249

2.35

219

2.05_

C-120

3.29

3.09

289

2.69

10007
9TH

WE PAY POSTAGE, ADD 10% FOR FIRST CLASS

TAPE 5's

major specifications exceed

those of the above tapes. Signal -toNoise Ratio is an astounding 64.4 dB, so
quiet that there's no objectionable
tape hiss even when You don't use
Dolby.^ Maximum Output Level at 3%
THD is 6.7 dB. (These first two specs are
essential to making good tapes for your
car stereo.) Wow and Flutter measure
.042%. At 0 dB input, IM Distortion is 1%.
Attainable Frequency Response is 3018,000 Hz, ± 1.5 dB. And bear in mind

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ENCLOSED'

CHARGE MV VISA

D

Master

k,ee e

Diners
an Express D
Exp. Date
-_
# _
RM.C.,4#'s above name
Signature

Cad

-

A

Name
Address

Cis
Ltate

Zip

rJ

RECORDS
AUDIOPHILES! Direct -Disc, Digital, Mobil Fidelity -All labels Low Prices Fast Service. Write for free catalog. Direct Disc
Discounters, 2245 New Hope Church Rd., Raleigh, NC
9.9
27604.
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DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All labels at
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low prices. Telearc, Discwasher, Audio-Technica, Sheffield,
Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity Labs...WE HAVE
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more!!) Send for FREE price list and
Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive cataloge DISConnection,
P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL 33679.
THEM ALL!! (and
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FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOG! Personalities!
ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 17th G-1 Costa Mesa,
TF
CA 92627.
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LP'S--Private

label-Unissued rare materials.

Louie, Tea, Tatum, Bunny, Venuti, Joe Sullivan,
PeeWee Hackett. Free Catalog. Shoestring, P.O. Box 10208,
Hawk,

er'ee

Oakland, CA 94610.

"

Connecticut's Progressive Audio Store
Acoustat / Andante / Apt Corp / Audionics / Audio Technology / Bryston / Carver / M.A.
Cotter/ Dahlquist / DCM / Denon /Grace / Hafler / Marcof / M&K / NAD / Nakamichi /Pyramid /
375 titles of digital -direct discs.
RH Labs / Signet / Symdex / Mirage / Win Labs / Yamaha.
Audiophile accessories. Keith Monks record cleaning. All shipments prepaid and insured.

TAKE i7AUDIO
-w
th&f
ct 06511 203-777-1750 m

10-6

mc/visa/amex

Greatly enhances bass & mid
transients
Eliminates 80% of disc warp problems
Vastly improves imaging
All the benefits of platter weights
without the weight
Great holiday gift for the HI FI owner

RECORD HOUND, Box 88A, Eagleville, PA 19408. Fills want
list? Doggone right!!! 331 specialist. Fast, friendly service.
10-0

"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn, LP jackets with
clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner
sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CA8CO A6,
Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio

43201."

TF

RECORDSAVERS, POLY-LINED INNER SLEEVES TEN
CENTS EACH, POSTPAID, MINIMUM 100. DEO, INC., BOX
6-0
452D, GLENVIEW, IL 60025.

ROCK, JAZZ, CLASSICAL, BIG BAND LP'S, TAPES, IMPORTS, CUTOUTS, OLDIE 45's. CATALOGS $2.00 TO: NERT,
BOX 268-A, LAWRENCE, MA 01842.

SOUSA RECORDS. Free catalog upon request. Stanford. Box
1.0
36163, Grosse Pointe, Mich. 48236.

VENEER SPEAKER CABINETS Hardwood Walnut Speaker
Cabinets with grill. Routed or unrouted, front baffles, or complete SPEAKER KITS. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for complete brochure. KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYSTEMS, 260-A GLENN CIRCLE, POWELL, TN 37849.

WANTED TO BUY
OR TRADE
Manufacturer Seeking Inventions. Advantek, 1100 17th
NW, Washington, DC 20036.

10-0

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 8 McINTOSH 9 8 10,
3500MK., C-22, MC275, MC240 TUBE EQUIPMENT. Sam
Aberst, P.O. Box 480436, L.A., Calif. 90048 (213) 858-8255.
9-9

$14.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling Check or Money Order

McINTOSH OR MARANTZ any kind of tube amps: Pay top
dollar (213) 278-3430, 8633 Airdrome St., LA, Calif. 90035.

McIntosh 3500 US urgently needed. Pay the best price. (514)
3-0
482.9372 call collect.

Name

i

-

-

99c to $3.99
RARE OUT -OF-PRINT LP'e. Factory Sealed
ea. Over 25,000 in stock. List
$1.00 Record Warehouse,
Box 4617, Dept, AO, Rochester, New York 14613.

SPEAKERS
10-8 sa 10-5

DISCLAO'n` DP"
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Rare Historic first direct-to -disc records. Sheffield's Lincoln
Mayorga & Distinguished Colleagues Vol's. I&II. Guaranteed
MINT condition. Each will be sold to highest cash bid rec'd. by
Apr. 10. Bid each record separately, include phone no. Write:
Davan, Box 27541, Denver, CO. 80227

RECORDS, RECORDS, RECORDS
Old, New & Direct Disc too! Send $1. for Complete Info,
4-9
S.E.O.J., 519 Wheat, Johnstown, PA 15902.

.

`105 whitney ave., new haven,

RECORDS

Address
Qysonic Import Company; 920

S.

Placentia, Placentia, Calif.

MG -1, MG -2A, Tympani (205) 939-0702.
OPEN REEL pre-recorded tapes. Rock, folk, jazz, classical
stereo, quad (8 - track quad also). A few of each for sale too.
11.9
SASE. Ray, 1293 French Ave., Lakewood, Ohio 44107.

A

udio
f

IN!(1HF STEREO SHOWROOM

'L)xcellence
1)1

1)tCATFI) TO THU PERFECTIONIST

Presenting Components from the Prestigious Companies of
KOETSU
THRESHOLD ROGERS MAGNEPAN
SIGNET
SNELL PYRAMID
AUDIONICS
HAFLER
DENON OBELISK
WIN LABS
BRYSTON
AXIOM
SYMDEX
BEVERIDGE
SPATIAL
DCM MARCOF
LINN SONDEK
PSE SUPEX
SYMMETRY
M.A. COTTER
FID. RES.
PLASMATRONICS LUX TVA
584 Washington Street. San Francisco 94111

415 433-1335

Used Linn t/t. Andrew Buc, 7985 Santa Monica Blvd.,
# 109-67, Los Angeles, CA 90046.

WANTED: McINTOSH C22 + 275 + 240 + MC 3500 and
MARANTZ 7C + 9 + 8B 713-729.1658, TEXAS.
WANTED: Phase Linear Phase Ill Speaker System
(914) 423-1419 Pat, Jr. EVES.

Tel.

PLANS & KITS
TAPE-SUDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap-dissolve
plans, $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp schematics,
$8.50. The Millers, 1896 Maywood, S. Euclid, OH 44121. TF

EMPLOYMENT
INFORMATION
JOURNEYMAN CREDENTIALS GRANTED LEGMMATE!
Write: National Craftsman Union, 210 Fifth Avenue, Suite
10.0
1102, New York, NY 10010.

AUDIO
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS

CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/
experience business makes money! Others work for you! Free
Details "CAFM," Box 130-N3, Paradise, CA 95969

"STATE OF THE ART"

TDK, Maxell, BASF, Cassettes, reels, 8 -tracks. Lowest
prices. New, Guaranteed. FREE CATALOG S&S Audio, P.O.
TF
Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194

High Performance Loudspeakers, Box
CAMPUS REPS
18009, Seattle, WN 98118
TF
-

TDK, MAXELL, MEMOREX, BASF, cassettes, reels 8 -tracks.
Lowest 'prices. New, Guaranteed. FREE CATALOG. S & S
TF
Audio, P.O. Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194

EARN UP TO $100,000.00!!!
Fast money in the mail-order business. Send check for $2.75

for book that tells all to: D. A. Fritz 01, P.O. Box 325, Berea,
OH 44017.
ACT FAST AND GET RICH!!!
-

IN STOCK ALWAYS!

SHIPPED PREPAID
ANYWHERE IN U.S.
Credit Cards Accepted,
Trade Ins Wrelcomed.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mitsubishi

Free Promotional Albums, Concert Tickets, Stereos, Etc.
Information: Barry Publications, 477 82nd Street, Brooklyn,
NY 11209.

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.
Cleaver plan $2.00 (Refundable) Noble, Box 10033, Houston,
TX. 77206.

eik

Sultan* .hi
Il111c

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

I

I

$1200.00 MONTHLY Correcting Students' Lessons at
ELECTRONIC MUSIC and home recording in Polyphony
magazine. Advanced applications, interviews, projects, computer music. Sample, $1.50. Subscription (6 issues), $8 US/
$10 foreign. POLYPHONY, Box AM20305, Okla. City, OK
73156.
5.0

home!!! Start immediately. No experience needed. Free
report. Send self-addressed stamped envelope. Alpha,
Box 131-YHDV, Van Nuys, CA 91401.

HELP WANTED
AUSTRALIA -NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU!! 50,000 Jobs!
Big Pay! Reports $2.00. AUSTCO, Box 2069-K, La Puente, CA
1-0
91746

Audiocom

Parttime piece work. Webster, America's foremost dictionary company needs home workers to update local mailing

Audi.

haul
I. l .a1).-.

Yamaha

15032924401
8680SWCaflycxlRd Fbrtlarxl,OR97225

High Technology Audio

lists. All ages, experience unnecessary. Send name, address,
phone number to Webster, 175 5th Ave., Suite 1101-1376,
New York, NY 10010.

ADS, Allison, Apt, Audio Pulse, Audionics, B&W, Bruer, Burwen, Cotter, Dahlquist, DCM, Denon, Draco, EMT, EV, Eumig, FR, GAS, Grace, Grado, Janis, JR,
KEF, Mitsubishi, MK, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon, RH Labs, Revox, Rogers, Snell,
Spectro, Stax, Symmetry, Tandberg, VA Systems

RADIO-TV Jobs... Stations hiring nationwide! Free details:
"Job Leads," 1680 -PH Vine Hollywood, CA 90028

Major credit cards honored. Phone orders shipped promptly.

Station Manager

-

177

Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT

Phone: (203) 637-3621

Educational Supervisor

107

Emerson College is seeking an educational director of its radio station WERS-FM. Activities will include operational and
academic supervision of a student-run station. Will also involve teaching of some courses in radio/radio management.
Professional broadcast experience required. Bachelor and
Master's degrees and educational
experience. Salary,
$16,000 to $20,000. Send brief resume to: John C. Zacharis,
Vice President for Academic Affairs, Emerson College, 148
Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02116. Closing date: February 28,

Now in Fort Lauderdale...
State of the art components for the
audio perfectionist and serious listener.

Audio Research Acoustat Denon B & W Armstrong Chartwell Lux
Tangent Polk GAS Conrad Johnson Audire Ariston Connoisseur
ADC Grace Supex Grado Goldring DB Systems Quatre Stax
Plasmatronics Transcriptors Dynavector Vandersteen
Theta
Complete selection of direct to disc recordings.
i

1979.

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS

AUDIO
INSIGHT
The Promenade at Bay Colony

NAME-BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell, TDK, Ampex,
Scotch, BASF, etc. New catalogue now available. MJS, 2514
Seaboard Ave., San Jose, CA 95131. (408) 262-8793.

6286 N. Federal Hwy

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER
5-9
Box 43058 Washington, D.C. 20012. USA, APO, FPO

,

Ft.

Lauderdale,

Fl

33308

305/491-7677

MAXELL, MEMOREX, CAPITOL MUSIC TAPE, CERTRON

Audiophile Recordings

(over 180 different reel & cassette tapes to choose from);
top brand recorders; America's largest collection of taping
accessories, too. Same day service. FREE catalog.

We have the largest selection of audiophile recordings
in Northern California

SAVE up to e0% BY MAIL on: SCOTCH, TDK, BASF,

America's Recording Tape Specialists

STaXITONC
1776a Columbia Rd_ Washington,
(202)462-0800

D C

including:

sels

The latest MOBILE FIDELITY release-

20009

ABBEY ROAD
BY THE BEATLES

Free 5.00 T-Shirt
TDK

SA-C90.

TDK 5-C90.
TDK SA-C60.
BASF: PRO
BASF PRO

I

89

AMPEX

t 98

AMPEX

2

TDK AD -C90.

C-90.

II OR

IIIC-90..

215
2.79

TDK

2

59

89

2.59
BASF Studio or HIC -90.
SCOTCH Master II or IIIC-90. 3.15
2.69
SCOTCH. Master IC -90.
I

GRANDMASTER I-90
GRANDMASTER 1690

Scotch. 212-7R- 1800
Soundguard Record Pres

1

Kit.

L-1800

TDK. LB1800.

2.69
3

09

4

29

4

59

513
6 31

DIRECT DISK LABS SUPERDISKS
NAUTILUS SUPERDISKS
THE A&M AUDIOPHILE SERIES

AMPEX. Grandmaster 1800 ft Reel 5.95
SCOTCH. 207-7R-1800
BASF Ferro 7'' 1800 (New).

5.09

_6

79

-Shut with every order while supplies last. All tapes can be assorted No
3 00 shipping, or write for free catalog of 250 items plus lowest prices
on all Maxell products. 100% guaranteed. 411.283-8621 MTn 9-4
Free

Complete catalogues of

T

min Add

Tape World 220 Spring Si Butler. PA 16001

Call or write Colma store
for orders, information,
catalogues

(415) 992-5018

AUDIO March 1980
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SERRA
STEREO

* TWO LOCATIONS *
4947 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014
1334 Locust Street
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

TAPE RECORDINGS

RADIO PROGRAMS

RADIO PROGRAMS
CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028.

TF

GOLDEN AGE RADIO. Your best source for radio tapes, reels
9-0
or cassettes. Box 25215-D, Portland, Oregon 97225.
RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or just listen.
Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog $1
refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore. Ca. 94550 TF

YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels-Cassettes. Quality
Sound. Reliable Service. Giant catalog $1.00 refundable with
first order. ADVENTURES, Box 4822.A, Inglewood, California
90302.

TF

VINTAGE RADIO and T.V. -Lowest rates. Post Free, Trading,
Video too; Signals, Box 5063 Station E., Edmonton, Alta. Canada T5P 4C1. U.S. Inquiries.

CHRISTMAS CAROLS CASSETTE ... 60 minutes ... $2.95
plus 50c postage ... EKR Classics, GPO Box 1977A0, New

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats television!! Tapes.
$1.00 hour! Established esteemed dealer, informative 200

ON OPEN REEL from master tapes. Argo, Telefunken, Vanguard, Unicorn, MHS. Catalogue $1.00. Barclay -Crocker,
TF
Room 1470-A, 11 Broadway, NYC, 10004.

page catalog $1.25. Cassette samples $2.00. AM Treasures.
TF
Box 192AU, Babylon, N.Y. 11702

Valencia, CA 91355.

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE
Rcvrs., amps, TTs, Audio, Ham Gear, Etc. 5 issues $2! "ElecT.F.
tronic Trader," Box 73-A, Folly Beach, SC 29439.

.... Bang & Olufsen .... Beveridge Cylindrical ....

Bryston
Denon ...Dynavector .. Fidelity Research... Fulton ..
Grace ...Great American Sound... Hafler .. H.Q.D. Reference System
...Janis... KEF... Kenwood Purist ...Linn Sondek... Magnepan ..
Rega
Mark Levinson
Paragon
Pyramid Metronome
Quad
Yamaha ..
Verion
.. Rogers
Sonex
Spendor
Stax

-

612-721-5357. Free Catalog.

HIGH FIDELITY

.

...
...

...

...

...

...

...
...

We ship prepaid

Master Charge & Visa accepted

l

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION

MN 55406

..DCM...

9.9

RADIO 8 TELEVISION BROADCASTING
hands-on course at professional studio. Placement, Accredited, Veterans. School of Communication Arts, Division Corn.
munication Arts, Inc., 2526 27th Avenue South, Minneapolis,

IN(AT

V/E'VE fiOT IT A«
Audionics

10-0

OPEN REEL TAPES. 71/2ips, Dolbyized releases from RCA,
London, DG, Warner and others. Airline tapes, quad. Catalog
and updates, $1. THE REEL SOCIETY, P.O. Box 55099-A,

PUBLICATIONS

SOUND COMPONENTS,
,

York City, 10001.

...

.

BRITISH HIGH FIDELITY in El Paso, Texas. There are even
fewer for sale second-hand. Ls3/5A Monitor. The much acclaimed BBC design for small speakers. Louis Peinado
("King's Kid") 915-542-1614.

.

within

SOUND COMPONENTS, INC.
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Coral Gables, Fla. 33134
(305) 446-1659

108
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UNZOO OBFUSCATION OF SALON AUDIO. State-of-theart: Phaselinear Il, ANALOG. TECHNICS PRO, NAKAMICHI,
KENWOOD, PURIST, PSE, NIKKO, PRO DENON, RTR, MARK
LEVINSON, VANALSTINE, DYNA, TANDBERG, KIRKSAETER,
LECSON, NAD, MERIDIAN, ULTRASTAT, ONKYO, OTHERS:
ADS, BOSE, B&O, MCINTOSH, LPSCH, AUDIO PULSE, BRYSTON, THRESHOLD, DAHLQUIST, KEF, SAE, YAMAHA, LUX,

AND OVER 150 MORE. INCREDIBLE DISCOUNTS, PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AVAILABLE TO GIVE FREE, NO B.S. ADVICE AND INFORMATION. SEND $5.00 FOR NEWEST 36

3,000 HIGH -END AUDIO
G.A.E./E., DRAWER 33, (DEPT A),
BLACKHAWK COLORADO, 80422, OR CALL (303) 582-5200,
1:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. (EST) GOLDEN EAR AUDIO/ELEC.
PAGE

ITEMS;

CATALOG

CONTAINING

EVALUATED:

TRONICS ACCEPTS: MC, VISA, CHECKS, TRADE-INS AND
HOME TRIALS.

SERVICES
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters
and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph
Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave.,
TF
Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134
FAST RECONING SERVICE ON ALL TYPES OF SPEAKERS.
WARRANTY SERVICE ON JBL, ALTEC, EV, AND GAUSS. ONE
DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE. WE SHIP COMPRESSION STOCK.
VISA AND

MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED. ANTECH

LABS,

INC., 8144 BIG BEND, ST. LOUIS, MO 63119 (314) 962-

3590.
(HEGEMAN OWNERS) REPAIR SERVICE FOR MODELS 1,
1A, 80, 100 and 120. HEGEMAN REPAIR, 42 ORCHARD ST.,
BLOOMFIELD, NJ 07003.
-

JBL SPEAKER WARRANTY STATION- RCI, 8550 2nd Avenue, Silver Spring, Md. 20910. Mail orders Welcome.

Mount your Audio System professionally
Send Name/Type of equipment, plus $3.50 to: J. Miller,

4336 Vanderbilt Pl., Bham, Ala. 35217.
NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC

MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE

37203

Rogers
BRITISH

The most accurate
mini monitor in the world.

ä HIGH HDEUTY

Reference Monitor Int. Inc., 2380

''C"

Camino Vida Roble, Carlsbad, CA 92008

TF

MISCELLANEOUS
COLLEGE STUDENTS! Improve your grades. Send $1.00 for
356 -page, collegiate research papers catalog. 10,250 available. RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, Box 25918AD, Los Angeles,
9-0
California, 90025. (213) 477-8226.
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Introducing TDK's Optimum Dynamic:
Normal bias tape
taken to the optimum.

SNP

TDK's answer to the need for a
normal bias reference standard.
Optimum Dynamic is the outcome of the same, sophisticated technology which set the high bias reference standard
with TDK's SA cassette. Its tape formulation consists of Optima Ferric particles. A needle -shaped, pure iron oxide that
has been ultra refined to cover the tape surface evenly and
densely. The result is a cassette with a sensitivity and MOL
audibly superior to any normal bias cassette available in the
market today.
Well balanced sound.
Optimum Dynamic has all the sound characteristics
you've been looking for. Super flat frequency response and
sensitivity with a wide dynamic range. Lower noise and higher
output at critical levels. For example, you'll now be able to
capture the full dynamic complexity of a classical performance as well as the sustained higher output characteristic of
contemporary music. In every way, Optimum Dynamic will
deliver a well balanced, reference quality normal bias performance. And you'll hear it, unfailingly, for years to come.
Precision
Dynamic
Mechanism as the SA cassette, protected by TDK's
full lifetime warranty.*

d

Supplier to the U.S. Olympic Team
Ln the unlikely event that any TDK cassette ever fails to perform due to

a

The test of success.
We believe we've been highly successful in

fulfilling the

need for a normal bias reference standard But there's a
simple test. Listen to an Optimum Dynamic just once. Compare it to anything else you've been using. From then on, you
may want to use it as a reference.

TDK.

The machine for your machine

© 1980 TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, New York 11530
defect in materials or workmanship, simply return it to your local dealer or to TDK for a free replacement.
Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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The Discwasher DiscKit.
Total record care.
The DiscKitr" includes the famous Discwasher D3
Record Cleaning System, the SC -1 Stylus Cleaner.
the Zerostat Anti -Static Instrument and the
Discorganizer walnut storage tray with dust cover.
These products are also available separately.

d iscwashe rq

PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR YOUR MUSIC
1407 North Providence Road, Columbia MO 65201

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

